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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION
In volume seven, number five, of

~

Amerindian; American

Indian Review, there appears a picture of a middle-aged gentleman,
llho, if he were to exchange his bus inessman t s whl te shirt, tie,

and dark suit for an Indian buckskin outfit, would make a mos t dis ..
tinguished-looking Indian Chief.
l,'10rds:

Beneath the picture appear these

"Goingback Chitolskey, a Cherokee, one of the foremost

tl00dcarvers of the country, is shown with his statue of st.
Francis.

The statue was selected by the American Art League for

e.xhibition in the rotunda of the Smithsonian Institute. 111
This picture would be of immediate interest to the student of
American history who has devoted any portion of his time to a s tu~
of the Indian question and its effect upon the southern United
States.

For this sculptor was a descendant of one of the tribes

Imown in history as the Civilized Tribes.

Inhabiting the area

'tlhich now composes Tennessee, MIssissippi, Alabama, and the westerr:
portions of North Carolina, Georgia, and Florida, this group contained four other tribes besides the Cherokee Indians, but it is

IThe Amerindian; American Indian Review {Chicago, May-June,
No. 5, p. ~.

1959),-vtI,

1

2

the latter who were proclaimed by some to be the most civilized of
them all.

And a study 01' their relations with the United States

government seems to provide su.t'1'icient ground for such a conclusion.

Witness this reply of a Cherokee Indian delegation to the

secretary of War in 1824, protesting efforts that had been made to
extinguish their land title:
Sir, to these remarks (that it was not sensible for the Cherokee to resist] we beg leave to observe, and to remind you,
that the Oherokees are not foreigners, but orig1hal inhabitants of America; and that they now inhabit and stand on the
soil of their own territory; and that the limits of their territory are defined by the treaties which they have made with
the Government of the Un1ted States; and that the States by
which they are now surrounded have been created out of lands
which were once theirs) and that they cannot recognize the
sovereignty of any State within the limits of their territory.
Confiding in the good faith 01' the United States to respect
their treaty stipulations with the Cherokee nation we have no
hesitation in saying that the true 1nterest, prosperity and
happiness of our nation demand their permanency where they
are, and to retain their present title to their lands. In
doing so we cannot see, in the spirit of liberality, honor,
magnanimity, equity, and justice, how they can be exposed to
the discontent of Georgia or the pressure of her eitizens"2
These are not the words of an unlettered savage.

Upon examination

they show, besides a refined process of reasoning, a most useful
c~pplication

of the English language.

Furthermore, the fact that

this 1s a quotation of a delegation sent by Cherokee leaders to
Washington, D. C., is evidence that these people not only understood but were also willing to make use of democratic processes.

2American State ps!erB Class II, Indian Affairs (Washington,
D. C., 1~2 and 18~4), f, 14.
-

4

Other examples could be cited further to illustrate the same
points. but the task of mel'ely locating quotations would not serve
any useful purpose here.

The emphaa1a l1lUIIt lie in the evaluation

made of them and in the1.r applicatj.on to the claim that the Cherokee Indians were a civilized people.
Orant Foreman, who haS done much researah on the southam
Indiana, writea in the preface of one of h1a bookS, "Forcible removal ot the eas tern tribes was substantially accomplished during
the decade between 1830 and 1840.

More than 60,000 In4iana ot

what were later to become known

the Five 01vU1zed Tribe. were

&IS

driven trcm the southem state. and loaated in the future Oklahonta.
They were a law-abiding people, committed to Simple conventional
forma ot govemment, and adapted by training to induatr1oU8, pastoral lives-

They wrs thus as little preJ)aNd .. white people to

become nelghbol'8 to predatory w11d Ind1ana of the West. n3
These words ot a competent historian and author definitely

awake in the reader the idea that the former inhabitants ot the
southland had risen above the barbarous customs ot a aavage state.
!Nor 18 this the conclusion ot only one author; it 18 generally accepted as the condition of the southern Indiana at the period

prio~

to the removal, as the tollowing quotatIon trom a work by Ulrich
Bonnell PhU11p8 will serve to illustrate:

"The Creeks, like the

Cherokees, were at this time [1812] in a trans1tional stage f'rom

'orant Foreman, Advancing J:h!. Frontier IB~o-1860 (Norman,
Oklahoma, 1933), prefaoe.

4

savagery to semicivilization.

Their habits and disposition had

fonnerly been those ot huntsmen and ,.arriors J but in imitation ot
their white neiE[)lbors, and largely thrOugh the instruction ot the

United States Indian agents, they had begun to raise cattle and to
cultivate the land more extensively. ,,4

As one proceeds with his reading he cannot but notice that in
this general claim of' a more or le8s civilized status, the Cherokee

tribe i8 generally granted the top rung of' the ladder.

Marion L.

"The Oherokeeo, 1 t

Starkey, tor example, uses these words:

llr.l8 t

be

remembered, were not the sale target ot the Removal Blll, t.1tough

80

able was their detense and
had that impression.

80

great

thel~

fame that some Amer:tearus

Five nations were afteoted. . . . All of'

these had in some degree caught the contagion ot wbite man's oivilization though none had it in so advanQed a atage as the Cherokees . ,,5
Using even StlOrG glowing terms another author writes of'

rt • • •

the rap:Ld and remarltable rise of this Indian Nation ill enlighten-

ment .. civilization, and prosperity. tt6
of the Cherokee Indian agent in 1811 to

Again we read ot the efforta
tt • • •

promote their

4m.r10h Bermall PhilliPl', O4!oji1a alld S tate ~~t. I Annual
Report or the Amer:toap His tor1o~1,8oe!it1onl;Slq:ashlngton,'
D.

c..

l'!J~

ft,

ll~;o.

~1on Lena Starkey, The Cherokee Nation (New York .. 1946),

p. 15'.

-

r

...

~dmund Schwarze, H1ato!7 of' Morav1an H1aa1onarlea ~
Southern. Il1~!p ~*bes .9!!li!. 'oSl"te! !£atttG (5thiebem, "PiiWi;vl-

rvania,

l~B', p.

9.

5
oivilization at home,,7 by supplying them with domestic animals,
plows, looms, and sp1nning wheels, while a fourth author hails the
Cherokees as " • . . the most 8usceptible to civilization ot all the
Indian tribes. u8
Lloyd G. MarlIn, however, 18 a writer of' a more conservatIve
viewpoint.

He is not so quick to accept the verdict ot a Cherokee

people in the full bloom ot civilization.

"In justice to the Indi-

ans, f1 he writes, "it must be sald that they took quickly, as a nation, to advanced ideas J but the rank and tile ot the Cherokees
continued to tollow the irresponsible and unilluminated lives ot
their toretathers, even to the removal ... 9
It one reads further, among the avallable documentary material
of the period, he finds there the same kinds

ot statements.

Chief

among the sources ot material relating to the Cherokee Indiana are
the reports ot Indian agents and commiesioners to the Secretary ot
War. lO Additional matter can be gleaned tram offioial
7Robert Spencer Cotterill, !h!. Southern Indi&l18 (Norman .. Oklahoma .. 1954), p. 174.
Speter J. Hamilton .. Colon1al Mobile: An Historical SfUdJ'
Largely from o:rif1nal Sources ot the Alabama~¥~ee Baa n and
~)lM! Southwes tram the I5Isoov~ or the
r uSan€o Iri I2I9
until .Th!. Dem'Ol!tion .2!,-rort l!hi:rlo te.!!! l51j (l3Oston, 19m) J

s,

p. 201.

%lOYd G. Marlin,

1932), pp. 11-12.

lh!. History .2! Cherokee Countl (Atlanta,

1 b supervision ot Indian Attain was o:rganized in 1824 with
the establishment ot the Bureau of' Indian Attaira in the War
!Department. Indian agents betore that time were not organized in
~ special bureau, although they were aubJeet to the Secretary ot

6

correspondence between the War Department and officials of the
State of Georgia. due to the latter's determination to seoure title
to the Cherokee lands.

At about the same time the controversy over

the passage of the Indian Removal Bill provided a further amount of
spirited writing.
In November ot 1818, one ot the numerous propositions had
been made that the Cherokee exchange their eastern lands tor territory west of the Mississippi.

At that tt.e sixty chiefs and war-

riors signed a letter to the Indian agent, Joseph McMinn.

Among

the reasons given for rejecting the proposal is one which shows
that they believed themselves to be advancing in civilization.
After an explanation of the reasons why a lite dependent upon the
pursuit of game in the wllderness would be undesirable. the letter
states, "We have here the advantages 01' adopting the virtues of
our white brothers

who

surround us.

Your excellency is not W'lac-

qualnted with the progress which we have made in agriculture and
the civilized lite.

The benign influence 01' religion has opened

the eyes 01' many. and we do not believe that the epithet ot savage
ought any longer to be applied to the Cherokee nation of people,
but with a removal to the west, all our flattering prospect of
War. In 1892 the ottice 01' Commissioner ot Indian Atfairs was created to assure more competent cont,rel and coordination. \~ith the
beginning of the Department of the Interior in 1849 the Bureau at
Indian Affairs was one of the duties assigned to 1t under which
department it still rema1na. Although the office of commissioner
was not created until 1832 the binder's title tor reports of the
department from 1828 to 1832 18, nevertheless, given a8 the Annual
Report .2!. ~ Oommiss1oner .2!. lndlan Arfalra.

7

civilized life mus t vanish. ,,11
Three years later, after a amall portion of the tribe had
yielded and moved wes tward, Chief John Jolly, their leader, was
most anxious that a promised school be speedily established at the
new location.

The chiet's l'euon tor th.is 1nailtenoe was that

" . . . this part of the tribe would become as advanced as those in
the Old Nation. ,,12
In 1824 and 1825, excerpts trom official correspondence

ot

the War Department illustrate that this idea of an advanced tribe
was

not oonr1ned to the Indians themselves.

During the tormer

year an extensive three-way oorrespondence had taken place among
the Secretary ot War, a Cherokee del egatlon, and Governor Troup of
Georgla, concerning the rights ot the Indians versus those of the
State ot Georgia.

Attar an unsucoessful attempt to change the

minds ot the representatives ot the Cherokee Natlon, Secretary
Calhoun reported to the President I

"It cannot be doubted that

much of the ditficulty ot acqulring additional cesslons trom the
Cherokee nation, and the other southern tribes, l"8eul te trom their

growing clvilizatlon and knowledge, by which they have learned to
place a higher value upon their lands than more rude and savage
tribee.

Many causes have contributed to place them higher in the

scale of civilization than other Indlana within our

llAllerlcan State Pap!ra, Clus

!!, II, 481.

12arant Foreman, Indians and Pioneers (New Haven, 1930),
p. 128.

Quoted from the tNIiht'1l18sIon Journal.

8
limits . It 13
In 1805, Thomas L. McKenney reported to the Secretary of War

on the

It.

•

•

present system tor civilizing the Indians."

Refer-

ring to the Cherokees he stated that those on the east side of the

Mississippi .t . . • are in advance ot all other tribes.
march has been rapid. ,,14

In proof

ot

then enclosed a letter written by a

Their

his claim Agent McKenney

YOWlg Cherokee,

DavId Brown,

who but eight years previously had been, in his own terminology" a

savage.

The letter of this young man contained what he intended

to be a detailed description ot lite in the Cherokee Nation in
1825, and in it he cited many reuoNS why he thought his people

should be classified as civilized.
peoplets

rams

There are descriptions of his

and crops, their flocka ot sheep, goats, and swine,

the trade that they carried on with their neighbors.

The Chero-

kees are s&1d to cul t1 va te apple and peach oroha.rds and to make
use of butter and cheese at table; they have built pub110 roads
and some

ot them maintain native places of entel'*ta1nmentl they

make both cotton and woolen goods; some of them are meohanics, and

the pursuit of agr1cul ture i8
our nation's prosper! ty. If

t1.

•

•

the

DlO8 t

oommon foundat1on of

The youth took great pride not only in

the domestic accomplishments of his people but alao in their growth

as a nat1on, tor he drew attention to the1r native language,
13er10 a,n State P;apera, Class
14Ib1 d. ., p. 650.

11,

II, 462.

9
If,

••

inferior to few, if any, in the world,tt their republican

form of government, and their printing press, national library and
museum, soon to be established. l5
Disputes over the passage of the Indian Removal Bill in 1830
brought the plight of the southern Indiana, and especially the
Cherokees, to the attention ot many people throughout the country.
They were the object J tor example, of a memorial from the ladies
of Burlington, New Jersey, who protested to the Senate against the

bill on the ground that the progress of the Indians in civilization
would be brought to an end it the removal were to take place .16
While most of the statements one reads tend to give the impression that the Cherokee had progressed to great lengths in the
civilized life, this is not the ease in all instances.

A

compari-

son of two reports of Committees on Indian attairs, one in 1824
and the other in 1330, cautions the reader that further investiga-

tion is necessary before coming to a conclusion.

The

former re-

port, probably undertaken in connection with the Cherokee-Georgia
controversy, gives a very enthusiastio review of civilization
among the Cherokees,17 while the latter, a product of the debate

15Ibid ., pp. 651-652. The printing press was established
ene next few years, but it was never possible to carry out
the plana tor the national library and museum.

withj~

16Senate Document Number 66, 21st Congress, 1st Session,

17Re~rt of the Committee on Indian Affairs, 1824. This doe~eat~~a bOOK entitrea IndIan Affairs l8~4M18921 at

ument is

The book conti1rt8 a collect10n of
extracts and pamphlets relating to the Indians. There are nine

NCtlberry L1brary, Chicago.

10

over the passage of the Removal B1ll, 1s of a different slant.

Its

verdict 18 that it was only a small minority of the Cherokees who
were well-educated, intelligent, and 1n the possession ot property.l8 This latter opinion a180 prevails in a letter from a disbursing agent to the Secretary of War in 1834,

Many among the

Cherokees were praised in this letter for being as efficient in
executing contracts as the whites, but the agent adds, that moat
of these, to be sure, WERE white, or at least half-breeds; the
full-bloods he considered undependable as they were "
suff1ciently prompt and energetlc. nl9

not

It can be unders toad, therefore, how the reading of these
documentary and secondary materials would lead the student of
Indian history to delve into the matter in order to satisfy himself as to the true status of the Cherokee Indians of the early
ntneteenth century.
these people?

What, he asks himself I was the background of

How had the policy of the United States Gove:rnment

affected their lives? Was white civ11ization really a kind of
contagion to which they had succumbed?

Above all, were the state-

ments asserting that they were a civilized people mere exercises
in

pol! tieal oratory I or was there aome actual foundation for

documents; the subjects are unrelated. Th1s Repgrt i8 the first
document in the book; it was taken trom The Frfena or Peace (Cambridge, 1824), IV, 45-47.
- 18Senate Dooument Number 61, 21st Congress, 1st Session.
l%eport or the Commissioner of Indian Affairs, 1834,
- · ,-

p. 25"'.

11

these claims? This study, then, does not seek to describe the
civilization of the Cherokee; it 18 more of an attempt to determine
whether writers who claimed this status for them were basing their
opinions on reasoned judgments or were moved by ulterior motives.

CHAPTER II
EARLY FOUNDATIONS

There can be no doubt that with the dawn of the nineteenth
century the Cherokee Indians had had intimate contact with a particular type of white men for the better part of a century.

These

'{Tere the Indian traders who reared not to cross the frontiers and

penetrate the wilderness.

We usually think: of the trader as a

kind of semi-Indian, always in search of adventure and willing to
lead an only partially-civilized existence.

What we fail immedi-

ately to perceive, however, is that the etfects of such contacts
:lere mutual.

It the lite of any individual trader came to resemble

in many ways that of the Indians among whom he resided, the lives

of his adopted brethren were Illtewise gradually modified because ot
the very things that the traders introduoed among them,

A further

~ffect

was the

~nd1an

stock; many were the children of mixed parentage born among

intl~duction

of alien blood among a people of pure

~he

Cherokee during the eighteenth century.

~d

their Indian wives descended that portion of the Cherokee Na-

From the white traders

tion which was most amenable to civilization during the later eritfical period ot the Indian removals.

12

13

Concevning the operation of the traders among the

Cherokee~

samuel Cole Williams has edited much valuable material. l

The "Let-

ter of' Abraham Wood Describing Needham's Journey (167:.5)" establishes the early presence of Virginia traders among the Cherokee.

JOurnals of Colonel George Chicken and Sir Alexander Cuming, 1725
and 1730 respectively, besides ahowingearly presence and :residence

of '\fhi te tl'aders among the Cherokee, also reveal some names ot

traders, as well as 1nteres ting facts about th1.a group ot India.ns.

Memoirs

.2!.

Lieu.t:,enant Hentz T1mberlake, ~11642 gives a good

description of' manners and customs among the Cherokee at his time,
while Adair's His tOr!

S!!. .3ID!.

American Indian,83 18 cons idered the

chief authority for British activ1t1es among the Indians of the
South.

All theae descr1pt1ons have been regarded. as reliable

material by histor1ans.

They make it quite clear that the net re-

Bul t of the work of the traders was to

roree the Ind1ana of the

South 1nto a progressively greater dependence u.pon goods of Euro-

pean manufacture.

lsamuel Cole Williams, ed., Early Travels 1n the Tennessee
Countrz 1240-1800 (Johnson C1ty, Tennessee, 't~'ST.- .
2Samuel Cole Williams, ed., L1eptenant!!!m'7. Timberlake'.
Memoirs 1156-1Z65 (JOhnson CIty, !ennes8ee', 1927J·
'Samuel Cole W1111ama, ed., AdAir'S
Ingiana (JObnaon City, Tennessee, mlS).

lI1aton .2!.

the American

,.....-------------------------------------------------------14
The opening

01:

the Indian trade is dealt

\11 th by

Verner W.

Crane in a comprehene i ve study. 4 He shows that there were \fhi te
traders operating out of South Carolina among the Cherokee from

about the period, 1690.

Mary U. Rothrock's "Carolina Traders

among the Overhi1l Cherokees, u5 points out the

SGe

tact, also

giving the names of the important traders. W. Nej.l Franklin's
art1c1es 6 are on the Virginia traders, cla1m1ng that they preceded
the Caro11nians, although

there may not have been as many ot them.

By 8 tudy1ng the material alluded

to in the preceding para-

graphs some definite po1nts can be established.

The Cherokee

Indiana dealt with white people fro1n the middle ot the aeventeenth

century onward.

Earlieat contacts were with the Spanish, whom

Samuel Cole Williams abowe to have been in the Allegheny gold re.
gion in 1654.7 '!'here 40es notaeem to have been any regular trade,
yet 1n 167' two Virg1n1ana

tlitO

happened amongst the Cherokee found

them in possesslon ot n. • • many bl"U8 potts and kettle. from

ltv.mer W. Crane, .!!l!. Southern Prontier l61o-17~2 (Durham,
1928).

North Caro11na,

~ U. Rothrock, "Carolina Traders among the Overhi11
Cherokees, 1690-1760, If Eaet ~ee H18tor1cIA Soot.il • Publi'
cations (Knoxville, l~), ~,
.

6w.

Neil Fr'anklin, "Virginia and the Cherokee Indian Trade,

1673-1752," East Tennessee H~rl0a1 SOOi~'8 Publicationa (Knox-

ville, 1932},

rv,

~~I J

''Vi:rg

a and

tlii l! rokee

meniii Trade,

1753-1775," Bast Tennessee K18t~r1cal Soc1etZ'8 Publioat1ona
Ville, 1933), V, ~2-~.

(Knox-

7W11l1ams, ed., "Letter or Abraham. Wood Describing Needham's
Jou;ney (1613), n Earll Travels .!!! ~ Tennessee Country 1:240-1800,
p, £";';9·

F

------------------------------------------------------~

15

. a bout sixty gunnes, not

three gallons to thirty . . . [and]

such lockes as ours bee, ye steeles are long and channeld where ye
flints strike.!f8
Bri tish trade with the Cherokee was through South Carolina
and Virginia.

For years there was a great rivalry produced by com-

petition between these two colonies.

Later in the eighteenth cen-

tury, after Georgia had been established, that colony took an active part in the competition.

Virginia at first had much ot her

own way, but Carolina was able to surpaaa her·

Finally Georgia

overpowered carolina" and that colony felt what it was like to have
the Indian trade atolen. 9 Behind this curtain ot colonial conten.
tion the Indian trade had definitely had ita foundations laid by

1690.

In proof ot this Verner W. Crane cites the activities ot an

1/

ambitious and impecunious planter, James Moore" and his

colleague, Maurice Mathews, who together

tI • • •

engaged in slave-

trading and other speculative money-making 8chemes, including a
project to explo1t the trade and the mines of the southern

8Ibid., pp. 28-299An interesting sidelight obtained tram this research has
been the realization ot the importance of Indian alliances to historical study. France and England both tried to exploit the Indian
trade to their own advantage, an issue of mercantilism that was
rampant at that pe~iod. Therefore both countries tried to gain
the friendship of the Indians and to induce them to mis trus t the
other. Rivalry between countries and even between colonies of the
same country, plus the inability of the Indians to have a true
picture ot world atfairs J was the main cause ot border wars with
the Indiana.

-

16

APpalac hiana. ,,10 Twenty-five years later Virginia and Carolina
l'Iere partaking of the first fruits ot a ri8ing business.

of a Virginia caravan ot 1718 that

fl • • •

We know

made ita way to the di8-

tant Cherokee and remained among the mountain Indians the entire
summer and probably autumn, too. . . . The traders brought back
not only seventy horees loaded with peltry, but also tour Cherokee
chieftains, who in8isted that the trade with Virginia should be
made permanent. ,,11

The year 1730 saw th.e treaty between the Cher-

okee and the English, drawn up in a spectacular manner by the
colorful Scotchman, Sir Alexander Cumlng.l2

Although his dramatic

procedure undoubtedly had d1plomatic overtones, the fact that he
signed a trade treaty 1s evidence ot the tmportance in which th.is
enterpr1se was held by the English.
The

deaire tor permanent trade relations was not BOught by

mother countries alone, the Cherokee were equally as anxious for it
as were the Europeans.

Rivalry between nations and colon1es aome-

ttmes oaused them to make special appeals that

80

benefioial a

practice be not disoontinued,l) as little by little they oame to
look upon certain objects obtained trom the traders as necessitiesRobert 8. Cotterill in his monograph,

!ill!. -.So...,u.....t...h_Et...,m;;.;. Indiana) goes

lOcrane, p. 40.
1"rank11n, pp. 13-ll~.
12w111iama I ed. I "Journal of S1r Alexander Cum1ng (17)0),"
~~ Tennessee Country 154o-lQQ2, pp. 115-143-

Early TF!vels

13prank11n, pp. 16, 17, 19, 20-21.
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so

ra~

as to say:

tIlt was the Ind1ans' fami11ar1ty w1th the bene-

fits or trade that made them accept the white trader so avidly as
to affect their development and to alter their dest1ny,1f14
Evidence also proves that not only were English traders active among the Cherokee, but the Frenoh sought to break into this
lucrative field.

Peter J. Hamil ton shows that the French Fort

Toulouse was intended not only to control the Creeks, but to influence the Cherokee 8.$ well. 15 Elsewhere thiS same author simply
states:

"There oan be 11ttle doubt that the ooureurs and [French]

traders explored up the Tennessee and Cumberland Rivera to the
Cherokees; the Tennessee River was known to them as the Cheraqui,
and the Overhill tribes were generally f"r1endly to the French. tl16

Having accepted the forego1ng ev1dence as sutfic1ent proof
that white traders had penetrated very early into the Cherokee
country, let us now examine into the ways in which this trade affected this Indian people.
wide categor1es:

Its consequences tall mainly into two

f1rst, the influence of the traders' produot.

upon preva11ing Indian customs; and secondly, a certain predisposition tor a civilized manner ot 11fe, result1ng tram the 1ntroduct10n of wh1te blood into the tr1be.
it:

As one author expresses

"We usually f1nd that the first things adopted by the Indian

14Cotte~111, p. 151 Saami1 ton , p. 207.

16Ib1d., pp. 2-3.

..
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from his white neighbor are improved weapons and cutting tools,
with trinkets and articles for personal adornment.

After a regular

trade has been established certain traders marry Indian wives, and
trueing up their permanent residence in the Indian country, engage
1n farming and stock raising according to civilized methods, thus,

cven without intention, constituting themselves industrial teachers
for the tribe. 1117
Some ot the earliest products introduced into the Cherokee
country were listed
in his journal.

by

the Indian Commissioner of South Carolina

They include ". . . 400 Ibs. of fine

gun

polfder,

250 1bS. ot bullets, 1000 tlints, seven brass kettles, and 20

yards of half-thicka. ,,18 Besides these arms and basic materials
this journal lists, over the period 1716-1118, hatchets, knives,
cutlasses, awords, scissors, axes, hoes, looking-glasses, pipes,
rmn, beads, and salt as having been traded with the Cherokee.

Vermilion and red lead were used tor dyeing and beautifying the
skin, and oertain manufactured artioles of clothing found a ready
market, such as shirts, coats, hats, petticoats, and blankets.
Strouda and ca1100 were popular for making garments ,19 Mary U.
Rothrock, writing about the Carolina tradel"S during the same
17J8.meS Mooney, ~t~ of the Cherokee. Extract from the Nineteenth Annual Re)ort
e~reau of lffiericrul Ethno1oSl (WaShington, D. C., 1902 , p.~r.-

°

18crane, p. 195-

19Ibid ., pp. 196-198.

-
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period, gives the added details that shirts were ruffled, hats
decorated with lace, and the Indians were delighted with colored
ribbons, red and blue preferred. 20 In a listing of the articles
supplied by the French for the Indian trade is found the iron tomahawk (casset.tes

a PiQue).2l

The Englishman, T1mberlake, who

travelled among the Cherokee between 1756 and 1765, confirms the
EurOpean origin of this 1n8trument of warfare.

arms used by the Cherokee, he listed

n •••

Among the warlike

tomahawkes, which are

hatchets; the hammer part of which being made hollow . . . makes a
complete pipe.

There are various waye of making these, according

to the country, or fancy of the purchaaer, being all made by the
Europeans. "22
Cherokee introduction to white man's wares date., therefore,
from the early eIghteenth century and was continuous with its
progress.

They gradually came to depend upon the traders to bring

them certain objects to which they had become accustomed.

William

Bartram, the naturalist, noted in 1773 that they scarcely made
anything tor their own use, since they were" . . . supplied with
necessaries, convenience., and even superfluities by the white
tradera." 23

Blankets and various types of woven materials were

20aothrock, p. 13.
21samil ton, p. 204.
22wI1l1am&, ed., Timberlake t 8 Memoirs, pp. 85-86.
2'».tark Van Doren, ed., ~ Travels
York, 1940), p. 401.

.2!. William Bartram (New
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fast becoming necessities, and some were adopting the methods ot
"ork otthe white people.
okee had lately been

Timberlake wrote in 1762 that the Cher-

supp11e~

knowledge ot how to use them.

with tools and were lacking only in
He alao noticed that some ot the

men as well as the women had leamed how to sew and made their own
garments. 24 By 1765 Superintendent Stuart had concluded that the
Cherokee could not get along without the goods supplied them by
white traders. 25
It can be understood, then, that by the time the United States
became independent and began having deal!nga with the Cherokee,
these Indiana bad come to rely upon the many produots which they
were incapable ot making f'or themeelves.

When, then, chief'a com-

plained that their hunting lands were shrinking, or that. the wild
animals were disappearing, it waa not 80 much through a tear of:

losing their tood sources as it was d18turbance over the

108S

of' .

that which would enable them to purohase the artioles that they
desired from the tradera.

They sometimes said that the absence ot

game prevented them from being able to "olothe their women and
children, t1 not with the skins ot the animals, however, but with
the clothing obtained trom the trade" in exchange tor these sk1n8.
An

example to the point is a message from Chief Bloody Fellow to

24w1lliama, ed., Timberlake's
Memo1l'8, pp. 85-86 .
..
25:Franklin, p. 36. He inoluded blankets, shirts, handkerehlers, knives, beads" oil, wix-e, hoes, hatchets t paints, ,guns,
and ammunition.
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Secretary of War, Knox, January 11, 17921

"You will aee that be-

1ne; upon the business of our nation, we could not go a hunting,

and, therefore, our families will be unclad . . . ,n26
In reality, a

rudtmen~ary

type of agriculture had been prac-

ticed among all the southern Indian tribes durtng their history
preceding the coming of the whlte man.

Although farming, as auch,

was not specifically introduced by the white man, an agrarian type
life I with something more than an irregular reliance upon the
frults of the field, gradually and quite naturally evolved trom
Indian-white contacts.

'!'hUl, after the Revolutionary War era, the

80uthern Indiana were familiar with the bulc element. of the civ-

ilized man '. farming and cattle-raising methoc18, and were no longer
dependent upon the chase to supply them with the main proportion
of' their food supply.
faI~

OUr moat descriptive acoounts 01' their

practices are given by James Adair and William Bartram.

Prom. the tormer, who \faa a trader among the Cherokee and Chickasaw

tribes, we learn that their chlef crop was com, but that they a180
took in good harvest. of beans, peu, raweat) potatoes, pompiona,
rl~1ts,

and herbs, and that their fields abounded with large straw-

bel~1es.27 The latter listed, in add1tion to theae toods, squash,

26Auler1oan State Pt!srs, Class II, Indian Affairs (Washington,
D. C' 1 !~2
1834), , 206.
-

ana

27Wll11ama, ed., Adair's History, p. 439.
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watermelons, and rice. 28. Besides the meat of w11d animals prepared
for food, he noted the use of domes t10 paul try and
kine,

beeves, goata, and swine . . . . ,,29

U

n

•

0

domes tic

In Adair's account

there 18 no mention of k1ne nor 01' goats, but the ra1sing 01' swine
is referred to 1n a number of places. 30 Bartram supplies us with
the interesting point that even though the southam Indians knew
of the plough, this instrument 01' labor had been forbidden by the
chiefs, who alleged ", . . that 1t would starve their old people
whO employed themselves in planting and selling their produce to
the traders tor their support and maintenance} aeeing that by permitting the traders to use the plough one or two persons could

cas ily raise more grain than all the old people of the two oould
do by using the hoe ,1131

Without explaining the reuon, Adair con-

firmed this praotioe when he set down the use of n. • . a oommon
~oe

and a 8mall hatohet . . . ft as their only implements for clear2 One other traveller who observed the agriing and Plant1ng.3

oultural tendencies 01' the Indiana he v1aIted was Lieutenant Henry
Timberlake.

His observations point to the fact that, in general,

2BwIl11am. Bartram, "Observations on the Creek and Cheroltee
Indians, 1789," Transaotions of the American Ethnolo~ical Society
(New York .. 1853), III, Ill.
-29Ibid., p. 47·
I

3Owl1llams, ed., Adair's Histo£l, pp. 241, 436, 444, 445.
31Bartram, p. 48 .
32willlams, ed., Adair's H1storl, p. 435.
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what
the

was true of the southern Indiana as a whole may be applied to
Cherokee 1n partioular.

His

l1at1ng of theiI' 8.gI'icultural

produots is almost ident10al with those already oited, except tOI'
strawbeI'I'1es and 1'108 whioh they did not I'8i88, but they did cultivate tObacco. 33 He notioed, too, that the rai8tng of horses and
hogs was quite oommon, although he I'emAI'ked the absenoe ot oowa
and Sheep.34 Thus it 18 olear that even beto%'e the United States
Government set out to make the southern Indians into an agI'ioultuI'ally dependent people, ceI'tain practices had already been adopted
by

them which would serve to make the tranaition a somewhat nat.

ural development.
Simultaneous with these many new influences upon the lives of
the

Chel"Okee was the intermarI'iage ot many ot the tradeI'S into the

tribe.

That this was the common pI'actice 1s an accepted tact.

VerneI' W. Cl'1me, for example, states:

"Most traders took Indian

wives, who dressed their victuals and taught them the Indian
tongue. n35

It 18 the opinion of the author, James Mooney, that

Cherokee civilizat10n was advanced by the intermarriage with wh1te
men,

n •••

chiefly tradal'S or the ante-Revolutionary period, with

a few Americans from the baokwoods. tt36

And he 118 ts, among

''w1lliams, ed., Timberlake'" Memoirs, p. 68.
34Ibid., pp. 12-13·
35 Crane, p. 125·

3£Xooney, p.

8,.

....
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prominent Cherokee fami11es the following: as having been of mixed
des cent:

the Doughertya, Galpin8, Adaire. Rosses, Vanna, McIn-

toshes, and Wat'torda .37

In his 1ntroduct1on to Adair's Hi8to!',l

.2!.

the American Indians, Samuel C. Williams further testiftes that

----

for a trader to marry an Ind.ian woman was an ordinary occurrence.

He "lrites:

"Without doubt Adair lett h~ blood. strain among the
As thoae

Cherokees and. Ch1ckaaaw8.

1t, he was too

t

ot colonial daya would 6h"Pre8a

fullhab1 ted' to have made himself an except10n to

the c'WStom of traders resident among the red tr1bes to torm al11ances with Indian maidens, with resultant offspring. ,,38

The trader Adair', case 18 not the only individual one reterred to in connection with the subject ot intermarriage among

the Cherokee.

John Henry Logan write. ot a traveller in the Cher-

okee country in 1158 who

t1 • • •

found several wh1te men, chietly

Scotch or Ir18h, whoaaid that they had lived. among the Indiana as

traders twenty years, a tew trom forty to fifty, and. one sixty
years.

One said. that he had upwards at seventy children and. grand-

children in the Natl0n. n39

--

An article in the Publications of the

Alabama. H18torical Soeletz refers to one John Gunter, whom. it
describes as the headman ot Gunter's Village and n • • ·a

37Ib1d .
3Bwilliams, ed., Ada1x"s Hlstorz" pp. xviii-xix.

carol~O~ro:e~~
~~~~s~ J~i~ ~ £
(mlirlesu>n, 19~9), t,~~

~dependence

e

~~tN
~rth
--

- -
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full-blooded Scotchman, who had been adopted into the tribe.

Gunter married a Cherokee woman and raised a large family ot sons
and daughters.

Hia sons, John, Samuel: and Edward, were conspicu-

ous figurea in the Old Cherokee Nation. . . . Th18 was an important settlement and included some very intelligent Cherokees. ,,40
Another example 18 found in the aooount of the mission sta.
It tells ot five

tion at Taloney in the Cherokee Nation in 1822.
sandera brothers, descendants ot a white man

dered to that place tram New England more

It.

th.~

•

•

who had wan-

fifty years be-

fore. n4l
Again, we mow, as a result of Samuel C. WilliaJU' rl"!searoh,
that the tamoua Cherokee, Sequoyah, was the son at white trader
and scout, Nathaniel Gat, and a Cherokee woman, Wut_teh. 42 G18t

was among the Cherokee aa early as 1753·

A small work entitled the

~ira

g£ Narci.s. Owen provides

much information on the present subject by recording tacts conceming the anoestors ot its author.

Mrs. OWen endeavored to

4°Publioationa ot the Alabama Historical Societz (Montgomery,
1900), 1, 419.
- "

41Joseph Tracy, "Hi. tory or the Amerioan Board
ers fop Foreign Missions, Compiled Chiefly trom the
unpublished Document. or the Board," H18t03 ot the
a10ns to the Heathen from Their Ca.encemen to tne
I{Worceiter;-.L840), p. 1M.
'
,- -

ot CommisSion-

Publ1ahed and
,Amepican 1418.

Fresent

~

-

42Samuel Oole Williams, "nathaniel G18t, Father ot Sequoyah,"
East Tennessee Historical Soc1ety:'s Pub11cations (Knoxville, 1933) I
IV, 3 G ; ; 5 4 . - ' "
•
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record only those facta that are true hiBtOry,43 hence her Memoirs
cas t light upon the presence in the Cherokee tribe ot families

bearing the names of Beamor, Thompson, Holmes, Chisholm, Bushy-head,
Foreman, MoNair, Drumgould .. and Wilson.

Using this book as a ref..

erence we find that one John Beamor first came to the Cherokee
country about 1699 at the age

or

twenty-three.

He took an Indian

wit'e, Quat.1s, and one of his sons, Ooonoatota, went with Sir
Alexander Cuming to England af'ter that gentleman's exploits among
the Cherokee in 1130. 44
It is probable that th1a Be:amor is the same as that 11ated by
Mary U. Rothrock, along with names

ot Doghel"ty and Adair, as trad-

ers to the Cherokee tram Carolina betore 1760. 45 At any rate
descendants bearing these three names were among the ninety-eight
chiets and warriors who signed a communication tram the Cherokee
Council to the Indian agent in 1818, retuaing a land cession.
Other signera bOre the name. ot Foreman, h\U1ders, Brown, Lowry,
and Ross. 46

An Adair and another Dougherty are again included in

a roster of Cherokee who emigrated in 1831-32, along with
43Narc !SS8. Chisholm Owen, tlemo1rs ot Narc1ssa OWen ~81fi-120Z
(Washington, D. C." 19(1), p. 10. &ii .-nifen 's sources 0
forma ...
tion were: (1) Kah-ta-yah, daughter of Cau-1Wl-M, who in turn
was brother to John Beamer'. Indian w1tel and (2) stories told to
her by her older sister who had heard them from an old Negres8
originally sold to John Beamor.
44Ib1d~, p. 27·

4~OthroOkl pp. 9, 6, 8.
46Apser1can State P!pers" Class II, II, 503"
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significant Cherokee names l1ke Waf't'ord$ Guess, Parris, Chisholm .•
sanders, Prioe, Thompson, and Harlin. lJ.7

Even a oursory glance at

these names tells the reader that they were not or1g1nally Indian,
but were brought into the tr1be by wh1te men.

The Indian-white

marriages that were the source ot same ot them are explained in
alao be
noted in various placea. Adair and Dogherty have already been
the MeD'lOira of Karaiasa OWenJ references to othera

may'

indicated as baving spent at least put of their careers among the
Cherokee.

A trader named Samuel Brown was with Sir Alexander
Cuming in 17'°1 48 and one Thomas Brown :18 mentionect as a tellow4g
trader with Adatr.
Lazarus and James Lowry are li.tect in the

Pennsylvania ArchiY.

among

twenty-one traders licensed in 1744.50

James Mooney 1s only one of several authorities on
the famous Rc.. tam1ly.

the

or1gin of

Ita membere were deaoended trom the

Scotchman, Daniel Ross, who em1grated to America before the Revolution and married

It

quarter-blood Cherokee woman. 51

Richard

47senate Document Number 512, 234 Congress, 2d Seaa1on.
4Bw111iams, ed., "Journal ot S1r Alexander Cuming (1730),"
p. 123·

49willlams, ed., Adair'. H1atorz, p. ix.

5~omas Lynoh Monts:somery, ed., Pennsllvania Archives, 5th
Series (Harr1aburg, 1906), I, 371.
·
I

5lxooney, p. 224.

Daniel Ross t a wite waa descended f"rom

William Shorey, whom. Timberlake in his Memoirs, pp, 128-129, identifies u the interpreter at Port Lewis
the Cherokee country in
1762. Shorey'. half-breed daughter, Ann, married John McDonald,
this oouple were the parentis of Dan1el Roea '. wire, who .. in turn,

rn
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pearls (called Paris by W. N. Franltlin )5 2 and Thomas PrIce were
partners in trading with the Cherokee in the 1750 18 at the same
time as Nathaniel Gist,53 of which the name, Gue.8, mentioned in
the roster above, is a variation.

The trader, Harlin (or Harland),

was among the Cherokee in 1'783 when a Moravian missionary _de a
tour of the Nation.

One of h.18 guIdes, a K'r. McCOrmick, had lIved

for thirty years aa a member at the tribe with his Indian wite.
Brother Schneider further observed that there were four traders in
the upper Cherokee towns, each ra1alng a family

t-4
dren.?

or

Cherokee chll-

undoubtedly there were many others who gave their names

to these children of the forest.

Although their ident1ty is lost

to our knowledge, their names have come down to us in their
posterity.

In studying records at the United Statea Government re1at1ve
to the removal of the Cherokee in the 1830'., one can evaluate the
results of a centU1'7 ot intermarriage.
the owners

Men of white ancestry were

at the best property and the moat expensive homes, and

had become the moat influential. citlzena in their nation,

gave birth to John Roaa. the Cherokee chief at the time or the
removal. Thus, we see that the leader ot the tribe at the moot
ori tical time in its h1atory was only one-eighth Cherokee .

52Frankl1n, p. 22.
5'w1l1iama, "Nathaniel Gist, Father ot Sequoyah, tJ p. 40.
54Samuel Cole Williams, ed., "Brother Martin Schneider'. fteof Hia Journey to the Upper Cherokee Towrus (1783-1784), f1 Earll
~avel. in l!l!. ~nne••ee Countn 1:240-1800 1 p. 251.
~ort
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A most significant document 18 the one which recorded the
valuations of property made as a result of' the treaty of 1835. 55

It lints 3,551 members ot the tribe who applied for
at the time of" the removal in 1838"

~lneration

A breakdown ot these names

into twelve categorles f acoording to the 8mOlmta of the valuations, ahows that the most prosperous men in the Cherokee Nation

bore the names of their white progenitors, as the following will
111US tl"l1 te:

Joseph Venn

,29,991.10

Lewis Roas

25,980.15

Major Ridge

24,121.00

Eciward

Ountel'

John Ridge
John

Ross

21,894.24
19,741.61*
11,965 ".,5

John Martin

16,196.00

William Blythe.. S1'

1',780.50

Joseph Crutchfield

13,,69·20

Michael Helterbrand

13,221.00

Alexander McKay

12,966 50

Samuel Mays

12,919·00

David McNail'

12,220.25

Heirs of John walker; Jr.

11,555·00

Peter Helterbrand

11,211·13

55senate Document Nwaber 277, 25th Congres., 3d Sesaion.
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John and Sarah Rogers

11,044.50

John Gunter, Jr. and Sr.

11,041,91

Joseph M. Lynch

10,806·75

James Daniel

10,t48':;.50

Jam Riley

10 .. 155·00

These were the twenty wealthiest men in the Nation, and with
the exception of Major Ridge and hi8

8on~

all were of white an-

cestry.
According to the same document 259 heads of Cherokee families
had no valuation for improvements.

About 10 per cent of these

names indicate connections with some of the families 1n better
circumstances, w1th whom they proba.bly made the1r homes.

Of the

remaining 90 per cent, however, some bol'e Indian names 111::e K1uka,
Cah tung, Wah lee, Ad a leeka, Quatee, or Ula tee ska, or translations ot Indian names, such as Little Turtle, Sour Mush, Standing Fence, Cloud Three Killer, or Sitting Down; wh1le others were
knOlln

by a single adopted Christian name, which had to serve the

double purpose of a given name and a surname combined.

All these

examples are indicatIve of the Cherokee who were the poor and the
ignorant, and, Judging by their names, they were descended from
families that had been least subJeot to white influences.
As will be explained 1n the next chapter, it was the United

States Government that took definite and organized steps to civilize the Cherokee and lead them to dependence upon farming and
the domestic arts.

From the evIdence here given, however, it can

31
be oeen that during a century of contact with white men, particularly the traders, an important piece of groundwork had been laid,
both :in the unconscious molding of attitudes and in the supplying
of a generation of mixed-blood Cherokee who were prepared to fol10't'J

the leadership of their Ilgreat white father,

fI

CHAPTER III
GOVERNMENTAL POLICY

Before describing the means by which the policy of the United
states government toward the Cherokee was carried out, it will be
useful to undertake an explanation of the background of this policy.

For the advancement in civilization of these Indians is so

closely connected with their own aspirations and the hopes of the
government, that to present the study of the former only would be
to paint an incomplete picture.
Atter the Revolutionary War, the relations of the United
States with the Cherokee were for the purpose of settling a boundary,

However, many misunderstandings arose, especially due to the

fact that white people settled over the boundaries agreed upon.
Many

times the Cherokee chiefs refrained from harming these people,

trusting that the United States would keep her part of the treaties.

But the general trend seemed always to be that commissioners

would be sent to press for the land occupied by these white people,
~ome

chiefs became angry, tired of making concessions, and for some

years, especially from 1792 to 1796, there were many deaths, both
of whi te people and Indians 1 on the frontiers.

Meanwhile I as the

records show, the United States adopted the pOlicy of trying, by
r.'arious means, to induce the Indiana to completely abandon their
32

~.
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ol'tl'l mode ot l1fe and learn to live according to the ways of the
.,hi te man, with the purpose in mind of' rendering them more amenable

to parting w1th their land, as Bucces. in acqu1ring this new way
of l1fe would not render so much land necessary.
be

This policy can

seen in excerpts trom certain reports, and from articles in

treaties made with them. l
The idea

ot civilizing the Indians was from the start at the

core of the plan by which they would be made willing to be incorporated as individuals into the United States.

As the Cherokee

adVanced they tried to use their progress in civ1l1zation as a

means of' getting from the government What,

1n their eyes,

"u

simple justice, that i8, the r1ght to keep their land and live a
tribal existence u

they wiShed.

But th18 could never extend 1n-

deflnl tely, aa it was diametrioal1y opposed to the baa ic reasoning

behind the civilisation programs ot the government.
Under the Articles of Confederation and during the Federalist

period this idea ot civilizing the Indiana had 8prung trom the
necessity the government

was under to develop some semblance ot

pea.cetul relations if' the experiment in democracy was to succeed·
!onds had to be cemented in order to insure the fr1endsh1p of' the

Indians as a counterbalance against the destructive Inter.ference
of Engliah and Spanish neighbors.

But arter 1802 the Indian

1Amer1ean State PaP!r!, Class II, Vol. I. This paragraph 18
unlte~State8 policy toward the Cherokee obtained by an examination of' relevant material in Volume I.

a summary of ideas concerning

policy, while retaining ita former chaztacteristics, took on at
certain periods an added one.

Definitely the Indian policy beoame

a method tried by the government in an effort to extricate itself
trom an embal"'ras8ing po8ition.

The situation grew out of oon£lict ..

ins promises ofticially made by the government to the Cherokee in

the treaties ot 1785 and 1791, and to the State of Georgia in the
compact ot 1802.
The 81gn1ticanee ot the latter ciooum.ent has its origin in t.he

aftermath ot the Revolutionary

war.

The

tedeNl government, it

will be remembered, sought to induce the thirteen atates to give
up the titles to their western lands.

Cherokee

The land ocoupied by the

was situated partially in the western

ot Georgia and partially within Georgia itselt.

lands of the state

Unfortunately tor

the Indians. the compact by which Georgia oeded her western lands
to the tederal government in 1802 was gained only by a promise
tha t

the Indian titles to lands wi thin her chartered boundaries

would be extinguiShed as soon as this could be done reasonably and
peaoefully.

Georgia never torgot this promise, and although there

was muoh to be 8aid by various governors ot Georgia and federal
executives about the meaning ot the words, reasonably and peacetully, tht. oompact was Georgia's weapon in accomplishing Cherokee
removal in aspi te of' government policy.

Conoem1ng the rights ot the Cherokee .. it must be understood
that even though they had sided with the English in the Revolutionary War, by the treaties of' 1785 and 1791 the titles to their

p
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lands had been recognized by the United States

They therefore

beld official confirmation of titles to lands in Georgia,. North
and South Carolina, and what is now Tennessee.

According to

Artiole Nine of the Treaty ot 1791, no citizens of the United
states were to settle on Indian lands. 2 And although both Georgia
and North Carolina opposed these terms, the treaty waa ratified by
the Senate.

In the hope ot escaping an obvious dilemma the Repub-

licans re-emphaaized the policy already introduced by the Federalists of seeking total transformation ot the Cherokee from hunters
into agriculturalists, so that they would eventually be willing to
come completely under the laws ot the United States and abandon
their tribal existence.
After 1803, it is true, the Republicans were presented with
an unexpeoted alternative, that ot relocating the Indiana beyond
the Missi•• ipp1.

This idea gradually gained strength and eventu-

ally became the method used in solving the problem

But throughout

the entire Federalist period so muoh streBs had been laid on civilizing the Ind1ans that a change of attitude was not easy to effect in governmental circles, within the tribes themselves, or
even in the eyes ot many of the public.
~ackson
~emoval,

It waa not until Andrew

was elected to the presidency, tully committed to Indian
that this polioy was effectively concluded.

twas acoomplished. its main feature waa one ot" foroe.
2

Ibid. J p. 124.

And when it
The policy

,6
of civilizing the Indians, therefore, adhered to rather generally
through tour decades, could not but have had some effect upon the
JIlOde of 11fe of the Cherokee.
1n

the

present

Thls is what is of 1nterest to us

8 tudy .

Information about the manner in which the civilizing process

was intended
lources:

to

be carried out may be gleaned trom the following

treaties, particularly those ot the period from 1785 to

1805; statutes covering the years 1790 to 18191 Congressional
records J of'1"ieial correspondence J and reports ot Secretaries of
War and Indian agenta.

One ot the earliest government recorda mentioning the Cherokee is a resolution of July 12, 1775, in which the Continental
Congress came to grips with the Indian problem.

After hearing the

report ot a committee on Indian atfaire the Congresa reso1vedl
If As

the Indiana depend on the colonia ta 1"01" arms J ammunition, and

cloathing, which are become necessary to their subs1stenoe, That
Commissioners be appo1nted by this Cong1"eSS to super1n tend Indian
affairs in behalf of their oolonies. ,,3 The Congress then proceeded to the establishment ot three departments to supervise the
Indiana, the Cherokee being allotted to the southern department

to Which five oommissioners were appointed. 4 This tramework for
1f01"thington Chauncey Ford and Gaillard Hunt, eds., Journals
Continental Congress, lZ14-lZ82 (Washington, D. C., 19(54:
.&.:;?2'8'}, tf, 175.

~, the

4Ib1d ., p. 175. R. S. Cotter1l1 1 The Southern Indians,
p. 38, 118ta the southern commis8ionera~
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Indian supervision i8 noteworthy because it waa tollowed by the
government under both the Articles of Confederat10n and the Constitut1on.

The most important Indian agents that dealt with the

Cherokee oan be ident1tied, and a word about them here w1l1 not be
out of place J as quotations trom some 01" their letters and reports
will be used to study the reaults 01" the united States policy.

Under the Articles of Confederation in 1786 all United States
terri tory south 01" the Ohio waa organised All the southern Indian
department,5 Riohard W1nn 6 and William Blount7 were the earliest
superintendents.

The Cherokee had their special temporary agent,
Leonard Shaw, during 1792 and 179,, 8 who waa rolleved b;y John
McKee from 1794 to 1796.

In that year Benjamin Hawk1n8 waa ap.

pointed prinoipal temporary agent tor all southem Indiana, and

Silas J)1namore became agent to the Oherokee.

Following DinJ"lore a

Major Lewis aerved briefly, but was dismissed tor poor conduct,
and in 1801 Return Jonathan Meigs

If.

•

•

began hiB twenty-two

years servioe as agent to the Cherokee .119

5J¥neri,can State papers, C1u.s

!!,

I, 14.

6Ibid., p. 46.
7Robert S. Cotterill, rtFederal Indian Management in the
South, 1789-1825, It Mississippi Valley Historioal Review (l2dZ1934) , XX, 334.
'

8Amer1oan State PaR!r8, Clae.

1!,

I, 247·

9Cotterl11, "Federal Indian Management," pp. 335-336.

As

has been explained in Chapter II, the eighteenth century

prepared the ground and sowed the first seeds of oiv:1.1ization
8JIlOng

the Cherokee.

Al though this course of events had not been

planned by the United States government, officials quickly recognized its significance in the action that it became BOSt expedIent
to follow.

Further inducements toward civilizat10n were.. there-

fore, used in the earliest relations with the Cherokee, as meana
of obtaining the concessions of land so much desIred :by land.
hungry Americans.

This is not1ceable in the records concerning

the first treaty entered into between the Cherokee and the United
states, that ot November, 1785, known as the Treaty df Hopewell.
Commissionere sent to secure the treaty, reported to Congress that
oonflicting claims to terrItory within the fork of the French
I

Broad and Holston rlvers were presenting a conslderabile problem
!

In talks preceding a settlement, the Cherokee chlefs lhad agreed to
surrender their rights to the land :1.n Kentucky settled by HenderI

son, and to the terri tory surrounding Nashville.

The::r had becom.e
i

inSistent, however, that the white population in the If'orenamed
terri tory be removed, claiming the support of a treatl1' that had
been signed in 1777 between Virginia and North Carolitla on one
hand, and their tribe on the other.

Taking a firm atjl;itude the
I

oonnnissioners had stated that these people had been
a number of years, and as they had made their

l~)cated

settle~;mt

there

during

the time that the King of England had been the Indian.J' protector,
he should have removed them.

The reply o£ the chiefs to this had
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been, "Are Congress, who conquered the King of Great Britain> unable to remove these peoPle?ulO Realizing the uselessness of any
efforts to remove the Indiana' undesirable neighbors, and mindful
at the same time ot the awkwardness ot their own position, the
commissioners sought tram Congress a means or removing the difficulty.

Their suggestion is evidence that they were aware of the

changes already wrought in the Cherokee's manner of 11te, and, at
the same time, an indication ot the direction which United States
policy toward them was to take..

They wrote:

The Commissioners know no t what is bes t to be done in this
case. They see that justice, humanity, and good policy,
require that some compensationa should be made to the Indians for these lands; but the manner of dOing it probably
would be dIfficult. However, a small sum we think could
be raised on the unlocated lands, as well as from those
already settled; and which, it appropriated to the purpose
of teaching them some useful branches of mechanics, would
be of lasting advantage. Some of the women have lately
learnt to spin, and many of them are very desirous that
some method should be fallen on to teach them to raise 11
flax, cotton, and wool, as well 88 to spin and weave it.
Proving that the Indian policy at this early period was closely
connected with foreign policy, the commissioners remarked further,
"The Cherokees . . . also say that not only British emissaries are
for this measure [hostility to the United States], but that the
Spaniards . . . have been endeavoring to poison the minds of the
Indians against us, and to win their affections, by large supplies
l°American State Papers, Class !I, I, 43.
11
Ibid" p. 39·
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of arms, military stores, and cloth1ng. ,,12
If we recall that when these commissioners were thus instructtng

Congress the Treaty of Paris, which had officially brought the

Revolutionary War to a close, was only two years past, we may
understand why the proposed plan was not enthusiastically adopted

and an appropriation imm.ediately granted.

The ship of state, but

recently laW'lched, wu at th1a time resisting many another storm
bearing upon its exterior, while trying to maintain the loyalty of
some ot its own orew.

With thIs in mind" we may understand why in

1787 the oommissioners ot Indian Affairs were still being 1nstructed to try by every means at their command to attaoh the
Indian headmen to the intereats of the United States ,13

We may

also have some idea of what President Wash1ngton meant by the gravity of the situation on the frontiers 1n his address to the first·
session of Congress.

During

this speech the president urgently

recommended that all differences in the southern diStriot be
smoothed out and that treaties of friendship be made with the
Indiana there. 14
By the time the Constitution was beginning to fW'lotlon and
the government seemed somewhat surer ot ita steps, the President
may have been formulating some more def1ni te ideas with regard to

12Ib1d . , p. 39.

l3Ibid . , p. 26.
14Ibid . , p. 12.

~
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tne Indians.

During

the month of May, 1789, he had received a

long report from his Secretary of' War, General Knox, in which the
latter had set forth his ideas on a practical manner of securing
the tnUch-desl1"ed peace on the f'rontiers.

Among other reoommenda-

tions, suoh as a proper maintenance of' troops capable of preserving
order, was suggested the practicability ot the civilization of the
Indiana as a method most expedient to the cause of' the United
Statea.

This civilization would consist in imparting Our' n. , •

knowledge at cultivation and the arts to the Aboriginals 01" the
coun try • • ." by which ". . • the source 01" their future lite and
haPpiness . . ." would be extended.

It ". • . would be an opera-

tion of." complicated diff'icul ty . • . t1 which ". . . would require
the highest knowledge 01" the human charaoter, and a steady perseveranoe in a wise system for a series of yeara. .

<

•

,,15

But

despite the obvious d1ffioulties, the Secretary 01" War gave his
vote to its ult1mate suocess, and proceeded to set forth the means
by

which the measure could be carried out.

"To introduce among

the Indian tribes a love f."or exo1usive property . . . would be a

~ppy commencement to the business. ,,16 This could
ing presents at

t~es

be done by mak-

of." sheep or other domestic animals to the

chiefs or their Wive., and persons could be appointed to teach the
USe

of them.

-

MiSSionaries 01" exoel1ent moral quality could be

15Ibid ., p. 53·
16Ib1d .
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appointed to reside in the nation and they should be well-supplied
1f1th

If • • •

all the implements of hwsbandry, and the necessary

stock for a farm ...17 These excerpts supply us with an undere tanding

of the civilizing processes intended, while the following

quotation reveals clearly that the whole method was conceived primarily as a measure of governmental expediency.
Such a plan, although it ~ght not tully effect the civilization of the Indians, would most probably be attended with
the aalutary effect ot attaching them to the interest of the
Uni ted States. It is particularly important that something
of th1a nature should be attempted with the southern nations
of Indians, whose aom-ined situation might render them proper
subjects tor the experiment. The expense 01' auch a conciliatory ays tem may be considered sufficient reason for rejecting
it; but when this shall be compared with a system 01' coercion ..
it would be found the highest economy to adopt it. 18
During the course of July,

1789, the president had been

briefed by Secretary Knox on matters

particular:

perta1n1r~

to the Cherokee in

their location, probable number (estimated at 2,650

warriors L complete information regarding the treaty of 1785, InoludL~

that 01' the failure of the white people to abide by its

terms.

The secretary had remarked

on the ". . , deplorable s1 tu-

ation ot the Cherokees," and the ", . . indispensable obligation
of the United States to vindicate their faith, justice, and national d1gn1 ty. ,,19

It may eas'.ly ba that Washington had them in

mind espec1ally in his initial address to Congress.

17Ibid., p. 54 .
•

18Ibid •
19Ibid . , p. 38.
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On July 2, 1791, Governor Blount of North Carolina obtained

signatures of the Cherokee headmen to the second treaty between
them and the United States.

Developments following this event are

a rurther indication ot the manner in which the desire for civili-

zation had become intermingled with the necessity for certain
products to which the Oherolcee had become accustomed.

The des1red

goods held a sufficiently strong appeal to pac1fy them 1n the continued narrowing of their boundaries.
In January ot 1792 five Cherokee chlefs 20 arrived in Philadelphia to treat ot their grievances with the United States government.

They complained of the treaty that had been made with

them 1n 1791, explaining how General Blount had practically wrung
trom them

grant.

a concession of

land larger than they had wanted to

They then reques ted that instead

ot a $1,000 annuity tor

these lands, the sum be raised to $1, 500 payable in goode which
their people needed .. - Chief Bloody Fellow stated to the Secretary
of War:

"The treaty mentions ploughs, hoes" cattle, and other

things for a farmJ this is what we want; game is going fast away
trom among us.

We must plant corn, and ra1se cotton, and we desire

you to assist us.

If these things could be sent us the next sea-

son, it would be a good service to us.

We wish you to attend to

2°Amer1can State Pap!1"S, Class II, I, 245. The chiefs were
Bloody Pellow, kl'rii 'iSner, NorthwarT, Disturber, and Prince, with
interpreters, George Miller (himself a Cherokee) and James Corey.
General Knox also mentions tI. • • the squaw, Jane Daugherty . ~ . If
as one or the attendants.
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this pOint.

In former times we bought the traders' goods cheap;

_e could then clothe our women and children; but now game is
scarce and goods dear; we cannot live comfortably"
United States to regulate this matter. ,,21

We desire the

During the following

January Waahington's reoommendation to raise the annuity to the
desired amount was approved by the Senate ,22

However, the matter

was still pending two years later, tor the treaty of 1794 again
brought up the matter ot oompensation of the Cherokee for

It.

,

,

relinqu1shments at land . . . It in the treaties of 1785 and 1791,
The united States was

at.

•

•

to furnish the Cherokee Indiana with

goods aui table for their use J to the amount of $5,000 yearly. u23
Boundary disputes again arose out of the treaty of 1797 in
which the Cherokee gave up their title to some lands in Tennessee. 24

Again the benefits of civilization were posed as having

been weighed in the balanoe and found by the United States to be a
worth payment for the land in quest1on. 25 Again a treaty was
21 Ibid . , p. 205.
22 Ibid., p.
203·
23 Ib1d . , p. 54324 Ibid . ,

p. 628.

25n,id., pp. 640-641. Talk of President Adams to Cherokee,
August 27" 1798. In return for their land the Cherokee are given
an agent . . . who is charged to instruct you in the raising of
stock, the cultivation of land, and the arts which prooure for the
whites so many comforta and conveniences."

~--------------------------------~
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signed (October 2, 1798) conrirming the cession of the previous
year. 26 This was the last treaty between the United Statea and
the Cherokee durIng the Pederalist period) more of the aame k1nd.
and accompanied by the same types of messages, were to take place
during the succession of Republican terms.

Before exam1ning

these, however, let us turn our attention to the legislation en~cted

before 1800 regarding the practical applicatIon ot the pol-

lcles stated with such carefully worded expressIons in treaties.
Indeed, the hIgh-flown phrases ot these and some of the "talks n
.ddressed to the red men sometimes cause one to become auspicious
~t

their aincerity.

Especially Is it noticeable that me.sages

full of benevolence are otten tound in connection with treatIes of
cession. 27 Thus a questIon arIses as to the method the government
tollowed in putting certain articles of the treatIes into practice.
Two aetas ot laws enacted prior to 1800 were at the foundation

pf government policy from Waah.1ngton's administration through that
lOt Monroe.

The titles of the two laws are so worded that, at first

treading, one would be led to believe them identical.
however, distinot 1n passage and

diss~lar

They were,

in purpose, although

the tinal goal in either case was the peaceful settlement of the

26Ibid., p. 637.

-

27Ib1d ., p. 640. President Adams to Cherokee: "You must,
moreover, be conv1nced that the United States can have only your
~oOd in view, in keeping my beloved Mr. Dinamoor in your nation,
a considerable expense, who is charged to instruct you in the
raising ot stock . • . . n

.t

-
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Indian problem.
Taken chronologically, the first ot these laws was,

tlAn

aot

to regulate trade and intercourse with the Indian tribes," passed

for the first time in 1790 1 and re-enacted Maroh 1, 1793.

In 1ts

initial passage the law contained no allotment tor the development

of oivilization among the Ind1ans, but in 1793 an annual appropriation ot $20,000 was made tor that end.

This was reduced to

$15,000 by the aot ot 1796, while at the same time the title was
amended to read, "An aot to regulate trade and intercourse with
the Indian tribes and to preserve peace on the frontiers."

The law

expired in 1798, was again re-enaoted in 1799, and the tollowing
year extended to 1802, still e&rrying its annual $15,000 appropriation, but w1th no limitation as to the amount of time it could
remain in toroe.

Finally, in April, 1816, an Aot supplementary to

that ot Maroh 30, 1802, was passed. 28
It may be assumed, therefore, that trom 1793 until some years
beyond 1816 the government ot the United States was making annual
appropriations ot $15,000 tor the purpose ot civilizing the Indi-

ans.

The means recommended were the introduction of agriculture,

lewing, spinning, and weaving.

This would be carried out by the

United States agent who would be responsible for interesting the
Indiana in and distributing among them such implements as ploughs

-

28a1eh&rd Peters, O. Minot, and Q. P. Sanger, eds., The Public
Qr the United State! or Amer1C~ (Boston and
IW&8h:tngtOn, D.., 1845-1919), I, 3~9, '77f6, II"
1'9, 140 (tootnote); III,

Statutes at Laree

,,2.
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and hoes, wheels, and looms. 29

It i8 to be regretted that no ac-

count was kept of the numbers of these articles distributed, nor
can any report be found that tells def1nitely, for a limited period, how succe8sful the efforts of the agents were.

John C. Cal-

hOun, when Secretary at War under President Monroe, reported that
no account of' numbers was ever kept.

Hi8 words were these:

nIt

is believed . . . that pr1ncipal expenditure authorized by the act
[of 1802] has been made thl"Ough the Cherokee, Creek, Chickasaw,
and Choctaw agent. for spinning-whee18, looms, implements ot husbandry, domestic an1mal8, etc., but the particular amount annually
cannot be stated, as no distinct account of' it has been kept 1n
the otf'ice ot the Treasury Department. ,,30

This, however, does not

necessarily mean that the acts were disregarded.

Mention ot them

may be tound in some letters of Benjamin Hawkins in 17g'f and 1801.

Writing to Silas D1n8moor in April ot the former year, the superintendent advised him to

n •••

encourage all their [Cherokee's]

loyal attempts to acquire a living . . • . "

In giving particular

advice conoerning one Cherokee's desire to do business with whites,
the superintendent cautioned agent D1nsmoor to " . . . require that
the white person ahall take an oth [.!!2.) to promote as tar as in
his power the execution or the Aot passed the 19th May, 179,<,1131

29Ibid., II, 1 4:;.
3°Amerioan State Papers,

£.1._. y,

II, 326.

31Letters ot Benjamin Hawkins 1796-1806, CollectiOns of the
Q.eorgia krstor1m Sooret:)!; (Savannan;-'r916), IX, 122-120;. - -
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The following July, in a letter granting two German weavers permission to reside among the Cherokee, Hawkins stated, nIt is expected of them to set examples to their neighbours by their morals
and industry, and that they will at all times aonf'"orm to the regu-

lations that are or shall be made

t.

•

.

f'or regulation of trade

and interoourse with the Indian tribes, and to preserve peaoe on

the frontiers.' n32
Tea t1mony given by Charles Hicks, a Cherokee of' mixed extraction, to a government representative in 1820, in reference to the
earlier period, indicates that such implements as were called for
by

law were distributed, at leut in Bome areas ot the Cherokee

country.

He wrote.

It may with propriety be said, that the Cherokee had already,
with stimulus spirits, entered the manufacturing system in
cotton olothing, in 1800, whioh had taken rise in one Town
in 1796 and 7 J by the repeated ettort. ot Silas Dinamoor Eaq.
which were given to the Chiefs in CounCil, during his residence ot the three or tour yeara ot hiB agency among them.
Those were repeated to the people in his excursion through
different part. ot the nation. The growth of cotton, the uae
ot the wheel and cards, and the manuf"acturing of their own
clothing, and the advantages ot the labor and aid ot the
horse and plough, have also been tound in the enlargement of
their tarms. The recommendations to the Cherokees made ravorable impressions on many ot them, who removed themselves trom
their Towns, and [i]m.proved separate f'al'lll8. The w8e-80n roads
which were opened throughout the nation a short period after,
were also a sttmulus to settling on, or near the road, which
32Ibld., p. 137. It i8 interesting to note the queer tmpression made by one ot these Germans on the Indiana tor trying to
teach them that it was wrong to eat flesh meat. The inoident is
described in the Journal ot the Moravlana, Sohwe1nitz and companion in Samuel Cole Williams, Early Travels in East Tennessee,
pp. 445-526.
_.
·
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progressively improved their agricultural labors on their
farms.33
Alluding to the same period, John Ridge, another educated
Cherokee, wrote to Albert Gallatin in 1826 that civilization was
first introduced to the Cherokee nation about 1795 at the same
tiIne

that Silas Dinsmoor was appointed agent,

In Ridge I s words ~

Dinsmoor labored in teaching the
. art of agriculture by distributing hoes and ploughs and
giving to the women Spinning wheels--carda and Looma
It
appears that when this change of Hunter life to a civilised
one was proposed by the Agent to the Chiefs in Council, that
he was unanimously laughed at by the Council for attempting
to introduce white peoples habits among the Indians who were
created to pursue the chase. Not discouraged here, the Agent
turned to IndIvIduals and succeeded to gain some to pay attention to his plan by way of experiment, which succeeded 3~·
These two accounts, written six years apart and by dIfferent
men, agree on these points:

that teaching Cherokee men the advan-

tages of the hoe and plough was successful, at least among some of
them; that Cherokee women began to master the arts of spinning and
weaving before 1800; and that these improvements were effected as
a result of the policy of the United States as carried out by its

33JetUdiah Morse, A ReP.Qrt to the lecretan: ot War ot the
United States on Indlan-ArriIrs Com~!ng the}farratrv'eof"TTour
lFer.formed in tne Summer ot 1826 (New Haven, -rB'22 J, pp. 167=1"58.
.................
4
3 JOhn Howard Payne, Pa2!rB Concern!ms the Cherokee Indians
(Unpublished manuscripts, NeWberry LIbrary J mrrcago' Vol. VIII.
Ridge also relates how one chief refused ploughs and hoes and took
himself off to the chase, but whIle he was gone the agent succeeded
in winning over his wife to begin spinning and weaving. When the
chief returned he was compelled to acknowledge that what had been
taught his wife was a great aid to her, and then voluntarily
learned the agent's method of agriculture.

--

-
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agent residing among them.

Furthermore, Agent Dinsmoor's energy

and perseveranoe were vouohed for by the superintendent of the
southern Indians in a report to the Seoretary ot War in 1197·

By

stating that the Cherokee had made torty-two yards of good homespun
and had more ready for the loom, the report gave concrete evidence
that the policies ot the government were being put into effect ,35
Further evidence may alao be found in the superintendent's
correspondence.

In 1801 he reported a div1aion among the Cherokee

chiefs, in which argument some accused the others of hav1ng obtained more wheels and carda than was their share.

The reply ot

the defendant chiets 18 indicat1ve ot the fact that the government
products were offered to all, although the whole dispute points up
that not all the Cherokee profited by the poliey 1n an equal degree .

They said:

"The ofter ot those things waa made to all of

us at the same time; we aocepted ot them, some ot us 1mmed1ately,

and others soon atter; those who oomplain came in late; we have
got the s tart or them, which we are determined to keep. n36 Hawkins, himself', considered the policy to be making progress among
the Cherokee, for reporting to the Va!' Department the following
month, he said that the Wheel, the loom and the plough were in
general use, and tarming, manufacturing, and atock raising were

35tetters

2! Benjamin Hawkins, pp. a4O-241.

,6Ibid., p. , 62.
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topiCS of general conversation among them. 37
A last example of the results of' the government policy as
outlined by the acts of 1793 and 1796 is taken from another report

of Benjamin Hawkins, this one to the Congress ot the unIted States.
The report was cOlll11Unicated December 8, 1801, and is entitled, "A
sketch of the present state of the objects under the charge of the
principal agent for Indian affairs south of the Ohio."

His con-

crete examples concem the Creek Indians only, but it can be safely
presumed that something simIlar was being done among the Cherokee,
even it on a smaller scale.

The report stated that the Indians

were acquiring cattle; sheep and goats had been introduced, and
the agent was urging them to fence their fields.

Cotton was being

raised and flax cultivated; wheat, I78, and oats had alao been
trIed.

They raised peach and apple trees, grapevines, x-aspberrIes,

and vegetables.

There were then fIfty ploughs in use, one hundred

cotton cards, eighty spinning-wheels, and eight looms.

A white

woman was occupied 1n going about instructing the Indians in spinning and weaving .38 Such were the results of one set of laws enacted for the benefIt of the Indiana.
The second series, although ultimately intended for the S8me
purpose, differed, nevertheless, in Its tmmediate objective.

Orig-

inally pea.ed AprIl 18, 1796, the title ot the first of these laws
37 IbId., p. , 8 5·

38American State Papers, Class!!, I, 647.
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was "An Act for establishing Trading Houses with the Indian
Tribes I 1139 and was directed at building up the Indian trade under
government supervision as a means of overcoming oertain difficulties that a syatem of private trade had tended to toster.

Seotion

Six of the law provided for an appropriation of $150,000 to be
used in setting up government trading bouses (called factories),
and

tor purchasing stock.

In 1806 the capital was increased to

$260 1 000. and five years later to $300,000. 40

For various reasons the

expe~1ment

was tnaugurated among the

southern Indians, two-thirds of the money allotment being used f'or
promot1on of Creek-government trade, the remainder among the Cherokee and Chickasaw tribes.

Tellico became the seat of the Cherokee
trading busines., and here the factor was apPointed to reside. 41

The portion 01" money allotted to the Creek trade is an indication
of how the

pro~ity

at

the

Spanish and ingliSh influenced the en-

tire policy.
Porming conclusions as to the effect 01" the Indian trade upon
Cherokee civilisation is rather diffioul t .

The government trading

system d1d not eliminate the problems created by private tradersj42

39peters, Minot, and Sanger, eds., I, 452-453.
4°Amerioan State Papers, Class !!, II, 205.
41 Amerioan State papara, Clus

ll..

I. 583-584.

42Thomas Lorraine M'Kenney, Memoirs Official and Personal
(New York, 1846), pp. 19-20. M'Kenney, Superlntent!ent ot iridian
trade, distinguishes between government trade which was not bent

~
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in fact, more problems became apparent, as the money taken in did

not prove sufticient to offset the or1ginal grant. 43

After several

attempts to re.estab11sh the trade upon a workable basis fal1ed,
it was abandoned in 1822.

Due

to such dlffioul ties, therefore.

correspondenoe and reports dealing with the Indlan trade tend to
reter more often to f1nanoial matters and to the problem of un-

licensed traders than to the progress of o1vilizat1on among the
Indians.
Some general statements, however, conf1rm the cono1ueion that
the trade waa intended as an aid in the civil1zation program.

For

inS t~"lee, John C. Calhoun wrote in 1818 that the Indian trade under

government ausp1ces ". . . has been oontinued from motives both of
prudence and humanity) and though it may not have fully realized
the expectations of its friendS, it has no doubt produoed beneficial ef'tect8. . . • It the Ind1.ans have made but little progress

on making a profit but on supplying the Indiana with what they
needed. and private trade oarried on by individuals or companies ,
whioh had as their 801e motive the makins 01' money, an.d whioh made
uae of any means, especially that 01' Belling whiskey, to 8eC\~
furs and pelts at the cheapest possible price.
American State P~rs, Class II, II, 205-206. Report of Com...
mittee on !naian i?t~, 1826, likewise condemned the evila of
privat·e traders.
43Amerlcan State pa~rs, Class II" II, 127, 417, Report to
the Senate Mirch t, l~~ conc"ei'iiIng the abolition of the Indian
trading howses. It states: "It is said that the conductors of the
Indian trade were generally men of integrity and honor, not deticient in talent or enterprise, or any of the requisite qualifications for discharging duties of their respective stations. And how
doea it happen that, under clrcumetances so advantageous to the
traders, the Government should not now be able to realize a sum
equal to the original cap1tal stock, appears to be inexpl1cable."
I

-
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in oivilization, they probably, without it, would have made
1.

1

less. ft

~

4

Thomas

M'Kenney~

Superintendent, ravored the oontinua-

tion of the system during an investigation of 1820.
cation to the Senate he referred to the system

arY

tf

In a communi"as an auxi1i.

in promoting the benevolent soheme or olvi11zation which ap-

pears to have met the approbation, and secured the co-operation of
80

many thousands ot our respectable citlzens. n45

Two years later

he was still using his influenoe to prevent the abolition of the
trade.

In an extremely lengthy report he referred to it as belng

most

• •

n.

beneficial and just . . . It to the Indlana.

"Trade,

properly regulated, and a well-adjusted polltloal 1ntercourse, tt he
wrote, "are es.entlal~ and without theae, all attempts to save the
generat10ns to come, of our Ind1an population, . . . will prove
useless . . . . Its influence wl11 not atop here, but will help
raise up a generat10n of the children ot our Indiana into the
blessings of a o1vilized lite. ,,46
A sentence in the report of an investigating oommi ttee to the
Senate in 1820, provides what was probably the practical 11nk. conneoting the government trade with the pollcy ot clvillzation.

The

investigators expla1ned that the system ot lioensing private trad-

era among the Indians was productive only ot contusion, most of all
44Ibid'lI p. 182.
45Ibld . , p. 223·
46Ib1d . , p. 264.

55
because of the intl"Oduction of "ardent spirits" among them.
report then ooncluded,

The

nThe 1n1poss1bi11ty of civilizing the In-

dians when exposed to the temptations and delusions of 1nterested
tra.ders, needs no comment. t,47

-

.

Robert S. Cotterill, author 01" The Southern Indlans, sees a
definite change ln government polloy toward the southern Indians
after 1812.

This J in his opinion, was due to the Creek war and

its aftermath, the result of' which proved that the United States
no longer had anything to f'ear f'rom the Indians of the south;

their power

WU

broken, their strength gone; their eoonomic de-

pendence upon the United States assured.

'!'hUB they were abandoned

to the inevitable loas of' thelr territory, and f'lnal1y to remov-

al .48

Even though there are reasons tor disagreement wl th oertain

portions of thls author's view, some posltlve evldence may, never-

theless, be brought torward in support 01" lta general teneta.

Cer-

tainly, atter 1812 the treaties with the Cherokee took on a much
~re

aggressive tone.

'l'he

tact that Andrew Jackson was a commia-

110ner appotnted to obtain two 01" theae treaties may be only a
cOinoidence, but in vlew ot the part he later played in the Chero.
kee removal, 1 t seems tail' to cradl t him with a share in the change

ot attitude.
47Ibid., p. 202.
48Cotter111,

!!!!. ...S....
ou_t...,h...,e....
rn
.... Indians; p. 346.

Much the same tone that had been incorporated into earlier

treaties ls stlll apparent in that of 1805·

In return for a ces-

sion of land the Cherokee were granted $11,000, payable either in
nwney or

tt,

•

.

in usetul articles of, and machines for, agricul-

ture and manufactures [Which] ahall be paid in theae article. at
their option. n49 After the coanunicat1on at theae terms to the
Senate, that body agreed

If • • •

built in the Cherokee country

that a grist mill ahall . . . be
. - [and] that the 8aid Cherokees

shall be fumiahed with a machine for cleaning cotton. ,,50 But

from 1816 through 1819 any attempts at conciliation are conspicuously absent.

Land ces.ions were their purpose, and 1n this they

were quite sucoessful.

Atter 1819 the Eastern Cherokee 51 tirmly

adhered to their resolution of making no more cessiona.

They were

able to hold :fast to thia line of action until 1835·
During Monroe'. Presidenoy a significant change in United

States Indian policy took place.

It

W88

at this period that the

contest over states' rights vereUB Indian rights waa renewed with

vigor and gradually approached ita zenith.

Objectively, reaulta

of the plan to civilize the Ind1ans had been moderately successful

49American State PaE!r8, Class

!!,

II, 698.

50n,id" p. 704. Further proof can here be seen that progress
~d been made under the agents asSigned the task ot winning the
\,iherokee over to agriculture.

5~ Western Cherokee nation resulted from the treaty ot 1817
which a portion of the tribe agreed to exchange lands in Georgia
~ or an equal amount in Arkansas.
~Y
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in the southern department, but 1netead of rendering the Indians
agreeable to living as individual citizens of the various states,
the plan had confirmed them in their system of tribal ownership.
Hence .. a general inquiry into the soundness

ot the system

was

made, with a view to altering any portion ot the program whioh dld

not serve to advance the government's purpose.

Yet, the Indians

were not at this time totally abandoned to unscrupulous whlte
neighbors, as Ootterll1 sugges 1;8 •

In taot

jl

1t was trom this period

that the coumendable soheme tor promoting ciVilisation by supporting

sohools was inaugurated.
Inoidents among the Cherokee in particular, influencing the

courae ot events at this time, were undoubtedly their unwillingness

to comply with the terma ot the treaties of 1817 and 1819 .. Geo%'giats reaultant diapleuUN, and the government's apparent desire
to uphold ita obligationa to the tormer.

As the protracted argu-

ment took ita courae, the government was recommitted to the advancement of Indian civ11laat1on, though along eomewhat reorganized
lines.

The Indian trade was completely abollsbed despite argumentl
to the contrary,52 the annual appropriation ror the oivilizat1on

or

the Indiana was reduced from $15,000 to $10,000,53 and this

~ney

was specifically deSignated tor maintenance of government

52A1fter1can State Pape!!,Cla&s II, II, 417.
5'xbid., p. 462.

517·

Petera, Minot" and Sanger, ada., III, 516.
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supported schools under the care of missionary societies ,54
Whether credit for originating this idea rightly belongs to
someone in government circles or to a farsighted missionary cannot
be

stated with certainty.

bUry,

However, a letter of one Cyrus Kings-

attaohed to the American Board of Commissioners for Foreign

Missions, to the Secretary of War, May 2, 1816, 18 the first evidence that can be found concerning the matter in the Amerioan State

Papers.

It would seem, therefore, that to htm the credit is due,

At any rate, the suggestion was favorably received by both the

Secretary and the president l 55 and in 1819 became the official
method at civilizing the Indiana.

Before approving large-scale

activities in this regard, the House ot Representatives appointed

a committee to study Indian aftaira to determine whether previous
results Justified such expenditures.

January, 1819, that

n,

••

The committee reported in

little or no doubt remains of the policy

and practicability of improving the friendly Indians in agriculture, manufacture, eduoation, and all the arts ot oivilized
life." 56 Two months later the law tor eduoating Indians at federal
expense was enacted with the annual appropriation ot $10,000 to
which we have previously reterred.

Secretary Calhoun, possibly

yet unconvinced of' the soundness of the measure, did not make any
54Ame£ican State Pa:eers, Class II, II, 200-201.
men t Num'6er 110" 17th dongress, Is tress ion.
55American State Pa2!r8, ClasB II, II, 478.
56Ibid., p. 186.

House Docu-
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immediate disposition of the initial allotment

Instead. he is-

sued a ciroular to interested individuals and socletles. aoquainting them with the law, explalning its purpose, and the results
anticipated, and describing exactly what would be expected of'
those societies whose cooperation could be enlisted 57

At the

same time he approved a visit of observation and inspection of the
various Indian tribes by Jedldiah Morae, a Congregationalist minister and member of the Amerioan Board for Foreign Missiona 58
Morae's report, presented to ,Congress in 1822, contains much
1nteresting infor.mation ooncerning the Cherokee

The population

had reached 1',319. of which about halt were of' mixed blood, five
hundred Negro alavea. and over three hundred white members ot the
nation

In 1809 theae had lived in sixty-rive villages and towns

They had property in horaes, cattle, sheep, plougha. mills, and
other equipment estimated by the agent at $571,000
located at Spring Plaee, whioh was "

Schools were

three miles east of the

Connesoga River, near the public road whioh leada trom Georgia to
West Tenne8see, .. S9 at Brainerd, seven miles east of Lookout Mountain; at Creek Path, and at Talloney,

Thes. schools claimed oredit

for having edueated 252 Cherokee, both girls and boys. over a
57Ib1d , p. 201

58Ibid

p. 27'.

59Jed1diah Morse, A ReiIrt to the secretar~ of War of the
Un1ted Stat.s on Indian-Attare ?!-rI'slng thearratIVeof-a-Tour
KerrormeCt .fu the SUUIIler of 182(5 ( ew Haven, -nJ22 ), pp 1:53-1,4

60

period of nineteen years, and at the time of the report there was
one Cherokee youth in residence at school operated by the American
soard of Commissioners for Foreign Mia.ions in Cornwall, Connecticut. 60
Descriptions of the schools, along with the subjects taught
and the manner of education will be dealt with at more length in

Chapter IV.

It will suftice here to point out that the operation

of the schools was in accordance with the policy ot the United
states in raising the standards ot the Indians, and that Calhoun
was much impressed with Moree's report concerning them. 6l
Morae's words relative to the general character of the Cherokee are very 1nteresting, and should not be omitted from this
resume of his report.

He wrote that their ". . . courage, fidel-

ity, hospitality, and cleanliness stand high.

or

They are generally

a tine figure, as to their persons, pol! te in their manners,

60Ibid ., pp. 161-162. This youth was John Ridge, son of the
leader, MiJor Ridge, who reported 1n Council that he could never
be thankfUl enough to the missionaries for his son's education.
!He wished him to s tal" at Cornwall until he got n. • . a great education . • . n and he hoped the Lord would give him a good heart,
80 that when he came home he might be very useful to his nation.
John eventually did come home, bringing with htm his bride, a
white girl trom Cornwall, who lived with him in the Cherokee nation.
Adam Hodgson, who aleo visited the Cornwall Missionary School
in 1820, reters to two other Cherokee youths by the names of David
Brown and El1as Boudi.l'lOt. Adam Hodgson, Remarks durins. a Journey
through Horth America with an Ap2!nd1x contiIilIiig an Xccount of
~everal .2! the IndIan TrISee(Rew York, 1823), p. m,
-

61Amer1oan State Pap!rB, Cla8~!i, II, 200.
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and fond of learning and improvement in the arts. tI-'

One section of the Morae RePgrt was written by the Cherokee,
Charles Hicks, whose testimony we have already had occasion to
oite in conneotion with the carrying out ot earlier government
policy-

Referring to the year 01' Moree'. vie1t, 1820, he deecribed

his people as being

ff.

•

•

1n a progressive state of improvement. If

'!'his, he expla1ned, was due to the advances made in the use of the
IPin.ning wheel and cards, and the arts of weaving end 1m1 tting in
their homes, and in the

ft,

•

,

aid and labor ot the horae, and the

adv9.l1tages of the use of the plough . . ." on their farms.
ud t ted that

tt.

•

•

He ad...

tho.. in the mJ.ddle and lower parts . . ." of

the nation were not to be compared on the same bUis w1th

tt • • •

those in the mountainous parts of this territory, who have not had
the same adVantages. . . . tt

Nevertheless, after making this dis-

tinction, his unquali:fied judgment was, that of the women,

It.

the grea tar part of them undera tand the use 01' the wheel and
card.s," and regarding agriculture, n • • • most families cultivate

from tan, twenty, thirty I to forty aeres of land."
sidered as of the greatest

~portance,

M11ls he con-

and gave the total numbers

owned by members of the tribe as twenty grist mills and four saw
mills

If.

•

~chanics,

~nts,

•

scattered about in different parts. It

Progress in

however, was not up to par with agr1cultural develop-

aa the absence of tools for the repair or looms and

62.._
I(orse, p. 153·

62
spinning wheels indicated. 63
One other idea that the Morae

ReP9r~

effectively communicated

to the government served to confirm the conviction that residence

of IndIans in their native towns would greatly hinder the:tr advancement in oiv11lzat1on.

Prom!h!. UnIte,d Brethren's Missionaa

Intel11gencer Morae cop:ted the following, and inserted it in his

report to the Secretary of' War,
. . . at present only that portion ot the Cherokee nation
which is confessedly the most indigent and degraded continues
to live in towns. The greater and more respectable part live
on their plantations, and thus acquire those habits of industry and sobriety which are uniformly counteracted by their
congregating together. Hence it has become a principle ot
sound policy in the government ot the United States, to employ all its influence to wean them from that habit, and to
encourage the plantation system. 'l'he IDOst beneficial consequences have already resul ted from it. 01+
Probably the greatest result of the work accomplished by Jedidiah Morse was the encouragement it gave the government in its decision to step up aid to Indian education.

Congressional inquiries

into the disposition of the allotted monies provide factual material as to the results ot this program.

In 1821 there were tour

schools in Cherokee terri tory J one of these had been founded in
1801 by Moravian Miss1onar1es) a seoond had been established in
1817, the year after Cyrus Kingsbury'. letter suggesting government

63Ibid., pp. 168-169.
,
64

Ibid., pp. 155-156.

Besides contributing favorable evidence
quotat1on also testifies to the pres.
indigent and degraded . . . tt

~gardlng the Cherokee, this
~nce ot a ". . . confessedly
~egment

.

+

•

support had been written; the last two were eatabl1ahed in 1820
and 1821.

Pupils in 1821 numbered 180.

From a report of. March,

1824, we learn that by that time one more school had been opened,

forty-nine more students accepted, and seventy-nine members ot
missionary congregations were responsible for learning and di80ipline.

By

the end of that year the number of' schools had risen to

nine, enrollment alike progressing until it reaohed 259 in Deoember, 1825

The average annual government allowance for the upkeep
•
8o. 65
of these schools was "P3,127··
An

unsuccessful attempt wu made in 1824 to repeal the law

upon which the upkeep of the schools depended

That it remained

in force was probably due in some meaeure to the report of the
Commissioner on Indian Affairs, who emphasIzed the fact that the
sohoola had a beneficial influence, not only upon the lives of the
children who attended. but upon the mannera and customs of their
families u well.

His report proceeded in part as folloW8:

Such has been the effect of the above oircumstance. [foundation and orderly functioning of the schools), combined with
some others not more influential, that, at many of the places
where schools have been established, the Indians have already
constructed comfortable dwellings, and now cultivate farms of
considerable extent. They have become owners of property
necessary to agricultural pursuits, and tor the convenience
of life.
.
The prospect ot civilizing the Indians was
never so promising as at this time 66
<

65American State Papers, Class
444-445, 459, 524, ~87.
'
66Ibid., p. 547·

!!, II, 272-273, 277, 443,
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The aot of 1819 remained in force; the missionaries remained
at their po.sts,

In the Cherokee country the schools stayed open

until the State of Georgia, in extending the jurisdiction of her
lallS over the Cherokee wi thin her borders in 1829, rendered the

position of the missionaries so hazardous that moat of them were
oonstra1ned to withdraw. 67 Ttle last official reference to distri-

bution of government fundS for the support of the schools among
the Cherokee 1ndioates that tram September of 1828 until September

of 1829. $4,400 was to~arded tor this purpose. 68
There now remains on1.y the aapeat

ot United Statea-Cherokee

relationa ooncern1ng the events leading up to the Cherokee removal
in 1838.

We have had occasion to mention that atter 1819 the Cher-

okee leaders calmly but positively refused to give up any more ot
their land.

After the Georgians had succeeded in obtaining title

to the Creek lands within the1r bordere, however, they again resumed ag1tation atmed at forcing the federal government to remove
all Cherokee trom. the1r boundaries.

In 1823 the inev1 table com-

mission waa sent to negotiate a treaty of cession.

The commis-

lionerl' measage oongratulated the Cherokee on th.eir progress in

67JoaePh Tracy, nHistory- of the Amer1can Board of Comm1as1onfor Foreign Missions, Comp1led Chiefly from the Published and
Unpublished Documents of the Board, tt Histo
of Amer1c~ Missions
~ the Heathen from Their Commencement toe-Yresent1Ine (Worcester, Miisachusetta, IB~o), pp. 335-3~.~ut
twenty-one misSionaries under the American Board who were serving the Cherokee
in 1830, seven accompanied them to Arkansas and the Indian Territory. Of these seven, three were women.

ers

tt

or

6~ouse Document Number 87, 21st Congress, 1st Session.
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the arts of civilized life and the regular and becomlng manner in
which they carried on their affairs.

They then proceeded to re-

mind the Cherokee that all their advance had been due to the benevolent policies of the United States in their regard, and that they
should not forget this.

Then came the request for the cession of

all Cherokee land in Qeorgia.
to prepare their reply.

The Cherokee chieta took four days

They were flattered, they said, at the

very liberal view taken of their progress in the arts of clvilized
l1fe, and of their regular management of the affaira ot their nationa, but with reapeot to the cession of land their wl11s were
firm.

They 8ald:

cession.

"We cannot acoede to your application for a

It is the fixed and unal terable determination ot this

nation never again to oede one toot more of land. ,,69
For the purposes ot tbia paper the remainder ot the oontroversy can be abridged to the most pertinent tacts, as few of the

events connected wlth it will alter conclusions concerning Cherokee
civilization one way or the other.

'!'he outline of the events must

be given, however, in order to bring the disouaslon of government
policy to its conclusion.
The commissioners

or

1823 were unsuccessful and President

lMonroe sided w1th the Indiana, declaring, "An attempt to remove
them by torce would. in my opinion, be unjust. ,,70

However, in

-
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1825, Congress gave its approval to a law establishing a permanent
Indian frontier, and by the end of the next five years there had

occurred two incidents which, when viewed from hindsight, made the
Cherokee removal a foregone conclusion.

In November, 1828, Andrew

Jackson was elected to the Presidency of the United States,

It

was during the same year that the Cherokee Council performed an
act which sealed ita doom; it adopted a republican type constitution and declared i tae1f a sovereign, independent nation,

This

ttme the President's sympathy was all with the state of Georgia,
who immediately extended her laws over the Cherokee nation and ,
gave

to state court. Jurisdiction over Cherokee lands. 71

There

followed in 1830 the passage of the bill for the removal of the
Indiana; with thia accomplished, the atage waa set for the final

aot of the drama., the aecuring of a treaty whereby the Cherokee
would agree to exchange their lands east of the Mississippi for an
equal amount of land in the West.
Meanwhile, insured of aupport from the White House, the sovereign state 01" Georgia proceeded to aot upon the law which had
been paased in 1829·

In the cases which subsequently came up I two

were important enough to reach the Supreme Court, and although that
body

ruled in favor ot the Cherokee in one of the cases, Georgia.

openly defied the court, and was as openly supported by President
71x,lOyd. G. Marlin, Hlstor,y.2!. Cherokee Count~ (Atlanta, 1932),
p. 17·

-
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Jackson in so doing. 72
As to the treaty, negot1at10ns were protracted, involv1ng
four delegations of Cherokee to Washington between 1831 and 1833·
When a division arose among the leaders as to the course that had
been followed in the capital in 1833, they split into two factions,

and the antagonism that subsequently developed gave the United

states the opportunity it needed of obta1ning the desired treaty
of cession.

It was secured in December of 1835 with the minor 1 ty

party, whoae adherents numbered only a fraot1on of the sixteen
thousand Cherokee of the entire nation. 73 W1 th the treaty in her
possession the United States was at last able to carry out the

Cherokee removal.

The major1ty of the em1.grants set out durlng

October and November of 1838, and reached the Ind1an Territory
from Januar.y to March of 1839.
'l."11.roughout the tina1 stages of deal1nga between the United
States and the Cherokee there were tour events that relate indi.

rect1y to Cherokee civilization, and will be reserved tor later
discussion in thia paper.

However, a brief explanation at this

point wl1l serve to aoquaint the reader with the necessary

72Jonn Spenoer Bassett, Lite of Andrew J!okson (New York,
1911), II, 689. In the other oasea OhereRee was sentenced to
death ln Georgia. The case was appealed to the Supreme Court, but
before it oame up for a decision, Georgia saw to it that the execution ot the IndIan was carr1ed out.

130eorge Catlin, Letters and Notes on the Manners, Customs,
of the North
Xha1in.~ondon, 1841), ff,
To kappler t ad. #
A1'l'aira, Lawa and Treaties
Washington .. D. C., 1904J .. II, 4~g:447.
-
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information for a proper understanding of the matters involved.
'J.'}:le events were.

the adopt1on 01' a constitution and the promulga-

tion ot laws by the Cherokee, the Indian removal bill, the Cherokee
cases betore the Supreme Court, and the treaty ot 1835·

Theae

tour incidents were part of the news of the day and served to
foCUS much ot the attention of the nation upon the

Chel~kee,

stemming from these occurrences, a considerable amount or material
has been wr1tten about the civilization of the Cherokee.

This

consideration will lead to discU8sion in the final chapter.

So the curtain oloses upon the recital of relations between
the united States government and' the Cherol-cee Indians before their

removal.

From all that

:r..as been recorded in this chapter

J

Un! ted

States policy from 1790 to 1838 can be described as humane or tyrannical, enlightened or degrading, according to the partioular
event and oircumstances one has in mind at the moment.

OVer a

half oentury, there were, inevitably, shifts of opinion and rever-

sals of policy, conflioting, and even selfish decisions.

Yet it

cannot be denied that, on the whole, the intentions of the govern~nt.

though ultimately afmed at the good of the states, were

basically sound, and that there were sineere efforts put forth to

bring them to

a

8uocefSSful conclus1on.

As regards the Cherokee in particular, insofar as official
policy had aimed at their amalgamation with white ne1ghbors among

Whom their lands were situated, we can only admit that the govern-

.nt railed.

However ..

80

long a succession

ot efforts, despite

69
the setbacks, could not have gone by without leaving behind some
trace of 1ts passage.

It is, therefore, agains t this

bac~round

of ohanging and sometimes conflioting policies that any evaluation
of Cheroltee civilization must be placed if one intends to view it

in its true perspective.

~-.------------------------------~
~

CHAPTER IV
PRIVATE

ENTE.RPRL~E

Without ooming to premature oonclusions concerning governmental policy, and the Cherokee Indiana, it can be safely asserted
that, whatever its amount of success, this policy depended partially upon the cooperation of certain religious groups.

Mention

has already been made of the Moraviana, of the American Board of
Commissioners for
Cherokee country.

F01~1gn

Missions, and ot their influence in the

Besides these two groups, whose work we intend

now to investigate in greater detail, we must also inolude in our
study the efforts of Baptist and Methodist missionaries.
The first of these religious societtes to become interested
in the Cherokee Indians were the Moravians, or United Brethren, a
Bohemian sect with headquarters in Bethlehem, Pennsylvania,

In-

deed, an abortive attempt to begin schools among the Cherokee and
Creek tribes was made by this

as early as l73 J.j. when members
~ere invited from Europe to take up residence in Georgia. l One of
SGt'd()ty

the group, John Hagen, was sent to sound out Cherokee chiefs on
lArcher B. Hulbert and William N. Schwarze, "The Moravian
Records I" Ohio Al"cheoloSical !!:!!! Historical Publications (1912 L
XXI, 3.
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the matter of penmitting the entrance of missionaries.

Nothing of

a permanent nature resulted, however, and with the outbreak of
fighting between the Georgians and Spaniards of Florida, the entire project was abandoned, the members 81 ther moving to Pennsylvania or retum1ng to Europe. 2 Remembrance of this early attempt
remained, however .. among the Morav1a.ns who awaited the opportunity

to

l~tum

to the Cherokee,

In 1753 they opened Bethabara Mission

in Salem, North CarolIna, for the pr:1me purpose, as expressed by
Samuel Cole Wllliama, of dolng something to Christianize the nearby

Cherokee Ind1ana.

But d1fficu1ties between the English and French,

and the corresponding dissensions and doubts created among the In-

dians by their al11es, prevented any establishment from taking
place.'

Atter the Revolutionary War plana were revived and an op-

portunity ot interrogating theIr red neIghbors presented itself
when North Carolina delegated Colonel Armstrong to the Cherokee
towns.

Brother Martin Schneider accompanied the colonel, who

introduoed hia companion to Chief Tassel at a meeting of the Council.

Despite this ohief's half-friendly attitude, Indian-white

relations were not yet stable enough to support suoh a venture,
and the plan was la1d aside onoe more. 4 Fifteen years elapsed
2william C. Reichel, Memorials of the Moravian Church (Philadelphia .. 1810), I, 163 •. Adelaide t."rle., "IfIlie ~ora;/Iar1S in Geor~ lu;r.:r(40 (Raleigh, 1905) .. pp. 169, 221.3W1111ama, ed ... "Brother Sohneider's Journey,

~!!l!.

Tennessee Countu 1240-1.800, p. 245·

4parge Manuscri2ts, V.
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before circumstances again looked f"avorable.

This time B:rothere

steiner and Schweinitz were sent to make inquiries" and having
received encouraging responses, the Directors of the Moravians
t;

approved a plan for opening a school in the Cherokee COWl try ,-'

Abraham Steiner was selected to be the tOWlder of the mission,

named Sprtngplace, at which he a:rrived with his 88sistant, Gottlieb
BYh8n, on April 30, 1801.

The missionaries encountered complica-

tions, howeve:r, even though such leaders

SJJ

James Vann, John

Walker, and William Shorey were in favor of the p:roJect.

No chil-

dren attended their school and it was only with dIfficulty that the
people could be persuaded to b:ring them.

At the close of 1804

there were only six names in the regis tel'.

Wi th the arrlval of"

Hr. and Mrs. John Gambold in 1805 the school began to make progIn the P!lne Manuscripts we read that Mrs. Gambold had suc-

ress .

cess in teaching the chIldren about God, and in putting across to

them lessons in readlng and w1'1 ting English.

They also learned

domestic and ag:r1eultural arts,6 with the encou:ragement, no doubt,
of the Un1ted States agent, Colonel Melgs.

That the agent took a

t::

Samuel Cole Wl111ama, ed., "Repo:rt of the Journey of'
the BretHren Ab:raham Steiner and Frederick C. de Schwe1nitz to the
Cherokees and the Cumberland Settlements (1799)," Earll Travels in
~ Tennessee Countq 1240-1800 (Johnson City, Tennessee, 1§28),pp. 1181... lt88.
:>Ibld.

6pame Manuac:ripta, V. The chiefs insisted that the Mo:raviana, wno came £0 America from Bavarla~ teach their children the
English and not the Ge:rman tongue. Edmund Schwarze, Historl of
~,Moravian Missions
the Southern Tribes ot the Uii!ted~ate8 (Stlile1iii, Penn8;Y vania, 19~3', p. 80. - -

amoW
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part in the establishment ot' the school we learn trom a history ot
the Moraviana' American activities, published at a later Qate. 7

John Gambold worked among the Cherokee until his death in 1827·
A letter bearing h.is signature, irlcluded in the Horse Report,
bears witneas to the tact that the

~aa1on

at Springplace was car-

ried on continuously tram the time ot its foundation in 1801.

Mr.

aambold esttmated that by the time the United States began ita
active support of the miasionary sohools, between sixty and aeventy
girls and boys had been educated there. 8
Turning

now to the early hiB tory ot the American Board ot

Commissioners for Fore1gn H18aions, we find that that usociation
was under joint Conr,regational and Presbyter1an management. 9
Board aponeored an official pub11oation,

!ll!. K1au,,1onaa

which absorbed an earlier Presbyterian magaz1ne named

list.

The

Herald,

~. P~o2-

The latter periodical contained during 1807 and 1808 arti-

cles wrl tten by the Presbyterian minister, Gideon Blackburn, who
eeems to have been the only individual besides the Morav1ans to

take an early interest in the spiritual needs of' the Cherokee.

Writing to Doctor Morse from MarysVille, Tennessee, in 1807,
Blackburn set down what he termed ". .

a concise account of the

7aeorge Henry' Laskiel, The History Of the Moravian Mission
among the Indians 1n North Aiir1ca (tendon,J:'B':58), transta£ed 'by
e .1. ti'l"robe
it>ridge<t, pp" 3~-309.

ana

t

~r8e.,
M.

9.F.

~ex.:tco

p. 154.

W. Hodge, ad., Handbook of the American Indians North of

(Washington, D.· C ...

!~-l!n"'Or.;-'!,

875· '

-
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~1se

and progress ot the mission in which I have been engaged for

some years with the Cherokee nation ot Indians. bordering on the

state ot Tennessee. ,,10 Th1s account was used by V. M. Queener as
one source of information for his artiole on Gideon Blaokburn
written tor the East Tennessee Histor~oal Sooletz t s Publioatl0na. ll
In study1ng this artlcle we leam that the Reverend Mr. Blackburn,

atter his ordination in 1794, settled in Blount County, 'Permessee,
whel""e he made the aoquaintanoe

ot the Cherokee during the aerles

of frontier skirmishes that were taking place then.

Deploring

their nU.serable condition, he outlined a plan for the eduoatlon of
their ohildren, wh1ch he presented to the General Assembly of the
Presbyterian Church 1n 1801, and was succeasful in obtaining qual.
1fied support.

The sohool, located on the Hiwassee Rlver, was

opened in 1804 w1 th twenty-one pup1ls.

L1ke the Moraviana, Gideon

Blaokburn experienced difficulties over attendance; in h1s case
the children were addicted to taking frequent and undeolared holi..
days.

Th.1a problem was solved by gett1ng the ohiefs to agree

either to send baok the olothes which had been given the children

or lose part of their annul ty .12

Undaunted by hard work and

lOOldeon Blaokburn, tlAn Account ot the Original Progress of
the Mission to the Cherokee Indians; in a Series of Letters from
the Rev. Gideon Blaokburn to the Rev. Dr. Morae," The PanOills t
(Boston, 1807-1808), III, 39-40, 84-86, 322-323, 4!b=418,7~-476,
567-568.
It'!.

lly. M. Queener, "Gideon Blaokbur.tl{ rt East Tennessee Historical
Publioationa (Knoxville, 1934), ft, 1~-28.
12Ibid" pp. 17-19.
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seemingly continuous travel, the young missionary followed up his
first undertaking with the establishment of a second school, which
.as located on Sale Creek in the present Hamil ton County, Tennes-

It was during this period of his activities that Blackburn

cooperated with Daniel Ross, father of the future chief, in estab-

lishing a sohool for the Ross ohildren at the spot which waa later
the site of Brainerd Mission.

The exact date of this sohool's be-

ginnings is unla'lown, but it nw.st have been betore 1810, as Queener
1nforms us that Blackburn gave up his mUaion t'lork 1n that year
due to ". . . continued impaired health and the growing needs

hiB family. u13

ot

He does not explain .. however, what became of the

sahools when Blackburn relinquished oontrol.

However, Joseph

Tracy conjectures, in his history of the Amel'*1can Board, that

n

. . they were broken up in consequence ot the War of 1812, in
whiCh

on one 8ide or the other, nearly all the southern Indiana

were engaged. ,t14

Although Blackburn's sohools did not endure, the

ground he had broken waa put to good use
whose establishments

by the

American Board,

eventually reached out to embraoe the field

of his labora.

It waa at its seventh annual meeting. in September, 1816, that
the Amerioan Board began 1ts act1ve interest in the Cherokee

13Ib1d., pp. 21-2,.

14Traay , p. 66.

Indians.

Some months later Cyrus Kingsbury opened the t1rst mis-

slon of' the Board to the Indiana ot the continent.

He arrived on

January 13, 1817, at a tanm whioh had been purohased on the Chickamauga Creek, and 1nmediately took charge ot the SChool. l5 Maroh 7
marked the arrival of Meaara. Moody Hall and Loring Williams, and
bY
ing

June

30 they had twenty-six Cherokee bOarders.

16

In the tallow-

September the mission was visited by a member ot the Board,

who took advantage ot an opportunity to attend a Cherokee Council,
where he instructed the ohiets to ask the assistanoe ot the president in educating their ohlldren. 17 Two years were to e1apae,
however, before the adoption of this policy by the United States.
By

that time the mission at Brainerd waa car:t.ng tor fitty or sixty

children and awaiting only the advance ot funds betore extending
lts influence. 18
For the origin ot the Bapt1at miSSions among the Cherokee we

wl11 rely upon two sources, Solomon Peck'a work on the Baptist
15Chickamauga was the location of the school established for
Daniel Ross, and as Kingsbury immediately took over ita control,
it seems reasonable to assume that this school was atill in opera.tion upon his arrival. G1deon Blackburn's practice had been to
act in a supervisory capac1ty and hire men to do the actual teaching. It 1s poss 1ble, then, that one or these teachers had re~1ned in the employ of Ross atter Blaokburn's retirement.

l~CYI pp. 57, 66.
17IbId., p. 67.
18zb1d., PP. 71-12.
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General Convention, 19 and James W. Moffitt's article in the East
Tennessee Historical Societl's Publ1eat1ona. 20 The only fundamen-

-

tal disparity in the two acoounts 1s that Moffitt's artiole refers
to a miSs1onary, Thomas Johnson ot Georgia, as the tirst Baptist

worker among the Cherokee, having devoted muoh or h1s lite to this
work prior to 1799.

There is nothing, however, to indicate that

JohnSon waa respons1ble tor any permanent foundations; consequently, his efforts probably had no las ting results.

As to the begin..

nir.g ot Baptist missions that endured thrOugh the yeare, both authors agree that the credit 18 due to the work ot the Reverend
Humphrey Posey, who beoam.e the regular appointed miss10nary

Baptist General Convention in 1817·

By

ot the

1818 he had succeeded 1n

establlshing tour sohools, but the tollow1ng year it became neces-

sary to olose these wbl1e the1r director was away on a fund-raising
tour.

Atter POGey"

return trom thls trip, a scbool wu opened at

Valley Towns, w1tb t1fty students, and partly supported by tbe

Sarepta Aaaooiat1on ot Georg1a.

As the 1naugurat1on of this worok

took place the year af'ter the passage 01" tbe law prov1ding tor
~oveI"llDlen t

aid to Indian

schools, :ruture progress was thus

19Sol0m0n Peck, t~1story ot the M1ss1ons ot the Baptist General Convention, Prepared under the Super1ntendence ot Rev, Solomon
Peck, Poreign Secretary of the Board, It Hletorl, of Amer1can Missiona
~. the Heathen trom Their Commencement to the Present TIme
\ "oree-stir, 184o" pp .. 3~3, 529-20James W. Moftltt, "Early Bapti8t Missionary Work among the

~(4erokeea, It East Tennessee H18torlcal Soc1etles Publicat10ns
Knoxville, 1940), nt, lo:.~.
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assured.

21

Again there are two sources ot information concerning Methodist penetration ot the Cherokee towns. 22 their cloae agreement

indicating that the earlier was probably used as source material
tor the later account.

As both of' these narratives are suffi-

ciently summar1zed for our purpose, 1t w111 suff1ce to quote from
one of them in descr1bing Method1s t beginnings:

Li ttle 1" recorded of the work of early mini" tara among the
savages ot the frontier; yet, the scanty accounts of' their
endeavora show that they possessed oourage and v iaion . The
urgent need and tmmense f1eld for miSSionary work among the
Indiana had been recognized tor many yeara by the MetilOd1s t
Episcopal Church, but preaohers were too scarce and church
coffen too poor to perm! t any early redivision of the program of evangelization. . . . bl the spring ot 1822 Richard
Riley I a prominent halt-breed ot the Cherokee Nation, living
twelve miles south of Port Deposit, Alabama, requested Rev.
R1chard Neeley assistant on the Paint Rook Circuit (Huntsv:~-11e District ~ to preach at his (Riley's) house. To this
request Neeley gave a ready consent. With the ald of' Rev.
Robert Boyd, who also travelled in that cirCUit, Neeley
formed a society of' thirty-three members, of which Riley was
recognized and accepted as the leader. The soclety continued
with such enthusiaam that W111iam McMahon, prea1d1ng elder,
thought it wise to hold a quarterly meet1ng at Paint Rock.
The Buecess ot this work was reported to the oonterence which
met in Oreene County I Tennessee, in October, 1822. The report reconmended that a mission should be established in the
Cherokee Nation, that a missionary should be appointed to
reeide in the neighborhood of Riley in order to preach. to
the Indians and instruct the children, that a committee
should be appointed to rece1ve subscriptions and solicit
21

Ibid., p

17·

22Enoch Mudge, t~1story of the Missions to the Meth.odist
Episcopal Church," History of the American Missions to the Heathen
trom Their Commencement to tne-present '!me (Vorcester.~O',
~p. 5~~-562, 'alter BrOwnlow ~osey, '!'he J5'ivelocnt ot Methodism
!u ~he 2M. Southwe.t 118~-1824 (Tuscaloosa, Ala &ma, ~33).
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donations for the support of the mission. For a comm1 ttee to
arrange the mission the conference chose Williau McMahon,
Thomas Stringf1eld, and Andrew J. Crawford. The laat waa ap~ointed missionary, his services in west Tennessee haveing
[sic] fum1ahed him with the necessary tra1ning and experience, Crawf'grd arrived at Riley's in December and made known
h18 miss10n ."

From the foregoing it may be noted that Methodist influence was
first felt 1n Cherokee circles only in 1822.

At the t1me that the

government 1naugurated its program 01' educat10nal aid, then, there
were no MethOdist schools organized among the Cherokee

The intluenoe ot these missionary establishments upon the
Cherokee muat be atudied tram two points of view, that which waa
carried. out at the beheat of the United States government, and

that which was i-ollowed according to the deSires of' religious auperiors.

The a1m

at the government was to civilize the Indlana,

while that ot the miesiona was to Chriatianlze them.

Though the

second preceDS necessar1ly entalls the tlrBtl the tel"'t1l8 themselves,
nevertheless, are not eynonomoua.
that makes the difference.

It is .. question ot: emphU18

Government pol1cy leaned heav11y toward

the rechanneling of energies, away trom erratic characteristic.
that were part of Indian her1tage, and toward a more stable mode

of' existenoe.

Thls, of course, was with the intention of gradu-

ally el1m1nating very real problema bound up wlth the ownership of

land.

MissiOnary Boards, on the other hand, were prone to concen-

trate chiefly on tne spiritual outcome of the works performed,

2,Posey.. pp.

6
81, 8S-8).
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While keeping in mind that the existence of the mission stations
depended almost entirely upon the govemment.

We therefoJ:'e find

that in commenting upon the activities of the missionaries, the
_terial upon which comments are based mus t include samples that
illustrate their duality of purpose.
Effects of dependence upon the govel"lllllent are found in :refer.
ences to the manual arts and agriculture, while the recurrence of

religious-sounding terms teat1!,1e. to the eonvict1on that the

mi.-

8ionaries bad of a more profound mot1ve in their undertakings.
The "hopeful subJeots n ot the Morav1ana, 24 the

u comf'ortable

evi-

I'\t::

dence of p1ety" at Brainerd, '::> the e:xam.ple ot aeveral who had "beCOtne

pious If and the

lf

serlousne8S If of the 80hool ohildren at the

Baptist mias1ons,26 and the "apparent ainoerity and deep fee11ng"

or some Cherokee at a Method1.s t oamp meeting27 were all te:rma intended to manifest a growth in the th1nga ot the sp1r1t, and
hence, a measure ot the miaa1ona.r1ea t success in this field.

And

while a conversion, en maase, of their proteges may have been
1dealistically considered a triumph to be hoped for, the maBion-

ariea were generally practioal enough to realize that 8ueh a

1821.
1817.

2\torae, p. 158.
25.rracy, p. 67.

2~eck,

Letter

Rev. John R. Schmidt, December 10,

Cyrus Kingsbury to

pp. 392-393.

27Mudge , p. 538.

or

American Board, November,
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victory was not to be expeoted.

Theref'ore, any manifestations of

fervor of a relig10us nature were looked upon as rewarding.

A departure from the last 1dea 18 evident only among the
~ethodi8t

olergymen.

~ley

seem to have been more or less 1t1ner-

ant preachers of the flonce-converted ever-saved" type.

Although

they have been ored1ted with the operation ot schools for Cherokee
children, the exact location at these oannot be asoertained from
the aocounts ot Enooh Mudge or Val ter B. Posey.

Covering the pe-

riod 1824-1828 a Method1s t elder reported tour schools, and a

resume of activ1ties tor 1831 mentioned six, with 120 aChOl&ra. 28

ot Richard Riley,
Alabama in the area of the present Huntsville. 29 As

The probable site of' one of them waa the home

~ho lived in

for the rema1ning five, there is no evidenoe given to aid in discovering where they were s1tuated.

It 18 likely that they d1d not

operate on a regular basiS, taking into account that the ministers
themselves, who were responsible for heavy dut1es on the circu1ts,
did their own teaching.30

The number of converts to Methodism was surprisingly large,
considering both Indian character, and the fact that th1s denomination was the las t to make 1 ta appearance mnong the Cherokee.

In

1827 four hundred church members were reported; by the following

28

Ibid. I p. 539·

29pOS8Y1 pp. 85-86.

30Ib1d., p. 87·
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year this number was doubled, rising to 930 by 1831.31

That all

these people had not formally entered a Christian society i8 implied in this quotation from the report of a missionary at Brainerd

to the American Board in 1825:
Seeing multitudes perishlng tor want of instruction" and glad
to welcome any increase of Christian influence, Mr. Butrick
complied with the request ot a Methodist preacher, to introduce him to t'4:r. Hicks. Several of that church were for a time
zealously employed among the Cherokee.. All it waa their practlce to adml t into their SOCiety as nSeekers" any who professed a serious desire for salvation, though confes.edly unregenerate at the time, considerable numbers were enrolled.
Some of these appear to have become in the end, a table, and
consistent Christians. Others among whom were some of the
inquirers at W1llstown and other stationa ot the Board, appeared to be satisfied with having done so much toward th.eir
own salvation, and relapsed into a state ot carelessness and
vice. 32
That the method of selection ot church members at Brainerd was
more conservative can be deduced from the following example.

One

year after its opening an examination of candidates took place at
which only three Cherokee were approved and received ,33
Satlsf"actory conversions, however, of both important and lowly

Cherokee were not unheard ot.

Margaret Vann, widow of the bene-

factor of the Maraviana, was their :first convert, baptized in 1810.
She had taken lengthy instructlons before being admitted, and was

further obliged to walt a year after her baptism before being

3~udge. p. 539.
32Tracy, pp. 146-14733Ibid ... p. 70.
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allowed to take part in the Communion servlce. 34

Charles Hicks,

another early friend, and late1" princ1pal ohiei', was converted

three years later,35 and his wite followed hi8 example in 1821,36
A torme1" Methodist, Joseph CI'Utohfield, became a member ot the
Moravian congregation in 1814;3"( he had, in the meantime, married
Margaret Vann.

On November 14, 1819, on the occasion ot the solemn

consecration ot the new meetIng hOuse, William Hicks and Major
Ridge'" wite were receIved am1dst general rejo1aing.3 8 That year
was described by the m1aa1onariea as one of great happiness to
them, one in which " . . . . numbers ot Cherokees were coming, askIng
what they must do to be saved.

Ofttimes oonversationa and prayers

with individual 1nquirers continued until late at night. "39
was durIng 1819 that

tl.

•

•

It

the 11 ttle flock increased trom two to

fourteen, earneat, s1noere, growing Christiana« 1140 While theBe
add! tiona to the Moravian church were souroes ot great encouragement to those at Springplace, 1 t 18 to be noted that we do not

:;4Edmund Schwarze, Hi,tori of the Morav1an M18siona am.ops the
Southern Tr1bes of the unlte!tiTei\'Bi'EliIefiem, l'ennsy1vanla, -

!923), p.

1~.

--

';ItS
:; Ib1d., p. 118.

-

3~ol"8e, p. 158.
37Schwarze, p. 120.

38pame ManU8~ripta,
39Sehwarze, p. 124.
40Ib1d .
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read of great numbers of Cherokee becoming members.
One of the earliest conversions at Brainerd was of a young
girl who, as time went by, was to prove her worth.

This was

catherine Brown, a mixed-blood Cherokee, baptized at the mission
on January 25, 1818.

This young girl, admitted to the sohool at

ber own request, was transformed from a "haughty and vain tl individ.

ual into a "diligent" student. very "correot 1n her deportment."

The mission, moreover" gave her an idea of' spiritual things

$0

she was overheard by one ot the m1asionaries praying for th$m

that
n ••

. in language of uncommon humility, Simplicity, and fervor."4l
catherine later beoame a teacher at the mission of Creek Path, and
it was hoped that the example she gave would have an edifying int'luenae on her family and in-laws. 42 Thee. hopes were partially

fulfilled when her brother waa selected to attend the Academy at
Cornwall" Conneoticut.

We can get some idea of the plety he there

acquired from this conclusion of a letter written to a prospeotive

benefactor of the Academy in Switzerland:

"I trust the Lord w1ll

prepare me for usefulness among my- dear Brethren, the Cherokee. "4:;

Another early convert at Brainerd was Charles Reece, WhO had

been somewhat of a hero in the Creek War.
of him that he was giving

4l.rraCY, p. 61·
42Ib1d . , p. 85.

4'r.toree, p. 269.

U

Mr. Kingsbury reported

• comfortable evidence

or
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piety . . . n and again that he had ". . . continued faithful. ,,44
HiS mother was baptized in 1821, and Nancy and Sally Reece were
pupils at Brainerd.

In a letter written from the mission one of

these girls manifested the effect ot the religious atmosphere when
she confided, "I have felt on the subject of religion and sometimes I feel as though my sins are forgiven" and at other times I

am doubtful. • . . I am always glad to hear that sinnel"8 are turning from

their Wickedness. tt45

Her Sister, though departIng i"rom a

strictly religious theme, manifested, however, a very pleasing
trait of character in a letter she wrote explaining why she had
turned down a chance to an extensive visit in New England.

"I

wished to go," she wrote, "but I suppose 1 t is as hard tor the
Cherokee to leave their parents to go to New England as it 18 for
the Northern ohildren to leave their parents to oome here.,,46
A young Cherokee, whose conversion was considered even more

remarkable than that ot Catherine Brown, waa John Arch, who walked
150 miles on toot to beg acoeptanoe at Brainerd.

charge held out little hope tor

h~,

Though thoae in

he was aocepted and trained,

at length received baptism, and was assigned with the minister,
Mr. Butrick, as an assistant at one of the associated churches,

Not only did he prove helpful as a teacher, but was also employed

4~cYI pp. 67, 100, 108.
45paype Manuscripts, VIII.
46Ib1d •
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as interpreter when Mr. Butrick gave sermons to thoae who knew no
English.

On

one occasion they spent the year ltit1nerat1Jlg," at

which activity they traveled two thousand mile. and held one hundred tifty meetinge.
in 1828, and

fI,

••

John Arch died at twenty-eight yeara at: age
his loss W88 deeply relt."

Two other Cherokee

converts at the BraineX'd misSion, S. J. Mills and John Huss, 11ke
catherine Brown and John Arch, devoted their energies to teaching
their people

tt.

•

•

the ways ot aalvatlon. ,,41

other Cherokee, perhaps not so well-known, were baptized u
the yeaN wore on·

On April 20, 1820, there was ". . . news of'

one or two conversions at Creek Path. tI

The year 1822 brought

. . a tew 1natanoefIJ of' conversion . . ." at Brainerd.

It.

The Journal

tor 1823 mentioned " . . . aome additions to the church, and some
instances ot converaion, but no general aerlouanes8. 11

A member

the Board, reporting after a visit in 1828, thought the
additions to the churches were conalderable."
baptisms that year.

It.

•

or

•

There had been ten

The year 1829 saw the n. • • preaching ot the

gospel attended w1 th unusual success . .

.t1

receding to a oonserva-

tive estimate of n. • • soae instances ot conversion . . ." by

1831.

Despite the crowding in ot the white population in 1832,

". . . missionary

labora were not wholly suspended,

».

.

.

and four

faithful laborers occasionally visited the churches, preached, and
administered gospel ordinances . . . . During the year some

-

1.q

. Tracy, pp. 18, 85, 118, 146.
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awakened, converted, and added to the churohes. tI

Four years later,

however, the mission barely struggled along. " . . . against a current of adverse inf'luencea . . . tI yet in May eight were added to
the

church at one station, and four at another.

Such were the

resul ts 01" the work 01" those men and women who served under the
direction 01" the American Board of' Commissioners for Foreign Misslons. 48
As native Cherokee became useful helpers to the missionaries
at the Brainerd stations, so also did the Baptist ministers experience the same.

Their first conversion occurred in 1823 when the

Indian .. John Tlnson requested baptism.

It was sald of him that

". . • he was capable 01" conduoting a meeting in an edlf'ying manner and frequently did so."
Kaneeda.

The same was true 01" the oonvert

In h1s story, set down by the Baptlst preacher .. Evan

Jones, it 18 recounted how he, his w1fe, and two white women were
bapt1zed in June, 1829, Kaneeda changing his name to John Wycliffe.

Two yeare later he had become an assistant missionary, and was
licensed as a preacher tn 1833.

He was still affiliated with Jones
in 1837 when he was cred1ted with fourteen conversions. 49

Perhaps the beat known Baptlst convert-preaoher was Jesse
Bushyhead. 50 Descrlbed as a ff. • • nOble-minded man and a
48

Ibid., pp. 85, 108, 118, 180, 191, 215, 227, 277.

49peck, pp. 390, 493, 496, 500.
50OWen , p. 20. Mrs. OWen here traces Jesse Bushyhead' 8 ancestry back to Oaulunna (The Raven), ruler of the seven clans about

lioo.

I"""
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xnissionary . . . tI he was converted about 1830 and three years

afterwards entered into the
tion.

se~ice

of the Baptist General Conven-

With his lmowledge of English and Cherokee, Bushyhead was a

great aeset to the Baptist missionaries.

When a church was formed

at Amohae in 1835, this nat1ve preacher waa made its pastor.

In

several reports he was named as hav1ng performed baptisms, sixteen
at one time, forty-seven at another.

In 1836 he and another

na-

tive, Brother Beaver. formed a circuit ot 230 miles, about wh1ch
Bt\shyhead wrote that the people were
word of God preached or read."

ft,

•

•

floaking to hear the

When the Cherokee removal was car.

ried out in 1838 Jesse Busbyhead was placed in charge ot one de-

tachment, and preaohed to the white people 1n Nashville, Tennessee
during a stopover 1n the journey.

He pu.ad on with hla people to

the Indian Terr1tory where he continued to minister to them. 51
Besides T1nson, Wiek1itte, and Bushyhead, other native Cherokee ministers among the Baptists were Daulawe, Dsuaawala, Oole<las tee, Beaver Carrier, and David Foreman. 52

A notable detail in conversions of this kind at the Baptist
miss10ns was the influence upon the natives of reading the Bible.
Both John Wickliffe and Jesse Bushyhead attributed their decisions
regarding Christianity to the reading of this book, the latter tn-

slsting that his mind had been made up

-

51 peck , pp. 496-506.
52Ibid ., pp. 619-620.

n.

•

•

before he had ever
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oeon a. religious teacher. tl

When the Reverend Samuel A. Worces ter

of Brainerd completed the translation of the Gospel of at. Matthel'l

into Cherokee, about 1829, many of the Cherokee desired to read
these worda in their own language, and 1t was sa1d of them that
they would receive even the smallest portion of the Sacred Scr1pture ". . . w1th eagerness. 1153

A further evidence of interest in the B1ble is that articles

-

in the national newspaper, The Cherokee Phoenix, frequently were
based on Biblical subjects.

In one 01' the earliest issues was an

article anti tled, "How to Read Scripture, II in which the people

,.,ere

reminded ot the benefits they should expect to derive f'rom

thls exercise. 54 Having thus prepared 1 ts readers, the next issue
ineluded a Scripture translation f'rom Genesis. 55

Later there waa

a poem on the destruction of' Sodom and Qomorrah, an explanation of
the term

II

forty " in its Biblical sense, and a column insp1red by

the New Testament, I!JesU8 Wept. 1156

The e1ghteenth 18sue of the

paper contained the Gospel ot St. MatthC)1 in its Cherokee translation. 57

53Ibid ., pp. 493, 496. Worcester used the Cherokee syllabary
invented some years earlier by the native, George Guess.
54Cherokee Phoenix, March 6, 1828.
55Ib1d ., March 13, 1828.
56Ib1d ., June 11, July 9, October 29, 1828.

57Ibid ., June 25, 1828.

-
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Another circumstance worthy of attention 18 the stress laid

on temperance in Baptist advicea.
share of notice

in

This, too, came in for its

some issues of the Phoenix.

The records men-

tion the formation of a temperance society at Hiwassee, a Baptist
station, in 1831, although tour years earlier a report from that
place had stated that n • • • temperance had taken the plaoe of excessive drunkenness. uS8 Great patience was necessary, however, to
help the Cherokee make any headway against this weakness, and the
tact that it was often exploited by white men to their own advantage made cons tant vigilance necessary.

In 1824, when rules and

regulations were laid down concerning the school at Valley Towns,
it was tound necessary to stipulate that children would be subject
to expulsion tor getting drunk!59

John Ridge's report to Albert

Gallatin in 1826 candidly stated, "In regard to

are still as a nation grossly degraded.

Intemperance~

we

We are however on the

Improve. 1t He then explained that five years previously even the
chief's were in the habit of overdr1nk1ng, but that the same 01'fense at that period would be sufficient cause to expel them from
Couneil. 60
Within seven months a number of artioles on the subjeot appeared in the national newspaper.

58peck , pp. 495, 393.
59Ibid.. p. 392.

60pame ManuscriR~s, VII.

Three 01' the titles read:

tiThe

p
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End of a Drunkard, tt uDrunkennessl

Its Causes and Preventives, fl

and ftHot Cotfee vs. Rum It; a fourth made known to the Cherokee the

quantity of ardent spirits oonsumed in the mlited States, in an
effort to warn them against its evil effects. 61

These and 11ke

efforts met with some measure of success, as can be gathered from
the general deportment at the Council held in 1837 to dlscuss the
treaty ot New Echota.

Temperance was strictly enforced on this

occasion .. and the only cases of disturbance noted by one missionArj
during the whole meeting were caused by

tt.

•

•

some vile white

smugglers ot whiskey who could not escape the vigilant Cherokee
officers . . . . n62

Still some baoks1iding occurred; it was a

known tact that even one

ot the native preaohera had become so

despondent over the lOS8 ot his property that he had become intoxicated, and even though tf[i]t waa a single :fault, and he appeared
penitent . . . he had fallen, and his schools were 010sed.n 63

or

the tour Chrlstian denominatlons working tor the Cherokee

in the early nineteenth century, the foregoing information bears
test~ony

ot the empha81s placed upon the duties connected with

converting these pagans to beliet in salvation through Jesus
Christ.

1828.

While sarmona, prayer-meetinga, and exhortations were the

6lcherokee PhoeniX, February 28, March 6, July 9, September 3,
'
62peck, pp. 500-501.
6:;Tracy, p. 289.

,....
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roeanB used to influence the adults, the missionaries knew enough
psychology to fit their instruction ot the children to a ohild'S
This field of their work was def1nitely cultivated with

capacity.

the purpose of sending forth Christian youths who would, in turn,

become parents ot families, and inculcate there a love of ChrisTo th1a effect we read a eomment of the Reverend

tian virtues.

Jones that among the achool ch!ld..-..en there had been two or three
"hopeful convera 1on8, fI

811d

tiring together tor 80cial prayer. II
and

II • • •

re....

several were in the bah! t of n.

Some were settled in lire

were exerting a good influence as heads of Christian

famil1es • . • n and continuing to take an act1ve interest in the
mis8ion. 64 The piety of the children was attributed to a diligent
attention to the study ot Dr. BaldWin's Cateohiam, the contents of
which, though not described, may be surmised from the etfects produced.

Other rel1gious lessons 1n Mr. Jones's schools included at

one time

If.

•

•

daily ina truotion in the scriptures . . . n65 and

we may be aure that the IIl1ss1onar1ea baaed their moral teachings

on relig10ua foundationa.
Thia was oertainly the caaeat the Moravian miaalona, fo:r
from the very beg1nn1.ng ot the .ohao). at Springplaoe

n [t ]h8

ars were at once taken to all the meetings., except Holy

64,eck, pp. 392-393.
65Ibid." p. 390.

schol-
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...... ,f

commw~on

. . . . ,,66 They met for prayer both morning and evening,

and as opportunities presented, were exhorted privately .. as on the
occasion of the children's festival in 1810.
oambold reported:

In this regard Mr.

"Before this day each ot the scholars had been

spoken with individually.. and they bad. prom1aed, moved to tears,
to give their hearts to the SaViour.,,67

Theae duties were taken

most aeriously, aonaidel."ed, in tact .. the main work of the .ancol,
as the following indicates:

n.

.

•

the spiritual interests of the

80ho1a.t'S were a.J,wal! the first concern of the missionaries.

Be-

sides the class 1n8truction in the Bible, the scholars were individually deal t with, lovingly and. prayerfully, as to personal

salvation. ,,68
If there were no other basis for the usumption that the mis-

sionaries endeavored to instill into the children a spirIt of per-

sonal deVotion, a peruaal ot one or the Pgne HanUlc,r"Pta would
furnish sufficient proof.

This particular manuscript 18 composed

of various lettera written by the children at Brainerd. about
whioh a word ot explanation will tirlt be necessary.

The oontents

of the letters make known that the missionaries encouraged their

PUpils to aarry on a oQrrespondenoe w1 th certain benefactors. 80me
01' whom were personal friends
1"

...

ot the fol"'lllel"'.

•

66Sohwarze. p. 80.
67Ibid., pp. 104, 114-115.

68Ibid., p. 115.

It

8e6ms

that this

was one methOd chosen of keeping these benefactors acquainted with
the good work being carried on at the missions, while, at the same
tilne the children got praotice in English expression and the art

of penmanship.

The letters are typically child-like--the children

thanlted their benefactors for gifts, asked to be remembered, described their school, their studies, their friends, ete.

At the

same time they unconsciously manifested how the missionaries tried
to impress their ellarges with religious conVictions, the necessity
of being saved and of observtng the Sabbath, and the useles8nes8
of superstitions.

It i8 w1th these ind1cationa ot religious feel-

ing that we are now concerned.
Two of these letters, written by the daughters of a Oherokee
convert, have been quoted earlier in this chapter.

Another from

Nancy Reece shows that the missionar1es inveighed against certain
"unenlightened" praetlces, such as the attending ot ritualistic
dances.

Elizabeth 'l'aylor, another Cherokee girl, wrote 01' the

great value she placed on the instructions of her teachers,

stati~

that

here

ft.

•

•

it it were not tor them theae children that

&1"'e

would be without any knowledge ot God, and now most of them can
read and write; and tor a short time they have thought more about
religion. . . . There are a number of Cherokee children at th1s
stat10n to receive instructions, who a few years ago were without
any knowledge or God. ff

In the same strain Polly Wilson expressed

her gratitude to God " . . . for his kindness that he sent the good

-

missionaries, [tor without them] we should have been ignorant [sioJ

-
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and known nothing. tI

Ann Vail, daughter of one of the missioners,

fe1 t a desire to make known

If.

•

•

the

se~ioU8ne88

that has been

at this station . . . . There h.U been much mo:re feel1ng at this
place upon the subject of religion since you left us.
fe1 t the need of a Saviour. tt

Many have

After giving thanks to God that

some had "expressed a hope" ahe concluded:

"Many

ot the smaller

girls bave been serious but we tear that they do not feel their
sins as they ought. ,,69
These devout teachings were able to be impreased, however J
only on thoae who were actually in attendance at the schools.

-

Many there wer-e who n • • • dont [aicJ send their children to

school and dont cau-e anything about the Sabbath .•• 70 The spiritual

betterment ot these was also considered

by the

missionaries as

part ot the task to whioh they had given themselvea.

They looked

upon engaging in "aeoular employments It as decidedly foreign to
their calling, and were tearful lest they be distracted trom their
main purpose ot converting the Indians to a bel iet in Chris t .

Both

the American Board and the Baptist Convention warned their subor-

dinates agaInst becoming too involved in managing farms and black.
8mi th shops to the detriment of their preaohlng duties.

This del-

icacy ot conscience oan be determined tram the reports given to
the Boarda and from the counsels received from thea. governing

69pazne

~U8cript8, VIII.

70Ibid., letter ot Lucy Campbell.

bodies.
In 1821. for instance, the superior at Brainerd told of sick-

nesS among the

~8sionarie8

able cares and labors. It

due to

They

If,

••

excessive but unavoid-

were described as ". .

worn down . . . n and it was 8aid that they

n.

• .

>

feeble and

could neither

adequately meet the calls made upon them for ins truotions, nor
superintend efficiently the labor of the boys,
was not a source of profit. tt

80

that the farm

Yet the tarm was considered a neees-

sity ~ as the Indian boys

n.

and the mechanic arts."

Atter a series of such dejecting report.,

•

• must be instruoted in agriculture

the American Board decided that the instruotion of the Indians in
Christ1an knowledge and true piety should" . . . never be merged
under a

nl8.8S

of' secular cares ,n71

The oonclusions adopted at this

time illustrate eftectively what was considered the primary purpose

ot the missions.

They read in part as follOWS:

'l'hat the mission 8chools, which attord so many favorable
means of' acoe88 to the people, are principally to be valued
by the missionaries on account ot the uae which can be made
of them in communicating divine truth:--That our main reliance must be placed on the plain doctrines ot the gospel, tor
any permanent melioration of the character and condition ot
any heathen people:.-That the secular labors ot each stat1on,
even the largest J should be as tew and as simple as possible:
--That, therefore, it 1s better that the nat1ves should get
mechanics to live among them, unconnected with any missionary
station, than that the attent10n of missionaries should be
distracted by diversifying and complicated laborB:--That the
number of miSSionaries and assistants in one place should be
aa small as can be consistent with the care of a large
j

7~racy, pp. 99-100.
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fam11y.7 2
Accordingly, changes were deemed necessary in the arrange.ments at
Brainerd.

This mission had become a large establishment, respon-

sible tor the administration 01' various activities, including
preaching, teaching, boarding the pupils,

l'f!aJl&ging

the tarm. the

milla, and mechanics' shops, distributing stores, making purchases,
paying debts, and receiving visitors.

All of this, going on under

the direction of various individual department heads, had become
very complicated, so that a solution was advisable, if only for
the sake of more harmonious relationships.
sion was reached direoting that more

Consequently, a deci-

m1s8ion~ies

be distributed

among the smaller 8 tatioos, and that the duties in no way eon-

nected with spiritual advancement be given over to the direction
of laymen.. who would report separately to the Board.

to have been a satisfactory solution, tor in 1826

ft,

This seemB
••

a general

disposition among the brethren, to diminish the secular cares and
labors of the nUssions • • ." was remarked. 73
A like oonoern tor apoeto1ic zeal was reflected in an admonition of the Baptist Board in 1827, to the etfect that the mi•• ion...
aries were n • • • to withdraw their attention as much as practioable trom those secular engagements which had been necessary in
the infancy ot the miss1on, and devote themselves more exclusively
72Ib1d., pp. 132-133.
73Ib1d ., p. 159-
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to the great object of saving souls among the Indians. n14

A complete divorce from what were looked upon as worldly pursuits, however, waa impossible, as government support remained
dependent upon a satisfactory growth 1n civilization.

In a cir-

cular sent by the Secretary of War to societies and individuals

interested in the civilization
may be read l

or

the Indiana, September

3~

1819,

!tBut 1 t will be indispensable, in order to apply any

portion ot the sum appropriated in the manner proposed, that the
plan

ot education, in addition to reading, writing, and arithmetic,

should, in the instruction ot boys, extend to the knowledge of the
mode ot agriculture, and of aueh ot the meohanic arts as are sui ted
to the condition ot the Indians; and 1n that of the girls to spin-

ning, weaving, and sewing.

Reports JllU8t be sent 1n by those

desiring government aid as to location, numbers of' pup11s .. and ot

teacheN, subjects taught, and reaoU).'tces. "75

In add1tion to the

information demanded by this circular, the schools were subject,
after 1828, to an annual 1nBpeotion by f'our members ot the Cherokee
General Council. 76 Therefore, the missionaries were obliged to
include the subjects favored by the government in their program or
risk the termination ot federal aid and/or the displeasure of the
chiefs u

well.

14peck, p. 393.
75American State Papex:s. Class g, II, 201.

7~ws or tbe Cherokee Nation: Adorted ~ the Counoil at
!arious 'eri'O'fJs:\'l'aH1eq\iih, Cheroliee Rat on, nJ~ p. ~4. -

.
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The tact is that sometimes men were sent out to the mis8ions
tor the express purpose

ot teaching agriculture and trade..

For

example, among nine additions to the start at Brainerd in 1823

were Will1am Holland and JOB iah Hemmingway, tarmers, and Ebenezer
BliSS, meChan1c. 77 At Valley Towns Baptist mission, too, the
overseeing ot the blacksmith shop waa the <1uty asaigned to Iaaac
Cleaver, while the supervision 01' the farming and weaving activities waa the responsibilIty 01' John Farrier. 78

Even

in the early

years at Spr1ngplace 1t was noted that among the Moravlans there
could be found carpenters, joiners, coopers and weavers; and the

Conference at Salem, in deliberating over the chOice ot Gottlieb
Byhan, took into account that" . • . he had proficiency in weaving
and baking. . . . .. 79

Among the accompl18hments attributed to Mr.

and Mrs. Gambold was their success at teaching

u •••

dOmestic and

agricul tural arts . .,80 Taking part in the labor in both garden and
field under the direction of' these worthy mi8sionere,

W48

remem-

bered twenty years later by John R1dge when he wrote a summary ot
Cherokee progress in 1826. 81

A letter written by a Cherokee pupil

at Brainerd in 1828 indicated that the g1r1s ot the school were

77TraCY , p. 119.

7~rritt, p. 18.
79Schwarze, p. 61.

8O,ame

Manuscripts, V.

81Ibid., VIII.
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assigned to the various women ot the mission ror tnatruct10ns 1n
sewinS. 82 This must have been the praotice at Valley Towns, also,
for it was noted that the girls there

ress in the use ot the needle, and
bor. "

It • • •

had made good prog-

in knowledge

ot household la-

One was especially proficient in spinning and weaving;

while another.. ". • . a full Cherokee, fourteen years old, was
able to cut aocount., and cut out and make any c011lllOn garment. ,,83

That such torms or practical education would be expected trom
the various missionary societies can be ascertained from the orig1nal correspondence coneeming the matter between Secretary of War
Crawford and Cyrus Kingsbury in 1816.

In making the propoaal that

the government aid Indian education, Hr. Kingsbury had written,

tilt 1s not requested that any approbation be made tor my support,
or for the 8UPPOl't ot any persona who may be employed in the schodlJ
but that it should be appropriated tor tIle erect10n

build1nga, and to the

p~haae

ot sui table

of such meohan1cal 1natr'Ullents and

implements ot husbandry as 8y render the establishment respeotable
and uaetul. ,,84 From the Secretary's answer one may gather what ..
educat10n he expeoted the achoola pr1marily to f08ter.

The a.nawer

read, "In the first 1natance .. the agent will be direoted to erect

a oomfortable school-house.. and another tor the teaohers, . . . to
I

•

82Ib1d .

83peck, p. 394.
84Amer1can

Stat~ ~ger8, Class ll, II,I 478.
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furnish two ploughs, six hoes, and as many axes, tor the purpose
of introducing the art of cultivation among the pupils. II .For the
girls the agent would be directed to supply n. • . a loom, and a
ha.lf-dozen spinning wheels, and as many pa1l" ot carda. . . . He

would be directed, from time to time, to cause other school houses
to be erected, as they shall become necessary, and as the expecta...
tion of ultimate suocess shall justify the expenditure. uS5
It i8 not surprising, then, that points bearing upon those
given above were emphasized in the

Mors~

Report, which, we recall,

had for ita purpose the enlightenment of Secretary calhOun as to
the best manner ot distributing the funds appropriated for Indian
civilization in 1819.

American Board

1'18.1

Conoeming Brainerd, the Secretary of the

careful to point out to Dr. Moree that the men

and women employed there, possessed ". . . theoretical and practical knoWledge of agrlcul ture, carpentry, ami thery J coopering, tanning ..

tailoring, and Beveral other trades, and to these various

ocoupations expect[ed] to apply tbemaelvea . . .

,n

The report

continued, saying that Brainerd' II ohi1dren learned, be. ides aoademic subjects, ». . .' variows labors . . . and the rural and
domestic arts. n86

Tile section of the report dealing with Spring-

place likewise made reference to instructions in
sewing, knitting, and marking

85Xb1d "

p. 478.

8~rse, pp. 162-163.

••

,II

ft.

spinning,

for the girls; and to the

102
tf

•

agr1cul tural labors . . ." of the boys. 8'7

•

Charles Hicks,

who was Morse's agent in gathering the informat10n ooncerning the
schools, being unable to secure particulars about the Baptist miss1on, turned in an estimate of the number of atudent., wh1ch was

included in the off1cial statistical table, accompanied by the
ra ther ambiguous note, ttThese are flour1shing schools. n88

The as-

sumption waa, no doubt, that they were flour1ahing acoording to

government standards, tor Valley ToWns came in for ita share ot
the appropriation.
As

hU been noted in Chapter III, the annual goveJmment allow ..

anae to the achools among the Cherokee averaged '3,127.80 between

1820 and 1825.

As

the manner of reporting was not consistent from

year to year, 1t is imposs1ble to ascertain the exact amounts re-

ceived at the various Dchoal. or the explicit purpose. tor wh1ch
each grant waa used.

In some LYlB tances the allowances were accom-

panied by stipulatiOns, as waa the case on April 5, 1820, When $50(
was granted
TOmlS

•

•

.It

tI • • •

on account of buildings for the School at Valle~

or on August 25" 1820, when $652 wu allotted for

. . quarterly tuition tor Spr1ng Place and Brainerd . . , . u89
another time it was BilnPly noted that $1,000 was forwarded to

87Ibid .. , p. 154.

8~id" pp. 171-172, 394.
89Ame£~oanS tate pal2!r8, Cla~8.!I, II 272.
I

ft •

At
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Return J. Meigs for ". . . civilization of Cheroltee Indians. ,,90
Probably as more schools were opened it was found most convenient

to make the payment to the one in charge at the head station of
each denomination, allowing distribution among dependent stations
as he should Bee f'i t .

Because of' this ald the number of' school. increased after

1820,

Their

names, with dates

01" establishment and denominations

charge, were as tollows: Moravians : Spr1ngplace, 1801 J 91
Oothcaloga, 1825,92 American Board ot Commissioners tor Poreign
in

MiSSiOns (Congregationalist and preabyterian)r93 Brainerd, 1817;
Carmel (Taloney), 1819. Creek Path, 1820) Hightower, 1823; WillstOl'ln,

1823. Haweis, 18231 Candy's Creek, 1824; New Eehota, 182'7;

Allmohea, 1831; Red. Clay, 1835; Runn.1ng Waters, 1835; Baptista I

Valley Towns, 1820,94 Tinaawatee, 1821;95 this station was moved
to Hickory Log, 1829;96 Notley, 1827. 91 Amohee, 1835. 98 Hiwusee

90 Ibid ., p. 444.
91Sohwarze, p. 64.
92American State Pap!",

93'!'racy, p. 3'4 .

94Ame~iCAA State
91Moftitt, p. 19.

9t>,eclt, p. 494.
97Ibid., p. 393 .
•
98Ibid .• p. 497·

-

PaRere, ..................
Class II, II, 459·
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(Seems to have bean used synonomously with Valley Towns, which was

located on the Hiwassee River.
No school under the direction of Method1ats is mentioned 1n
any

ot the government reports.

This tact strengthens the proba-

bility that Methodiat schools were not permanent establiShment.,
for without some torm of aid it would hardly have been possible to
l:;eep six schools in continual operation.

In the reterences that

are made to them, remarl<:s concerning subjects taught are confined
to spelling, g1"8ZJ.ll1ar, reading, and writing, with no mention ot
manual arts, which would have been required if the government had

been abaring any ot the responsibility tor uplteep, 99
A summation of the work ot the religious groupe among the
Eastern Cherokee makes it clear that their influence had two purposes-eta Christianize and to civilize.

The former was the ulti-

mate aim or the missionaries, but the latter was a necessary faotor
in this accomplishment.

Government aid was essential in enabling

the various groups to establish permanent bases ot aperations trom
uhich they later extended their activities.

To inaure this co-

operation the missionaries were obliged to collaborate with the
government in establishing a mental climate favorable to advancement in the ways of civilization.

schools.

This

\'188

the work of the

In their establishment both the missionaries and the

government manifested belief in the p:rinc:t.ple that the habits of

. .
99Posey, pp. 86-87-
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an adult generation depend upon the care that has been given in
the formative years.

Efforts have been made in the course of this

chapter to show that the schools were advantageous in the two desired fields, an atmosphere profitable to the growth of a rellgiouE
spirit, and an opportunity to become acquainted with agricultural
and household arts.
Missionary activity among the Cherokee was, then, both idealistic and practical, but perhaps its most significant feature was
that, when once set upon a solid foundation and given an opportunity to expand, its influence was limited to not more than one
generation.

CHAPTER V

A CONVENIENT YARDSTICK
During the opening months of 1828 there arose in the House of
Representatives at the United States an unusual discussion concern.
ing Indian affairs.

On

March 3 the HO'.lse, desiring information of

the President concerning a recently adopted Cherokee Constitution,
asked to be 1nformed as to ". • . the extent to which such new
Government has been recognized by the Executive of the United
States, and how far it is considered as changing or disturbing to
relations

existing with the said tribe, and advancing

heretofol~

or obstructing the policy of the United States towards them."l
The agitation thus exhibited in Congress stemmed from the report
of a committee on Indian affairs which communicated to the lower
house events of July

1

1827, among the Cherokee.

It was during

that month that representatives of the eight districts of the nation, as the Cherokee styled their remaining lands, met at their
capital, New Echota, and formally adopted a constitution binding
upon all their people.
It will be well to explain here that the concern of the Representatives was due to the delicate relations existing at that
lHouse Document Number 211, 20th Congress, 1st Session.
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time, and not to Burprise that Buch a step had been taken.

Anyone

acquainted with the development of Indian affairs would have known
that the Cherokee had been slowly advancing toward democratic
practices since the early part of the century, considering this a
definite step forward in the civ11ization so much desired of them
by the United States"

When John C. Calhoun was Secretary of War

in 1822, he wrote to the Pres1dent that, regarding the clvilization of the Indians, there was

U

. certainly muoh encouragement

to hope tor the best, trom the fact that the Cherokee nation, which
has made the greatest progress in education, has also made the
greatest towards this desirable state . . . •

~ley

have adopted

some written provisions for their government . . . which . . . I
would respectfully refer to the House, as furnishing the best
testtmony of the actual progress that nation has made toward civilization. ,,2

A report f'rom the m188.10n at Brainerd to the Amer1c811

Board in October, 1820, l1kew1se stated that during that month
. . the General Council of' the Cherokee nation was held.

rt •

Its pro-

ceedings showed a great advance in civilization, and encouraged
bright hopes tor the future.,,3

Charles Hicks, also, in supplying

information to Jed1diah Morse for his report to the Secretary of'
War, wrote the following details:
2American State Paeers, Class !I, II, 275-276.
'Tracy, p. 8S.
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The Cherokee Nation is governed by the acts of one National
Council, held once a year by a national Committee, and members of Council .. constituted in separate bodies. AretoI'm in
this has been attempted, and it has been thought necessary to
divide the nation Ulto districts. with powers to hold CounCils, or Courts in each of them, to settle all controversies
brought before the District and Cirou1t Judges appointed for
that purpose; from which a hope is entertained, that much
good may reaul t to the oonvenienoe of the people in the present arrangements, when they become well acquainted with the
laws that are now, or hereafter may be made for their government. It is believed that the fewer the laws dev1sed the
better; too great a number would but olog the memory. 4
All th1s points out the fact that a foundation tor democratic
processes had been alowly being laid, and that the adoption,of a
constitution in 1827 was not something for which there had been no
preparation.

When Charles Hioks referred to " . . . the laws that

are now • • . n he was indicating that some steps had already been
taken in setting the wheels ot progress in mot1on 1n this regard,

The

~ws 2!~

_Ch_e_ro
__k_ee~. Nation published in 1852 include

acted as early aa 1808.

80me

en-

Councils were held at Broomatown, Oostan-

allah, and Amoah, before New Town was made the seat of government
The name of the latter became New Echota in 1826, and it
was from there that the majorIty of the laws were 1ssued. 5
in 1819.

Although Charles Hicks had written that the leaders believed

"

• the fewer the laws devised the better

had procla1m.ed by 1829, 198 decrees.
l

The,-ear 1828 was the most

4Morse , pp. 169-170.

_.

.

,"·the Cherokee

SLaws
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prolific, during which forty-five pieces of legislation were enacted. 6 The explanation for the increase, particularly noticeable
after 1824, is probably due to the success of the Cherokee syllabary which enabled all the members of the tribe to learn to read

and write their natIve language, a feat most remarkable in their
eyes.

The tact that this "invention" was reported at length in

both the journal of the Brainerd missionaries and the official
records of the Office of Indian Affairs in the year 1825 gives
reason to believe that it was at that period that its greatest tmpact was felt. 7
The facts of the story are few and can be easily recounted.
Convinced that he could devise a method by which it would be possible to n • • • put down a 'talk' and it would stay there, .

,,8

Sequoyah, an uneduea ted Cherokee 1 9 after mueh thought and deliberation, isolated eightY_five lO separate Cherokee syllables for each
6

Ibid., pp. 94-117·

7Tracy, pp. 147-148.
652.. 653.

American State Papers, Class y" II,

STraey, p. 147.
9Samue1 C. Williams, "NathanIel Gist, Father of Sequoyah, It
East Tennessee Historical Socletz!s Publicationa (Knoxville, 1933),
V';"39-~4. Sequojih was the son of NathanIel Gist .. a Virginian, &qd
Wut-teh( n • • • a member of one ot the leading Cherokee families."
Pp. 44.Lj.6. His English name was George Gist" sometimes rendered
Guess, or Guest.

lOTr&CY, p. 148. Thomas L. M'Kenney and John Howard Payne
gave the number as eighty-six. Amerioan State Papers, C1us II"

II, 652.

PaYne Manuscripts, II.
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of which he drew a different charaoter.

By

learning the signs for

each of the syllables, anyone who could speak the Cherokee tongue

was soon able to read and write the language.

It waa olaimed that

after sucoess was once demonstrated, the Cherokee learned the meth,.

od qUiCkly.ll

W1th this newly aoquired knowledge it waa no longer

necessary to «. . . clog the memory, . . . It as copies of the laws
could be oiroulated throughout the nation.

Democratio torms ot government had been making progress; however, even betore the sucoe.. of Sequoyah.
take plaoe,

80

Changes had begun to

that one oould no longer wrIte, as had Henry Timber.

lake in 1762, that

It • • •

[t]heir government, it I may call it

government . . . haa ne1ther laws nor power to support it . . . .
There is no punishment tor this [stealing], or any other crime,
murder exoepted, which 18 more properly revenged than punished. n12
In 1808, when deciSions reached at meetings

at the Council

were fira t looked upon as law8 binding upon all the people, a
Principal. Ch1ef waa chosen in the capacity ot an executive.

He

was given an &as1atant oalled Second Principal Chief, and a Seoretary ~ or clerk, to record those deoisions which would have to be
promulgated thrOughout the nation.

In 1810 a new or:rice waa

filled, that ot Speaker of the Council.

At the assembly ot 1817 a

further innovation brought into existenoe the National Standing
ll.rra.ay, pp. 148-149.

!1m! ManuscriJLts,

Sequo.y;ah (Norman, Oklahoma, 193ts), p. ~~.

VI. Grant Foreman,
Rooney, p. 110.

12w1111ams, ed. I Timberlake' 8 Memoirs, pp. 91, 93·
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committee of thirteen members elected for two years.

This body

to reg-

had the power to settle the annuities with the agency, and

ulate the arfairs of the nation, but subject to the unanimous consent ot the chiefs in Council.

In October, 1819, John Rosa was

President of the National Committee, tram which position he rose
to that of Principal C1U.ef", the poat he occupied in 18,S ,13

With ten years of experience in self-government to their cred.
it the Cherokee were, in 1820, at the point referred to by Charles
Hicka when he wrote that a reform had been attempted in o1'de1' to
divide the nation more conveniently.

This took place at the Coun-

c11 meeting that year, with the laying oft of the nation into
eight districts.

They were named:

ChickamAugee, Chattoogee,

Coosewattee, Amoah, Hickory Log, Etowah, Tahquohee, and Aquohee,

each represented by four members in the National Council.

Court

was to be held in each district on the t1rat or seoond Monday of
May and September, and was to a1 t tor tive days.

One Judge was

appointed for each district, and circuit Judges tor every two d1s-

tricts .14

In 1822 a Court of Appeals was organized in conjunction

wi th the annual Council meeting .15

The matter of remuneration to publtc officials was also dis.
cussed during the General Council of 1820.

The Principal Chiet I

l'LaW8 of the Cherokee Nation. pp. 1-6 .
....................

_

d

l4Ibid ., pp. 15-18.

15rAwa
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path Killer, was allowed an annual at1pend of one hundred f1fty
dollars, Charles R. Hicks., the Seoond Princ1pal Chief, received two
hund:l'ed dollars,

cons 1dering the burden of wr1 ting and interpreting which devolves on htm. n16 During Beasiona members ot
tt.

•

•

the Oouncil were each allotted one dollar a day, the Speaker one
dOllar and a half, and the clerk two and a half".

Salaries tor the

members of the National Oommittee were somewhat h1gher, two dollars
for ord1n.ary mem:bera, two dollaN and fifty cents for the clerl<:,
and one dollar more fox- the Preaic:t.nt.

Money for thepaym.ents

liM

to be drawn on the National Treuury whioh was authorized to receive the annuities .17

other means tor ra1eing revenue oona1ated

of taxes) tolls lald on a national turnpike, and fines.
Iteaarding the first, a law tiM enaoted Which read:

1tThat

each head of • fam1ly shall pay a poll-tax ot fifty cents, and
each single man under the age ot sixty yeare shall alao pay fifty
cents per annum, to be collected by the marshals in each district,

and paid into the national treasury, to be applied tor suCh purposes as the nat10nal cODlnli ttee and council ahall deem proper. ,,18
Defaultera weN to have their property seized, 801d to the highest
bidder, and their taxes paid out of the moneY' thUG obtained.

Mer-

chant citizens ot the nation were required to pay a yearly tax of

16Ib1d .) p. 15·

17Ibid-, p.

45-

lBxbid., p. 13.
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tl'lcnty dollars, while that tor pedlars, not citizens, waa set at
ei.ghty dollars.

These amounts were later reduced to twelve and

fifty dollars respectively.

In 1825 the tax on merchants waa sus-

pended tor two years, along with the poll tax on all citizens.

Flnally, in 1829. the suspension 01" both was prolonged indef'ini tely.l9
The ereotion of a tollgate waa authorized on the national

road in 1820, and tolls were arranged so that those charged by

owners

01" private

roads would be 1n agreement with national stand-

ards.

A wagon, a team ot horaes, or a carriage waa oharged fitty

cents; a cart or gig, twenty.five cents; men on toot or with a
lead horse were to pay twelve cents each; while cattle, hogs, or
sheep would cost three cents a head. 20
Pines were ordained tor a number 01" offenses, e.g., any citizen who permitted" . . . h1a negroes to trade 1n or tor intoxicating

liquors . , . n was fined f'ifteen dollars.

White persona, not

citizens 01" the nation, convicted ot this crime were subject to a
fine of' one hundred
er.

dollarB~

half of which would go to the inform-

It it eould be proved that any Cherokee cooperated with white

men in this ottenae, they were subject to the same tine.

Another

was against all merchants, peddlers, and meohanios who tailed to
suspend bUSiness on the Sabbath, in keeping with the practice of

19Ib1d ., pp. 29, 30, 48, 56, 13920Xbid., pp. 13, 21.
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the General Council.

Five dollars was the amount levied on anyone
~hO set fire to the woods before the month of March. 21
The heaviest penalties were laid on those who in any way were
guilty of undermining the strength and unity of the nation.

Any

pereon who ohose to emigrate, and with this purpoae in mind, aold
hiS 1mprovements,

was tined one hundred t1tty dollars; and not only

was he considered as an offender, but the one with whom the business was transacted fell into the same claaa and was required to
pay the same amount.

In comparison with the other sentences this

could be considered quite heavy.

But what was looked upon as an

orfenae even greater was sponsoring the entrance of a white fam1ly
without reqUisite permiss10n from the Council.

'.t'M f1ne for this

infract10n of the law was set at tive hundred dollars. 22

Thus tar we have made referenoe to those law. which had a
bearing on the operat1on of the government.

Beside. these, there

tiere other div1alona J some dealt with pract1cal matters, some were
of a aoe1al nature, and there were a tew that were intended to
raise the cultural level of the Cherokee people.

In order to avoid

much repetition ot dates, a shol"t explanation here will place the
entire legi81ative period in its proper time element.

Altho~~

the Council's tiNt legislative enactments were recorded in 1808,
only three have been preael"V'ed tor the period 1808 to 1819.
21 Ibid., PPM 15, 31, 39-41 .
•
22 Ibid., pp. 13, 19·
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was with the revision of the government in 1820 that clear-cut
prooedure beoame tbe basis of a regularly organized governmental
At annual meetings beld from that date forward, new legis-

bOdy.

lation waa enaoted at each session.

The Cherokee passed no more

laws, however, atter the State of Georgia extended jurisdiction to
the limit of her ohartered boundaries.

Although they fought tor

the recognition of their independence, oircumstanoes were such

that regular procedure was at first severely hampered and finally

rendered impossible. 23 Hence, the year 1829 marks the end ot
legislative extenaion in the Cherokee Nation before the removal,
Laws discussed here will illustrate the developaent of trends from.
1820 to 1829, tor the mas t part, and in a few oases during tbe

earlier period.
When Lieutenant T1ntberlake remarked in 1762 that among the
Cherokee murder was

n •••

more properly revenged than punisbed,

. • • " be touohed upon the basic difference between the conviotions
of the Indian and the white man on this sUbJect.

murder

l'lM

To the Cherokee

something personal, to be settled between the family ot

the victim and the murderer.

Before any steps oould be taken to

make this orime punishable in a court ot law, the hUia issue had

to be recaat, making murder a crime against society at large, inst-ead

ot aga1net an individual fam11y only.

The

tirs t hint of

progress in reshaping the minda or the Cherokee on th1s point was

2'Marl1n, pp. 14-19.
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the law ot 1808, which ruled out revenge in a case ot selt-defense.
This was tollowed by an enactment ot 1810, restraining revengel<:llllng in all oues, and making 1 t a matter ot public concern

when murder waa committed w1thin the tam1ly circle.

At the . . .

time it was deolared that "[1]1" lite 1s lost without malice in-

tended, the innocent aggressor ahall not be counted gull ty. tt
lt \faa stipulated that fratricide

w.

Aa

to n. • . be acoounted as

murder and treated acoordlngly, . . . n there must have been a pen-

alty, although the Laws
lt waa.

9.! ~ ....Ch....e.r....o_k_ee_ Nation

do not tell us what

Gradually, opinion was 80 molded that before the cloae 01"

the next decade it was possible to bring murder oases baton the
courts tor lawtul trial; the death penalty \faa decreed as appllcable in all oases ot willful murder. 24
Another matter whlch was ot early conoern to legialatora was

robbery.

In this regard development along agricultural linea re-

quired some method by whlah those in possession ot implements or

ani.mala would be aecure in the ownership

or

their property.

The

earliest law in this oonneotion was aimed speoifically at the sup-

pression ot horse stealing.

Later ano·ther waa enacted requiring

the District and Circuit Judges to return horses stolen from citizens of the Ullited States to the Agent resident in the nation.
Severity was deemed necessary to curb the eVil, as a law of 1824
made persona convicted
••

24taQ

or robbery subject to any punishment the

.!!!. Ja:!!. Cherok~!l. ...,N'....at.....i_o...
n" pp. "

4,1 104.
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court might impose except death.":';
Certain measures contained in the Cherokee code seem to manifest the effectiveness of religious inf'luenoe.

One such was the

act of 1820, in which the hand ot the schoolmaster is unmistakably
evident.

In an effort to overcome the baneful effects of absentee..

ism it beaame obligatory under law that scholars when once enrollecl
in the schools n. • • by the voluntary consent of' their parents

or

guardians . . . It were to tinish their respective terme, or their
parents would ". . . be bound to pay all expenses incurred by
their children to the mission establishments, tor clothing, board,
and tuition . . . . n26 Apparently the measure bore some f'ruit, as

a committee on Indian affaire reported a tew years later that the
schools were increasing, and many children had to be refulJed. 27
Refleoting still more the religious influence were those laws
concerning marriage.

It was very dif'ficult to transform opinion

on this matter among a people whose traditional practice had allowed polygamy.

Some of the chief's, however, anxious to refleot

progress in Christian living, suooeeded in having polygamy abolished by law tor all white men wishing to marry into the nation.
Furthermore, if these men desired citizenship, it became obligatory that their marriage be performed bef"ore a minister of' the

25Ib1d., pp. 31 19, 38.
26Ib1d ., p. 14.
27Amer1can State Pa22r8, Class g, II, 458.
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Gospel.

At this time, 1819, the provisions of this law were only

recommended to the Cherokee. 28

An attempt to extend i tsf'oroe to

all Indiana as well as white citizens was made in 1825~ when it

\'las recorded in the statutes that

Jt.

•

•

it shall not be lawful

hereaf'ter tor any person or persons whatsoever, to have more than
one wif'e. ,,29

Although theoretioally polygamy was thus ended, we

know trom the worda of' John Ridge that the law \faa not enforced,
and that Christian marriage rites did not oompletely supplant
older oeremonials.

He wrote:

Itln respeot to marriage we have no

law regulating it and polygamy 1& still allowed to Native Chero-

kees. . . . We attempted to pass a law regulating marriage I but . .
nearly all the members of our Legislature, tho I oonvinced of' the
propr1ety--had been married under the old existing ceremony, were
afraid it would retlect dishonor on them, it tailed.

Time will

effect the desired change in this system. "30
Children born ot mixed-blood JD8.rr'iagee we1'e entitled to all

the privileges ot the nation,3l and the white spouse waa alao admitted to citizenship.

However, 1t the Cherokee husband or wife

were to dle, and the oouple had no ohildren, the wbite partner waa
II

. thereby deprived of citizenship, by the death of the

2Bxbld., p. 285.

2%aw. -of
.;;,;;;;;;,,;;;,.

1826.

-
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John R1dge to Albert Ga1litin,
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u3
Cherokee oitizen or oitizens that oreated his or her right . .

This last decree was not promulgated unt1l 1829, and is explained
by

the animosity existing between the Cherokee and white residents

of Georgia at that period.

It lawful marriages were at f1rst allowed and later tolerated

between Cherokee and will te persona, they were oomplete1y forbidden

between any oitizen of the nation and a Negro person.

In tact ..

disorimination agaInst Negroes was abaorbed in all ita forme from
the

neighboring states.

That this should have happened 18 not

surprising, intent as the Cherokee were in the 1Ilitat1on ot the
white man's oustoms and manner ot lite.

That Negroes were held in

the statUB of slaves and denied any rights of' their own is evident
from the tact that their owners were held responsIble tor their
transgressIons ot the law and liable to the pa1ll8nt of tinea resulting therefrom.

Free Negroes aeeking admittance into the na-

t10n were not to be allowed residenoe without a permit from the
National Committee.

Negro alavea were striotly proh1bIted the

possesaion ot horeea, cattle, or hoga, and any who happened to own
suoh at the time ot th1a enactment, were obl1ged to d18poae of the

same within twelve months under penalty of conrisoatlon.

The pun-

ishment meted out to those parties involved in an Indian-Negro
marriage waa fitty-nine stripes to the man and twenty-f1ve to the

woman.

Further, the owner ot the Negro party was obliged to a

32Ibid . ~ p. 131.
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fine of fifty dollars. 33

Discrimination was also evident

Constitution which withheld

If,

••

in

the

any office or profit, honor, or

trust" from all peItSons of Negro or Mulatto parentage .34
We have had occasion in Chapter III to comment upon the efforts of the missionaries to modify the tendency ot the Cherokee
toward alcoholism.

To

the energies of the m18sionaries was added

the assistance ot those leaders who strove to eradicate the prejudices of the white population in regard to their people.

Pines

were laid on anyone convicted of selling liquor in the nation, be
he a citizen or an intruder, with special attention to the Council
House during sessions.

Other special occaaions that lent them-

selves to much disorderly conduct were n. • • ball-playa, allnight dances, and other public gatherings . . . If and it seems that
on these occasions even the marehals and sheriffs sometimes disgraced themselves.

Because of this it was necessary to require

rigid enforcement ot the law at any festive atfair, and impose pun..
ishments on those officers who tailed in their duty.

If eonvicted

of negleet, they were subject to tines up to one hundred

"'it;

dollars./~

The general misconduct which seems to have prevailed at 80cial atfairs throws some light upon the regulation at Valley Towns by
33Ibid ., pp. 37-39.

American State F8,.per8, Clus y, II" 280.

34House Document Number 106, 20th Congress, 1st Session.
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which a child was liable to expulsion from school for attending
the ball_Play.3 6
Besides the influence of religious ideas, the Cherokee laws
also indicate the effects of the policy of the government 1n seeking to promote civilization.

One of the chief trends encouraged

under government supervision was the use of machinery in ways suit..
able to their condition.

This had been in the plan of BellJam1n

Hawkins during the early days ot development, was further promoted
by

the treaty promises, and included in the arrangements by which

the government contrived to spread its policy through support of
the sChools. 37 Results of these efforts oan be observed in a number of laws.

There waa one, tor instance, that allowed sohool-

mas ters, blacumi the, millers" sal t petre and gunpowder manufac-

turers" ferrymen, turnpike keepers, and other manutacturers residence in the nation, with the added privilege of cultivating and
lmproving twelve acres of ground. 38 Superintendents of schools

3~eck, p. 392. The Cherokee ball-play might be called the
national sport. A good descrlpt~on of it is given 1n the Payne
Manuscripts, IV. Despite the disapproval ot the missionaries they
never succeeded 1n persuading the Council to outlaw the practice.
One author, quoting trom the diary of Nathaniel Reinhardt, whose
family purchased Cherokee land in 1834, provides the following:
"1837--1 was at a large IndIan ball and dance in the fall season
of the year, at the Indian ball-ground near Father's
The exercise
opened by a game ot ball in which the men participated actively
The trees over and around the playground were filled with women,
children.. and spectators, looking on. tt Marlin, p. 50.
37Letters of Benjamin Hawkins, p. 135,

Class II, I,

69~ 7~;

II, 201.
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't'lere urged to select f'rom among their pupils those who gave ev1dence of' mechanical ability, and to provide spec1al training for
them.

As an encouragement to youths who may have been so

in-

clined, they were promised, upon the completion of' their training,
a complete set of tools with which to practice their trade. 39
When the schools were unable to provide the instructions, mechanics
of several trades were permitted entrance to the country in the
interest of' the improvement ot youth.

Such persons were bound to

take in apprentices to whom they would teach their respective

trades.

At the Council of' 1828, t1fty-seven dollars and twenty-

five cents was appropriated to purchaae a set ot blacksmith tools
for George Candy, a native, who was one youth to successfully complete his apprenticeship.

He was supplied with one bellows, one

anvil, one vice, one screw-plate, three hammers, one rasp, and a
half-dozen tiles. 40
In this matter too, however, the animosity shown the Cherokee
by the Georgians prompted

a reply in kind.

In 1829 the Council

repealed the law which had authorized a five-year residence for
mechanics.

Thereafter, it was not lawful tor anyone to issue per-

mi ta to any person tor more than one year. 41
39American State Papers, Cla.s !I, II, 280.
4Ox.a.;;;;;;;W,;;,;s;;;..2!. ~ Cherokee Nation, pp. 61, 90.
41 Ibid. p. 134.
I
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Sometimes both mission influence and government policy can be
seen intermingled in deorees of the Council.

This i8 true with

regard to the pronouncement of 1826 by which the Principal Chiefs.

members of the National Comm1 ttee and Council, judges of courts J
and other officers were ob11ged to take an oath " . . . to dischargE
their dut1es faithfully $,nd impartially . . . . n
an obvious imitation

urations .

In thia there 1s

ot procedure tollowed at United States inaug-

It was declared turther that

ft.

•

no person who dis-

•

believea in the existence of the Creator, and of rewards and punishments atter death, ahall be eligible to hold any orfice under
the government ot the Cherokee Nation, nor be allowed the privilege

ot hi. or her testimony in any court of Justice ,,42' Desire to imi.
tate United Statea pract1ces 18 here combined with a bulc appreciation ot Christian beliet.

Moreover, by a converae interpreta-

tion, this law teat!ties to the existence ot an unohristian segment
of the people, still faithful to pagan beliets.
The years 1825 and 1826 mark the strengthening of a national-

istic tendency, cleverly devised in order stmultaneously to unite
the Cherokee and impre.a interested partiea.

During

thea. two

years plana were made for a national capital Which would be, besides the Beat of government, a cultural center.

Agents were ap-

pointed to solicit fundS throughout the United States tor the
42 Ibid., p. 77.
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various proJeota. 43 The Council visualized a National Aoademy to
be bull t

ot brick.. with a library attached.. and the organization

of a Moral and L1terary Sooiety of the Cherokee Nation. 44
ing

A print.

offiee was to be built and turn1ahed.. and a newspaper es tab-

li.ned, wIth the artieles printed in both English and Cherokee;

.

offIcial t! tle was to be the Cherokee Phoenix. The edt tor of the

weekly paper would be responeible tor content and format; he would
a180 have to be capable ot translating trom English to Cherokee

and vice veraa.#5 This position devolved upon Elias Boud1not, one

ot tne youths who had been eduoated at the Academy ot the American
Board in Cornwall, Connectiout. 46

Isaac H. Harris was named ot.

fieial pr1nter. 47
Within the year the Counc1l House and Court House were erected

aocording to specific dimensions and New Echota became the seat of
all nat10nal business until the controversial treaty ot 1835
brought about the clOSing of the CouncU House.

As to the National

Academy.. th1a remained a eiream; it was never advanced beyond the
plann1.ng .tage.

Of the three ideas 80 enthuaiUtlcally set forth

in 1825, the moat rar-reach1ns proved to

4,Ib1<l.

J

pp.

be the establishment of

47, 6.;2 •

"'!me Manuacr1Pta, VIII

<

John R1dge to Albert Galli tin,

4~a
ot the Cherokee
Nation, pp. 81, 85.
__oiOiiiiiio>.................
•
46
Peek,

p.'9'.
47:..
....w
.,..a... .2!. ..!a!!. Cherokee Nation,
La

p. 84.
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the Cherokee Phoenix.

BY

1827 sufficient funds had been gathered to permit steps to

be taken toward the fulfillment of the plan.
fore, reques ted the American Board

ft.

•

•

The Council, there-

to procure tor them a

fon t at type, preas and turni ture . . . . The type was made in Bos-

ton, and the whole apparatus tor a national prInting ottice waa
forwarded in November. ,,48 The intermediary in this action was the
Reverend Samuel A. Worcester of the .American Board who wuata-

t~ed in the Cherokee country.49 Atter a tina1 lapse ot three
months the first issue ot the Phoenix appeared on Febru.a.ry 21,
1828.

It was to continue informing Its readera, both within and

without the natIon", until the tinal edition at May ,1, 18,4.

Tbe Cherokee Phoenix ca.rried, besides coptes ot the lava en-

acted in General Council, InterestIng oorrespondence between Cherokee leaders and United States Government agents.

It a180 pub-

l1ahed articles ot intereat about events that ocourred at various
times between the nation and the unIted Statee.

Moat articles ot

this nature were printed in both &l.gl1ah and Cherokee, aa were the
regular teatures

ot the poetry column, the translations from

48

Tracy, p. 149·

4~oney, p. 111. Samuel A. Woroester was the most celebrated
of all the ru.issiotlAriea to the Cherokee. His term ot service began
in 1825" and he stayed throughout the troublesome removal period,
eventually emigrating to the Indian Territory. TraCT, p. 335·
Worcester's part in the cue at Worcester vs. Georgia is told in
John Spenoer Bassett, Lite ot Andrew Jacklan (New York, 1911), II,
688-692 J and Albert J. SverYdge, The LIPe of John Marshall (Boston, 1919), IV, 547-552.
- -

12(,

Scripture, and some instructions on morals or religious practices,
lviany

of the latter, however, along w1th world news, biographical

sketches, regional descriptions, and anecdotes.. were given in
lish only.

Eng-

All notices were usually rendered in both languages.

Subscript10n rate., beginning at two dollars and fifty cents,

rose to three dollars and f1tty cents tor thoae who were not willing to pay in advance.

But one dollar was 8ubtracted from the ac-

counts of all subScribers who could read only Cherokee,

Advertise ..

ments were printed at a cost of 8eventy-f1ve cents per square

foot. 50
The editor made known in the first publication his policy.
flAs the Phoenix 18 a

national paper we shall teel ouraelves bound

to devote it to national purposes. . . . Matters relating to the
welfare and conditions ot the Cherokees as a people, will be fa1th.
fully published . . . the columns of this paper shall always be
open to free and temperate discussions on matters of' politics, religion, etc. "51 He was Boon made aware, however, that the nat10nal
newspaper was under the direction of' the General Council, and that
he did not have perfect liberty in his editorial policy,

On Novem-

ber 19, 1828, it was decreed in Council that the editor be required
to withhold from the columna of' the paper n.

Bourrilous com-

municat1ons, or inserting under the Editorial head, anything on

50Cberokee Phoenix, February 28, 1828.

-

51 Ib1d .
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religious matters that will savour [of] sectarianism. ,,52
A turther policy proclaimed by Editor Boudinot was to be

. advancing the improvement ot our people. . . . n

been made

in

n

References have

a tormer chapter to articles which were intended to

bring about a reform. in drinking habits.

Some writings aimed at

the advancement ot Christ1anity have also been cited.

A further

example ot the religious theme was this "L1teral Translation ot
the Lord's Prayer from Cherokee into English, It which appeared in

the earliest isaue.
honored be thy name.

It readl

ttOUr Pather, who dwellest above,

Let thy empire spring to light.

will be done on earth as it is done above.
bestow upon us.

8

Our tood, day by day

Pity us in regard to our having ainned against

thee, U we pity those who sin against us.
any place ot

Let thy

And lead

U8

not into

traying, but on the other hand, rea train us from sin.

For tl1ine 18 the empire, and the strength, and the honor torever.
So let it be. n53

Moral and character improvement were otten selected topics,
as 8ubaor1bere were warned against gambling and swearing, and
gu1ded in the proper :formation ot character.

In one 1ssue there

appeared "Advice to Young Men" paralleled in another by ItAdvloe to
Young Ladles,·t While in a third, the latter came in for quite a

--

52LaWB of the Cherokee Nation, p. 114 .

..................
53Cherokee Phoenix, February 21, 1828 .

.
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lecture against the evils or "Tight Lacing and Thin Clothing. ,,54
Negligent parents were admonished tor the improper training of
their children, as illustrat;ed in the following paragraph:

"The

child that is permitted to act habitually from temper is in the
proapec t of ungovemable pass 10na and the swing of the gallows and
its blood wlll be required at the banda ot ita imprudent parents,
whose tolly and wickedness are equalled in magnitude only by the
momentous oonsequences they ensue and the awful responsibility
which the parente incur.

The greates t calamity that ever betell

a chlld ia an indiscreet parent who knows nothing of family discipline .•t55
Lifting the idea ot improvement out of the area of subjective
morality, tne Phoenlx endeavored to picture to its readers places
and event. in other parts ot the world«

Those who were totally

unacquainted with scenes beyond their own valleys and rivera were

given descriptions ot such far removed spots as Hawail, Canada,
Calcutta, and the South American pampas .56 News of the Greek revolt was related, with other articles providing information of
battles in Turkey, RUSSia, and Pers1&.57

Accounts were published

at natural disaSters 11ke the earthquake in Ltma, the flood at
54Ib1d ., May 14, February 28, September 3, October 8, Septem-

ber 17, Xpril "

1828.

.

55Ibld .• May 14, 1828 .
56Ibid ., February 28, Maroh 20, JU1730, October 22, 1828.
57Ibid., March 20, March 27, 1828.
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St. Pete:raburg, and the outbreak of the plague at New orleans. 58

As the laws reflected the results of efforts that had been
made to promote agrioultural progress, so teo, did the Phoenix.

Informative artioles appeared from time to time instructing the
people on some useful subjects such as, how to tell a good ho"e,
the manner at curing baoon properly, the fatten1ng 01' swine, or
economy in feeding cattle. 59 Thoae 01' a more intellectual bent
could glean from the columns at their paper an explanation of the
correct way to read the Cherokee alphabet, the Cherokee manner ot

oounting to' one millien, or they could read "The True History of
Robinson Crusoe. ,,60 Scientific studies were oeou1onally included, an example being an explanat10n ot the c.au.e and eftects
of spots on the sun*61

The moe t prominent art101es, however, were those eonceming
the affairs at the nation, its laws, and relations with the United
States.

From November 16 to December "

series. at reprints tram the National

ot the Cherokee Indians.

1829. was published a

In~ll65encer

Any narrative

on the

conditio~

ot this type which mani-

fested a sympathetic attitude on the part of Un1ted States e1tisens

was not denied space.
58Ibld"

1829.

When the Vermont Chronicle
I

p~1nted

its view.

August 27, August 6, 1828; Septembex- 30, 1829.

59Ib1d ... March 6, August 13" October 1, 1828; January 28,
60Ib1d ., Februax>;y" 21, February 28, August 6, 1828.

61 Ib1d ., February 11, 1829.

-1,0

on the subject of Cherokee removal, the column was promptly reprinted in the PhoeniX as tollows:

"Removal of the Cherokees--on

this subject we contess we are not sorry to see the Cherokee Phoenix speak a decided language.

To remove them would be to over-

throw their incipient establishments, and to oheck their progress
in those arts, institutions, and habits, which glve to civilized

and Christian life, ita oharm--its dignity and worth.

The attempt

to do thia--however great the bribe we may otfer as the price of
their d.egradation--seems to us most iniqultous .--Vermont ChrOnicle ... 62
That the ohief purpose ot the Phoenix bad, tram it. beginning,
been the promotion ot Cherokee independence 1s proved trom this
portlon ot the letter in which Elias Boudinot tendered his resignation as editor ot the paper.

He wrote:

ttl belleve the continu-

ation of the Phoenix, and my servlces aa its editor, baa answered
all the purposes that 1 t can be expected to ana.er hereafter.

Two

of the great objects which the nation bad in view in supporting the

paper were, the defence ot our rights, and the proper representation of our grievances to the people ot the United States ... 63
81m1lar in purpose wu the constitution, adopted at New Echota
in July, 1827.

An offlcial report conoerning it stated:

tiThe com-

mittee have seen their [Cherokee's] Constitution in a printed form;
62 Ibid ., April 24, 1828.

6'Senate Dooument Number 121, 25th Congress, 2d Ses81on.
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and ir that instrument is to be relied on as embracing the views
of the Cherokee Indiana, no doubt can be entertained of their determination to locate permanently 1n their present abode.

They

declare, amongst other things, that their present boundaries shall
forever remain unalterably the aame; and that sovereignty and
juriadlction ot their Government ahall ext.end over the country
which they occupy at this ttme. n64 Two weeks atter this observation had been communicated to the Representatives, the Constitutlor
itself'

was

presented.

In accord w1th this doc'U1I1ent the three de-

partments ot government were to be retained, as were also the
eight districts la1d oft in 1820.

Legislative power was vested in

two branche. 1 the Oomm1ttee and the Oouncil, the tormer consisting
of two members from each district l the latter of three.
executive was to hold office for four yea.rs.

The chief

In tr.e justice de-

partment a reorganization was to take place with regard to the
number of inferior courts, but the basic framework was unchanged.
Although the constitution established little that had not already been in practice, its promulgation gave the Cherokee Nation
a more definite and permanent form of government.

Its real aim

was recognized by all interested parties 1n Article I, Section 2,
Which denied to citizens

n •••

the right to dispose of improve-

ments to the Un1ted States, indiv1dual states, or individual citizens of those states."

Anyone who moved out of the nation

6~0U8e Dooument Number 67, 20th Oongress, 1st Session.
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automatically lost his citizenShiP.65 It is evident, therefore,
that the adoption of the Constitut1on of 1827 came, not .. a prelude, but as a
okee .

cl~

in the governmental development ot the Cher-

They II trove by all means wi thin their power to maintain

jurisdiction over their lands, even legislating, with this intent,
the death penalty against « • • . any person or persons who shall
. • • agree to sell or dispose of any part or portion of the National lands defined in the Constitution ot this Nation. ,,66
Although the laws, the constitution, and the national neWBpaper of the Cherokee were direoted at the preservat10n of the
nation, they serve, nonetheless, as a oonvenient yardstick in

measuring their progress in civilization.

65.Kouse Document Number 106, 20th Congress, 1st Session.

6~ws .2!. ~ .,;;;,Ch....e_ro
...........k-..ee.... Nation,

p. 137·

CHAPTER VI

CONCLOOIONS
As it was from certain claims set forth regarding Cherokee

civilization that the original question of this study sprang, we
must return to these cla1m8 for a clarification of the issues involved .

Now, however, it is poss ible to view them in a more de-

tailed manner.

Results of United States Government activity and

missionary labors, accompanying the bare statements, give us circUlllStanoes that must be weighed in the balance.
advancement are also to be considered.
for instance, which

80

Native efforts at

That Indian delegation,

fearlessly protested the efforts to extin-

guish their land title in 1824, can now be considered anew

t

it we

take into account the combined effects of government poliey, development of educational facilities, and the birth of republicanism
in the nation.

Tbe purpose ot the delegation was to impress upon

the government the tact that the Cherokee would never again cede
any more of their land.

At the bottom of most of Cherokee cla1m8

to civilization lay the removal controversy.
The address ot the chiefs and warriors in 1818,1 reminding

the Indian agent of their progress in agriculture, religion, and

1~r1ean State Paeers, Clasp !I, II, 487·
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the civilized life, signifioantly followed one of' the earlier proposals of an exohange of lands in the east for those west of the
Mississippi.

The progress mentioned must be 1nterpreted only rel-

atively" as also must the use of the term ftmany" to refer to those
upon whom the religious spirit had had an 1nfluenoe.

For in the

same year the Seoretary of War, in reporting on the alteration of
the Indian trade, referred to the

If.

•

•

little progress in oivi-

lization . . ." on the part ot the Southern Indians. 2

Furthermore,

religious influenoe was necessarily limited, as only two missionary
stations were operattng among the Cherokee then.
Analysis ot other claims to oivilization on the part of the
Cherokee themselves reveals the identifioation of theae olaims with
the matter of their land rights.

In ooncluding his letter to

Albert Gallatin in 1826, John Ridge predicted his people's destiny
as intimately oonnected with the United States.

"We may live this

way fifty years, tf he wrote, "and then we shall be Natural causes
merge in and mingle with the U. States ... 3 El1as Boudinot's first
editorial, when considered in the light of his purposes, oan be
understood as a plea for the recognition of the Cherokee right to
possess their lands in peace.

One

can almost feel the emotion

present in these wordsz
• . . and let it be remembered, notwithstanding the assertions of those who talk the oontrary, that this improvement
2 Ibid., p. 182.

3pame Manusoripts, VIII.
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can be made not only by the Cherokees, but by all the Ind1ans
in their present locations. We are rendered bold in malting
this assertion by considering the history of our people withir
our remembrance, when darkness \'laS prevalent and when ienor...
ance abounded amongst us--when strong and deep-rooted prejudices were directed against many things related to civlli.zed
life--and when it was thought a disgrace for a Chel~kee to
appear in the costume of a white man. We mention these thtnge
not by way of boast1ng, but to show to our readers that it is
not a visionary thing to attempt to civilize and Christienlze
all the Indians, but highly practicable. 4
To no avail were such pleadings, however, as the editor fully
realized when the bill for the removal of the Indians became law
in 1830.

Two years later he resigned the editorship, convinced

that the friends he had hoped to make in the United States were
t;

too engI'Ossed in local and sectional interests to be concerned.""
Other Cherokee leaders there were, though, who stayed with
the program to the end.

Never did they cease to declare it their

due to be granted freedom of choice as to their location.

The

greater the pressure upon them, the more did they reply in distress.

As

late as February, 1837, a Memorial of the Delegates of

the Cherokee Nation was received by the Congress of the United
states.

The appeal became at times eloquent, as the memorialists

laid before Congress " . . . in much detail . . . the facts of our
case!"

The document enumerated what the Cherokee considered their

three areas of cultural achievement; advancement in the arts of
civilized life, the political principles that had been inmlbed,

4cherokee Phoenix, February 21, 1828.
h

?Senate Dooument Number 121, 25th Congress, 2d Session.
Letter of Elias Boudinot to John Ross.
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and religlous faith.

They oalled attention

n .••

to the progress

''1hioh, under your auspioe., we have made, to the :tmprovements
wh.1eh have marked our soolal and 1ndividual state; our lands
brought into cul tivat1on, our natural resources developed, our

farms, workshops and factories approx1matl.ng in charaoter and valufl
to thoae of our brethren. . . . tt

All these cla1:m8, however, were

followed by the pathetic admisaion t

ft... we indulged in the

anticipation that the time was not tar distant when we should be
recognized on the foot1ng 01' equa11ty by the brethren trom whom we
had recelved all that we were now taught to prize, ,,6
At the basis, then, ot Cherokee claims to civillzat10n lay
the strivings to retain

&8

01' a once spacious domain.

a tribal possession the last fragments
Some statements encountered in the

writings 01' the school ch11dren at Brainerd unwittingly detract
trom the picture painted by the nation's otticial spokesmen.

One

girl referred to " • • . the unenllghtened parts ot this nat10n
[who J usemble for danoes around a t1re. . . . Their dishes t

n

she

commented, nare made by themselves of olay. . . . Eight or ten
will otten get around one ot' these on the ground, with one wooden
spoon, and w11l take a mouthful and pus it on to the other. n7
Another, atter enumerating various agricultural achievements, oon-

eluded:

"But a great many ot the Cherokees are poor and ignorant

~ouse Document Number 99, 25th Congress, 2d Session.
1rame Mam.ulcripts, VIII.

Letter

or

Elizabeth Taylor,

1:;7
and live

80

poorly that they have scarcely any houses or clothes.

• • • ,,8

This type ot remark, too, IIlU8t be judged in the llP.'.,ht of

motive., which in these two incidents was to impress " . . . Christians [with] the importance ot sending missionaries."

However,

they illustrate the tact that the majority ot reterences to overall advanoement ot the Cherokee did not make allowances tor the
various stages ot progress within the nation.
In evaluating remarks concerning Cherokee civilization culled
from otticial correspondence, we must be guided by points in U'nitec

States policy toward that Indian nation.
the work

Federalists undertook

ot reorienting Cherokee interests, seeking

them into an agricultural people.

to transtorm

Th1s rema1ned the essential 1s-

sue in government policy until 18:;0, but by that time 1t had been

progressively weakened by two forees.

Early in the 1800'8 the

idea ot relooation west ot the Mississipp1 had been propolled as an
alternat1ve solution.

The determ1nation

ot the State ot Georgia

to exclude all Cherokee from her boundaries mUitated further
against the possibility of a peace.ful settlement.

Theae two

torces joined handa, a8 1t ",ere, to produce a succa.sion ot orisea
resulting in both favorable and unfavorable comments ooncerning the
Cherokee.

Dividing the orise. 1nto categories we find:

the 1817-

1819 period .. during whioh muoh pressure was exerted through treaties to induce a westward emigration; the 1823-1824 period of

8Ibid ., Letter of Lucy McPherson.

Georgian

eoe~eion;

Georgia's extension or her la\'Js over the Chero-

kee nation in 1829 eombined with the passage of t'1.e Removal Bill
and the Supreme Court trials J finally, the treaty of 1835 and its
aftermath ot Cherokee discontent.

Two documents of the 1817-1819 period furnish evidenee of the
way in which Cherokee 8mbi tiona were sparked by the exchange of
lanc1a theory.

In July, 1817, the chief's expressed to three treaty

e()1lll11asionere their dl$treae ". . . with the alternative proposal

to remove fl'Oll1 this country to the Arkaneaa, or atay and beoome

oitizens of' the united Statea. ft

Declaring that they were not yet

civilized enough to beoome citizens of the united States, they
protested against being compelled to move to a country against
their tncllnations. 9

Atter this it became the1r atm to emulate

the aoctal and governmental praotices ot the white man, specifically as a means ot proving their worthiness to inhabit lands among

them.

They were given turther impetus in these resolutions by

measages such aa the followlng tram John C. Calhoun I
You are now becoming like the vhi te people; you can no longer
live by htmting, but must work tor your subs is tenoe . In your
new Gondi tion tor 1e88 lend 18 necessary tor you. Your great
obJeot ought to be to hold your land separate amongst yourselves, as your white ne1ghbora. and to live and bring up
your children in the same way as they do" and gradually to
adopt their laws and manners. It U thus only that you wl11
be prosperous and happy. Without this you w1l1 f1nd you
will have to em1grate, or become extinct as a people .10

9Amer1oan State P!p!r1# C1.8~!!, II, 143·
10Ibid., p. 190.

1'9
This was written in 1819, the year before the Cherokee initiated
their republioan form of government.
Cons1dering such pronounoements as reliable, the leaders naturally thought it to their advantage to advertiae their aooomplish..
ments .

As an example, a prominent plaoe was given in the Phoenix

to a letter of the Indian agent, containing remarks

tt . • •

of h1gh

oommendation. . . . They seek to be a people and to maintain by
law and good government those principles which maintain the security of persons, defend the rights of property, etc. nll

Such pub-

110 proclamation ot their advanoes, hoWever, were calculated only
to increase Georgia's anger, which had been gaining momentum sinoe

the failure of the treaty ot 1823.
During

the following year, when Governor Troup was militantly

complaining of federal injustice toward his state in the matter of
the Cherokee lands, Secretary Calhoun, in defending White HOWIe
policy J logioally brought forward what seemed to be its good
points.

He deolared,

nIt cannot be doubted that muoh ot the dif-

ficulty of acquiring cessions from the Cherokee nation, and the
other southern tribes, results trom tneir growing civl1ization and
Imowledge, by which they have learned to plaoe a higher value upon
their lands than more rude and savage tribes.

Many causes have

contributed to plaoe them hlgher in the scale ot civilization than

llCherokee Phoenix, February 21, 1828.
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other Indians w1 thin our I1mi ta . ,,12 Similar tes timony was that
presented in 1825 to Calhoun's successor, when it was reported
that "[t]be Cherokee on this s1de ot the Mississippi are in advance of all other tribes.

Their march has been rapid. ,,13 From

the context, the reader can observe that this was intended to
underline the good effects of the government's policy
and in order to do

80

L~

the past,

more effectively the letter ot a Cherokee

youth describing his people's progress was enolosed.
The same writer revealed some conclusions of a more negative

sort in material communicated to Congress in 1828.

Coming as this

did four months atter the Council ot the Cherokee chiefs adopted
their constitution, it waa very probably part of a CongreSSional
investigation.

The point of view offered at this time, however,

waa that &1 though many had been improved and raised to a higher

oivilized condition, " . . . the wisest and best among those who
have gone forth to the help of these people, see that whilst benetits are experienced by them upon the one hand, serious evils are
let in upon the other.

Foremost upon the train ot these evils i.

that which attends the enlightened Indian on hi. return trom those
nurseries of humanity.

Agent MoKenney, the writer ot these 11nes,

concluded in his tlowery style by saying that when the Indian retumed to his "wlldemes8 home, It finding none of the
12Ameriean Stat! P!pera, Clus

13Ibid., p. 651.

y, II,

462.
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oomforts,
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. . . security, . . . [and] well ordered society of the mission
house . . ." he soon resorted to his former mode of lite. 14
Other evidence that civilization was not uniformly advanced
throughout the nation came from a Senate committee whose investigation was probably &ssociated w1th the removal bill

y

This com-

mittee related on February 22, 1830, that the Cherokee leaders
were well-educated, intelligent, and in the possession of property,
but that these number only about one hundred out of the nation.
The condition of the rest, the committee gave as very destitute,
lacking industry.15 This information 18 strikingly 8~ilar to
that offered by the pupil. at Brainerd.
Atter 18'0 nationwide attention was turned toward the Cherokee
as the progress ot their struggle with Georgia became matter tor
oommon d1.cuss1on in some oircles.

We have Doted sympathetio news-

paper accounts dealing with their critioal situation in both the
National Intell1Senoer and the Vermont Cj'lron101e.

It was owing to

the same oause that the Ladies ot Burlington, New Jersey.. protested
&gains t the Removal Bill 1n a memorial to the Senate.

In an effort

to determine the true status ot Cherokee civilisation, however,
evidence of this kind cannot be considered of prime importance, aa
its prejudiced slant precludes the probability of an extensive investigation ot the situation.

At the time, though, these

l~ou.e Document Number 11, 20th Congress .. 2d Ses.ion.
15Senate Document Number 61, 21st Congress, 1st Session
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incidents were heartening to the Cherokee

in

their plight.

The general theme of official correspondence atter 1835 con-

cerned efforts to break down the determination of the Cherokee.
Reading it, one 1s able to extract opinions as to their state of
civilization.

Commissioner Harris, in requesting

visory power over [their) extensive legislation .
referred to

n.

. a super-

n

n

in 1836,

their present state ot civilization, advanced

• .

as it is represented and admitted to be. It

He was referring here

particularly to the Cherokee method 01" government; an earlier section of' the report dealt with their general condition.

They were

described aa " . . . gradually progressing in civilization and the
cultivation of the SOil, and amongst them are many intelligent
men.

They raise corn, beet, pork, sheep, etc. to a oonsiderable

extent; and in travelling through their country you are quite co~
f'ortab1yentertained. nl6 These lines, addressed to the Secretary
of War, are probably a fair estimate of' the Cherokee's state.

The

report was not 01" a public nature, therefore the probability 01" a
slanted version i8 minimized.
men, again 1s indeterminate.

But the expression, many intelligent
A letter of CommiSSioners Lumpkin and

Kennedy of September, 1831, reterred to both"
and weal thy portion of the Cherokee people.

. the intelligent
tI

and ". . . the

ignorant Indians who are scattered over a country embracing five

pp«

16Annua1 ReE,2rt of' the Commissioner of Indian Affairs 18."26,
-

}7S:~BO.

a

-

-

-

-
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or six millions of acres of land. . . . lilT

Considering that most

contaots of United States commissioners were with Indians of humble
mien, aoquaintance with a tribe \those leaders carried on a regularly-erected republican government, and sent delegations to Washington, probably prompted conclusions of a generous nature.
Additional testimony as to the presence of both affluence and
poverty in the nation can be found in the statements of Commissioner Mason, who was alao delegated to the Cherokee country in
1837 .

Relating information conoerning some who had already emi-

grated. he said that these were

II.

•

•

the very poor . . , at-

tracted by the daily rations served out to them, or the very wealthy, who fOl'eseelng the horrors of a war leave the country to save
their property.1I1B The officer in charge of conducting one party
to their new homea in 1837 was evidently referring to the latter
class when he wrote thus:

liThe keel boats are wIthout stoves or

fires in them, water in the hold, and present to those accus taned,
as

of the emigrants are, to many of the comforts or civilized
life, rather a revolting spectacle. H19 In these cases, too, there
many

is no reason to believe that the writers were passing on any details but what they honestly thought to be the truth.

Combining

l7House Document Number 82, 25th Congress, 2d Session.
18Ibid .
19C. Lillybridge, "Journey of a Party of Cherolcee Emigrants, 1\
submitted by Grant Foreman to Miasissi212i Valley Historical ReView"
XVIII (September, 1931), 239·
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the opinions of these latter officers with those of Commissioners
Harris, Lumpkin, and Kennedy, one is conscious of definite headway
in

the white man's mode of life.

Their statements do not advance

a theory, however, of total transformation nor of startling advances,

It is interesting, therefore, to compare the tone of their

warda with that of the following "talk" delivered in the name of
the President of the United States to the Cherokee Council in Augus t of 1837

>

This was the period when the Indians were much agi-

tated, wondering whether the United States would carry out the removal by force.

The message proceeded in part:

The President loves you with the same regard that he feels
for your white brethren. He has seen with deep interest your
noble and suocessful efforts to escape from the ignorance and
barbarism which was the lot of your forefathers, and to elevate your nation in the scale of civilization. He has witnessed with great satisfaction, your rapid improvement in the
arts and oomforts of life; the eagerness wi th which you have
thirsted after education; and above all other things, the
rapid diffusion of the blessed light of Christianity amongst
those of you who, by position or facilities of instruction,
have fallen within the reaoh of its influence. . . . There
[the West] you can continue without interruption, the improvements In your moral and social condltlon whlch you have tor
many years pursued with laudable zeal and eminent success 20
These words seem at first glance to contribute much to the position
of an advanced state of civilization.

But, when the motivating

ciroumstances are reflected upon, many of the phrases take on a
quality of artificiality that detracts from their credibility
One other source of observations relatlve to Cherokee civilization are the writings touching upon the works of the mission

2~ouse Document Number 82, 25th Congress, 2d Session.
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establishments.

Selections from these generally tavor a more mod-

erate view of Cherokee development, as expressed
employees and missionaries.

by

both government

Three years after the inauguration of

the plan tor providing aid to eduoation, Calhoun looked upon it as
n.

•

•

the foundation of all other improvements. ,,21

By 1824, when

the system was under investigation in Congress, he wrote to President Monroe that the annual appropriation tor this purpose had
been applied ". . . in such a manner as very considerably to increase the extent and usefulness ot benevolent individuals, and to
advance the work of Indian civilization. ,,22
ion at this

t~

The Secretary's opin-

was baaed upon knowledge supplied

by

the Commis-

sioner ot Indian Affairs I whOae verdict regarding the plan for education was that it

n.

• • has

been ver'Y JUdicious."

He reported

increased enrollment at all the schools, so that many children had
to be refused.

Eepec1ally convincing was the portion ot the report

which cited a general advance, soc1ally and agriculturally, in the

areas nearest to the nUssions.

Ita conclusion, while intended to

support the decision in favor ot continuing the policy, at the
same time gave reason to view the progress on a 1im1 ted basis.

It

"The instruction and ciVilization of a few enterpriSing

read:

youths will have an
belong.

As

~enae

influence on the tribes to which they

the means are cons tantly appl ied, the numbers reclaimed

2lAmerican State Papers, Class !I, II, 276.
22 Ibid., p. 462.
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will increase, and an increase of numbers will insure . . . succest!
for the future.,,23
Taking part in the debate as to the practicability of applying

government funds to civilize the Indians, the American Board

sought to enlighten Congress.
best means

n •••

Education, they explained, was the

to prepare them to enjoy all the blessings, and

to fulfill all the duties of civilized life."

The success of the

experiments carried on at the schools supported by the Board were
offered as proof which " . . . would be sufficient to satisty any
candid inquirer on this subject . . . . ,,24

In this memorial, how-

ever, the interest that the Board had in securing monetary assist.
ance would have been cause enough to present the situation in its
mos t tavorable light.

One wonders I for ins tance, how far the con-

dition ot the Cherokee had advanced from that stated by Jeremiah
Evarts, one of the memorialists, in earlier account.

In 1822 he

had wrItten, "Notwithstanding these encouraging appearances, however, it is not to be disguised, that many things, still remaining

among the Cherokees, are greatly to be deplored.

Much poverty and

wretchedness, several gross vices, particularly drunkenness, and
an a!moat total ignorance of God, his law, and the plan ot salva-

tion, need to be chased away, before the people generally can
2,Ibid., pp. 458- 4 59·

24Ibid., p. 446.
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">r.::

reach the proper standard of rational immortal beings. tt""?

Some incidental remarks in the writings of the

~sslonariea

serve to bring out the less strikIng results of their labora.

one

quotation in the journal of the Brainerd mission aptly described
the spiritual condition of the Cherokee in 1823·

The joumalist

wrote that Mr. Butrick and John Arch, while on an extens1ve preach.
ing

circu1t, were" . . . everywhere well received, though in many

parts of the nation the spiritual darkness was profound;

80

that

John Arch said he could begin to see the light when he came within
40 miles

ot Brainerd. u26

Another judgment on the conditions of the people not located
near the larger mission stations was contained in the report relating the change ot method at Brainerd in 1824.

It will be re-

called that upon the advice ot the American Board, the statf at
Brainerd had been decreased, thus tocusing more attention upon the
outlying districts.

Referring to this, the report atated:

I1The

specimens of civilization, too, exhibited at the small stations,
were suffioiently 1n advance ot the Cherokees to serve as models
and stimulants; but at the same time were not too tar in advance
as to discourage them by a superiorIty which they felt unable to
im.i tate . n27

2~orse, p. 180.
26TraCy, p. 118.
27Ibid . , p. 133-
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Reports from the Baptist

~8sionaries

also lead one to con-

clude that considerable segments of the population were but rarely
touched by the influence of Christianity.

An account of' progre.8

for 1831 alluded to some places too distant for the missionary to
ViSit,28 while as late as 1837 there was a settlement of' three
hundred Cherokee in North Carolina, which

It.

•

•

had bean several

times visited by pious Ind1an8, but never by any white missionary. "29
Before offering the relevant testimony of the Moravian, Abraham Steiner, it will be \iell to recall that his first contacta

with the Cherokee took place in 1799 when he was sent on an observation tour.

He it wa. , too, who guIded the f'iret effortaot the

congregation at Sprlngplace in 1801.

HIs references, the:ref'ore,

to developments in Cherokee civilization covered several deoades
and were based upon quite lengthy observation.

Furthermore, al-

though by his own admission he was prompted to speak out through
fear of' the loss of the government's aid, his account, nevertheless, is devoid of exaggeratIon. and false claims.

Part ot it 18

therefore presented here as a reliable evaluation of Cherokee civilization up to 1822.

In January 01' that year Mr. Steiner wrote

to the Secretary of War:
Just twenty years ago I first saw and visited them; and I
can assure you, Sir, though I had expe¢ted to see some signa
28peck , p. 495.

29Ibid., p. 499·
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of civilization among them, that it tar lJurpused my ex:pectation, comparing the people with the state I first saw them
in. . . . What interested me much was their advance. in agriculture, and their comfortable and decent mode of living,
compared with former times. Surely we cannot say that it ia
uniformly so, but it is among them nearly as it i$ among theiI
white neighbours: some are 1n4uatrious, and advance in
wealth and decency; whilst others go on careless, in the way
ot their fathers and remain poor beings. I have been with
some who live altogether like our substantial farmers. in a
very comtortable, nay decent way, and their houses and fUr..
niture correspond to their advanced situation, In short, as
far as I know, the Cherokees are advanced in civilization the
farthest of the several tribes.30 This has been brought
:~:~~~iyO~l~ ~Yb;~h:e~e~~~)~lent associations, . . . .
J

This statement indicates with a reasonable amount of dependability,
that by 1822 Cherokee culture had undergone a Significant change.

Though such a transition augurs nothing in the nature of a complete transformation, on the other hand, thla partial advance almost certainly precludes the chance of a retrogreSSion.
The results of two censuses taken in the Cherokee nation during

the sixteen years that elapsed between the statement ot AbrahaH

Steiner and the removal supply further facts concerning the subject

ot this 1nvestigation.

The law of 1824, calling for the count of

that year # provided for gathering information other than population
data alone. 32 Published in the Phoenix as "Statistical Tables of
:;OSteiner had also been among some northern Indians, and
twice to the Creek tribe.

3lAmerlcan State PaR!rs, Class l!, II, 278.

3~W8 ~~ Cherokee Nation, pp. 43-44.
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the Several Districts composing the Cherokee Nation, ,,33 it listed
cattle J 22, .405 J

the numbers of domes tic animals as follows:

horses 7, 628; swine, 41, 517; sheep, 3,017; and goats, 438.
There were 17 grist mills and 13 saw mills, along with 2,512
ploughs, and 6 cotton gins.

Cherokee citizens operated nine

stores, ten ferries, and fifty-five blacksndth shops.

2,394 spinning wheels, and 769 looms showed increases

Totals of

or

40 per

cent and 65 per cent respectively, over a similar count submitted
by Gideon Blackburn to Jedidiah. Morse some fifteen years earlier. 3~

Nearly a thousand Negroes were held as slaves by the most prosperoua Cherokee .farmers.
These statistios provide sufficient proof for a claim that
Cherokee livelihood no longer depended upon hunting and the fur
trade, and in publishing them the editor of the Phoenix relied
upon the numbel'1l given to show that

n •.•

possession can be con-

sidered as indicating the progress of civilization. ft
wanted to point out, secondarily, thAt

fI,

••

However, he

some ot the Districts

are considerably farther advanced in improvement than others. n35
To take one example, the nine native stores were all situated

within four districts, almost half being conoentrated within the
single area of Ch1okamauga.

As to agricultural equipment, a

"Cherokee Phoenix, June 18, 1828.

3\.ra.OY, p. 66.

.

35Cherokee Phoenix, June 18, 1828 .
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comparison of the numbers of adult males in each district with the
numbers of ploughs listed shows that for every hundred farmers,
one district counted one hundred twelve ploughs, while another
possessed only eighteen.

'!'he distribution of slaves was like''lise

very uneven, over 90 per oent being recorded in only one-half of
the nation.
The census of 1835,36 taken under the auspices of the United
States government, was oarried out in preparation for the removal
of the entire body ot the Cherokees.

Not having been patterned on

the enumeration of the previous decade, it does not supply information under the same categories, but that which it does contain is
most significant.
Of 12,463 tull-bloods and 1,454 half.breeds, approximately
8 per cent were able to read English, and 21 per cent, Cheroltee.
Two thousand five hundred were classified as weavers, and three

thousand as spinstera.

or

the ten million acres ot land in the

nation,37 ror~y-tour thousand were under cultivation.

This is not

a large percentage, but allowing tor the mountainous areas, and
considering that farms averaged tour teen acres in size, it represents a figure in keeping with the progress made by the Cherokee

:;6Dan1el Henderson, Rezin RawlingS, Nathaniel Smith, C. H,
Nelson, and George W. Underwood, Census of the Cherokee Indians,
1835 (National Archives, Depa.rtmen£ ot Iridian Afi'alrs) Wutiiiigton,
ID. c.).
.

1826.

31payne Manuscripts, VIII.

John Ridge to Albert Gallatin,
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in

other fields.
This evaluation of Cherokee civilization, therefore, in its

final analysis, 1s one of a moderate nature, due to the advance of
the white population in which they became engulfed

The presence

of a white element among the members of the tribe produced an influence Which, while remaining stubbornly loyal to the Indiw1 tradition of autonomy, endeavored to hasten the transformation of the
tribe into a civilized oommunity,

This transformation was also the

aim of the United States government and of the various religious
groups that were associated with the Cherokee Nation,

Yet, the

goal l'lhich found agreement exteriorly, sprang from separate interior motives.

It is this difference in mottvation that accounts

for the variation and sometimes contradictions in remarlcs concerning Cherokee progress in civilization,

Many arguments, colored by

political and sometimes dramatic oircumstances which surrounded
them, tended to overemphasize the amount of progress really

~.

While in most eases, aotual examples existed to prove claims to an
advanced status, a more thorough 1nvestigation would have revealed
that this did not apply to the nation as a whole
Statements ooncerning Cherokee progress in civilization before

1838 were therefore relative.

Compared with the Indian mode of

life in the nineteenth century an advance had definitely been inaugurated.

Allowed time for the normal processes of growth this

beginning contained the necessary ingredients for complete developIment, but peaceful conditions thAt this would require were

153
prevented by the situation then existing in the United States, itself a young .. vigorous and e)..'"P8J1ding nation.

Claims that the Char.

ol{oe l'lere a civilized people can, then, be taken as true, but the

reader must be sufficiently informed to be able to interpret this
verdict in the light of the many shades of interpretation
various overtones of policy which affected it.,

&ld
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